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HINDU IS 
BUTCHERED 
ONSTREET
Ohastly Murder Committed On Sat­
urday Night Within A  Few Feet 
O f Busy Corner
Kelowna was busy on Saturday 
; night, according to custom, and Bern­
ard Avenue* was thronged with shop­
pers and others until a late hour, hence 
people' could hardly credit the news 
which spread round soon after 10.30
K.m. that a daring and ghastly murder ad been committed within a few feet 
o f'th e busiest corner in town, but it 
proved to be true. ,
The deed was done So quickly that 
the few eyewitnesses failed to real­
ize for a few moments what had hap­
pened, arid this aided the murderer to 
make his escape for the time-being. 
The 'scene of the crime was on Water 
/Street, a few fc<;t south o f the Law- 
son Block corner, and the Shadoiy of 
the building prevented a clear view by 
those who saw the tragedy.
- During the afternoon several Hin- 
' dus liad been in town, having come' 
in tp shop from the yepfctable farnis 
which they are operating or upon 
which they are employed.^ They were 
observed at different times to be talk­
ing excitedly/but little attention was 
paid to the fact, as petty quarrels 
amongst them are frequent Some of 
V the men seemed to have been imbibine  ̂
too freely, put'that also is not an un­
usual occurrence amongst them, and 
there was nothing toMierald the im­
pending crime. ' ; •
While the 'motives for the murder 
remain Obscure, it seerii _̂ to have been 
the aftermath; of some of .the quarrel­
ling that preceded it  So far as could 
be elicited from the evidence‘ giveiv at 
.thci inquest, it seems that, about 10.40 
p.m., Tarah Singh, the .victim, aq eld­
erly man, was sitting on a motor truclc 
drawn up, against 'the eurb on Water 
Street, waiting for the driver, who 
had gone away for a few niinutes,-to 
take him and some companions to their 
homes in the country. Suddenly, a 
figure bounded from the sidewalk, ap­
parently in silence, and struck fiercely 
• at the unfortunate Tarah with sonie- 
thing in its hand, wliieh only one of 
the witnesses could definitely say was a 
knife. The victim cruntpled up under 
the attack and felT^froiri the truck, 
while the assassin fled. ,'Tarah’s friends 
picked him Up, thinking he had merely 
been struck severe blows with the fist, 
but to their horror they fourid blood 
welling in great gouts from terrible 
wounds in the throat and chest, and 
he gasped out his life in a minute cr 
two. The police were notified at once 
. and the body was removed to the 
morgue. A  crowd quickly gathered on 
- the scene and a description of Gujar 
Singh, who was alleged to have com­
mitted the crime, was passed from 
mouth to mouth, but search at the time 
failed to reveal any trace of him.
Chief of Police Thomas, Constable 
Chaplin and Provincial Constable Penr 
tecost scoured the town and country 
for the fugitive but success did not at­
tend their efforts until Sunday morn­
ing, when Constable Chaplin succeed­
ed in tracing the alleged murderer to 
the West Kootenay pole line, which 
makes a direct strike up-hill to the 
Kettle Valley Railway. The services 
o f the telephone were enlisted and a 
description of the suspected man was 
circulated far and wide, section houses 
on the K.V.R. being notified as well 
as the K.V.R. operating staff and the 
•police authorities at Penticton. As the 
result of some smart work, Gujar 
Singh was captured at Arawana, a flag 
station about two miles east of Nara- 
mata and approximately ten miles 
north of Penticton, by Chief Constable 
Fraser of the Provincial Police, was 
brought back to ‘Kelowna by car the 
same afternoon and lodged in custody 
at the City Police Office.
While colloquially described as Hin­
dus, the murdered man and his alleged 
slayer are really Sikhs, coming from 
the same district in the Punjab. Both 
the men, particularly Gujar Singh, are 
said to have made money in vegetable 
growing and to have been in comfort­
able' circumstances. -
The Inquest ,
An inquest upon the death of Tarah 
Singh was opened by Coroner Wed­
dell on Monday afternoon, in the City 
Police Office, at 2 o’clock. The scanty 
’©pace available for spectators was 
packed with a perspiring crowd of the 
curious, amongst whom were a number 
■ o f compatriots of the dead man. Mr.
J. .F. Burne, City Solicitor, represented 
the City, and Mr. T. G. Norris held a 
' watching brief in the interests of Gu­
jar Singh, charged with tl\p death of 
the victim.
A jury was impanelled consisting of 
Riessrs. F. M. Butkland. foreman. E.
' '  Carruthers, D. K. Gordon. G. H.
‘SU M M E R LAN D  R E V IE W "
CHANGES O W N E R S H IP
Mr. R. E. White Sella T o  Mr. W . 8.
O ’Beime And Purchases Tho 
‘‘Kamloops Sentinel"
By a change in the ownership of the 
"Summcrland Review," the Okanagan 
Valley 'loses one of its most cstccriicd 
editors^ in the person of Mr. Ralph 
E, White,; who has disposed of his in­
terests to Mv* W . S. O ’Bcirnc, editor 
of the "Penticton Herald,” Mr. White 
has acquired the "Kamloops Sentinel,’ 
the oldest paper in the Interior o: 
British Columbia, and has alrcad;v tnov 
cd to Kamloops to take over his new 
property. . '
Mr. White edited the "Summcrland 
Review’’ for fourteen years, and dur 
iiig that period^he always maintained 
the paper at a. high level ,pf journalism. 
Me held the respect and' confidence of 
his community, which was evidenced 
b;V his election as Rteve of the Muni­
cipality, and his departure is gcncrallv 
regretted, in the district. By his fel­
low journalists in the Okanagan Valley 
he will be much missed, but Karritoops 
cotnes within the sphere of the organi 
zation of which ht has been Secretary 
for a number of years, the Okanagan 
Press Guild, and he will not be out o f 
touch comi
EX-MANITOBANS 
HOLD ANNUAL 
RE-UNION
BOOKS OF M U TU AL, LTD .
A R E  TO  BE AUDITISD
Thorough Investigation T o  Follow 
 ̂Seizure By Mounted Police
pletely with his former con- 
0 wish him the best of forfrefes^ who
tunc in his new venture.
Mr. White’s successor is an experi­
enced newspaper 'man, . having been 
connected with several Ontario dailies, 
including the. “ Stratford Daily Bea­
con,”  "Woodstock Sentinel-Review” 
and "Chatharii Daily News," and he can 
be trusted to uphold the creditable tra­
ditions of the “ Review.”
M.
Kerr, G. A. McKay and J. E .’ Reekie! 
and after they were sworn in the jury­
men departed to view the bodv. Upon 
their return evidence was Ic'd. Chief 
o f Police Thomas calling the witnesses.
Dr. yV. J. Knox was the first to 
> give evidence, testifying to the nature 
of the wounds and the cause of death. 
He stated that shortly before 11 o’clock 
on Saturday night he Iiad answered 
^immediately a call to the scene of the 
killing, but when he reached there 
Tarah Singh was dead, lying on tlic 
sidewalk. Examination of the wonnds 
at the postmortem led him to hclicve 
that the man had died within twp 
minutes of receiving them, as they were 
o f such a terrible nature. The immed­
iate cause of death was a stab wound 
about four inches deep just above the 
right collar-hoiie, whicli severed a large 
vein, one of the largest in the hodv. 
the tremendous' loss of blood from 
which would cause unconsciousness in
about twenty seconds. Another wound 
extended downwards from the right 
nipple, severing the cartilage of three 
ribs, indicting superficial injury upon 
thê  liver and exposing the intestines. 
'This wound was in the nature of a 
ripping cut, while the other was a- 
straight stab. It was possible that the 
lower wound might not necessarily 
have proyqd fatal* but there was abso­
lutely no chance o f saving the life o : 
any pers^  suffering the stab wound. 
Either v i^nd  could have been inflictec 
by such a weapon as a huntirig knife 
Thaka Singh, a tall Sikh, testifiec 
through the medium of an interpreter, 
Bhagu Singh.' The evidence was some­
what "difficult to follow, owing to, the 
imperfect, English of the interpreter, 
but it was understood that the last 
time the witness saw Tarah Singh was 
when he was sitting on a truck on 
Water Street. Gujar Sjngh struck at 
Tarah with something, but the witness. 
Owing to darkness, pould not see what 
it was. Tarah fell off. the truck and 
Gujar ran away.
jHartta, the only Hindu witness who 
did not boast of the attachment of 
Singh to his. ̂ name, also testtified 
through the interpreter; He was more 
positive in his assertion^ than the pre­
ceding witness, stating that Gujar was 
on the sidewalk and jumped up ; from 
it at T a ^ h  oh the truck, stabbing him 
with a knife w*hich the witness saw 
in his hand. He could not say whether 
Gujar was drunk, nor did he know 
whether there had been any quarrel­
ling between the men previous to the 
killing.
Akhio Sonoda, a Japanese, preferred 
to use English rather than employ the 
services of an interpreter, but he found 
it very difficult to express himself 
clearly and tev use English idioms, 
hence his evidence w'as far from plain. 
.“Xs it was dark, he could not see very 
well what took place at the scene of 
the crime and he thought at first that 
the aggressor punched the other on the 
jaw with his fist, as he could not see 
any knife. The witness was about fif 
teen feet awa.y from the truck. The 
man who was struck was on the truck, 
and the man who assaulted him was 
on the ground. The man vvhp was hit 
fell off the truck close to the sidewalk 
and “ lots of blood came out of him.” 
He heard no quarclling before the at­
tack and he could not say whether any 
of the men had been drinking.
Lakha Siiigh also gave his evidence 
in English, but it was reasonably easy 
to follow. He had not seen Tarah at­
tacked, but he. found him lying on the 
ground by the truck, bleeding very 
badly. He had seen Gujar about half 
an hour before, when he seemed to be 
drunk. He-had heard Gu.’ar quarrellinsr 
with Tarah about 8 or 8.30 p.m., and 
the men were swearing at cachother. 
He did not know what was the cause 
of the trouble between them, nor did he 
know of any previous trouble having 
taken place between- them. He had 
never seen Gujar with a large knife in 
his possession.
Kabal Singh, a young man, son of 
the deceased, gave his evidence through 
the interpreter. He had last .ccen diis 
rather alive at about 4 o’clock on Sat­
urday afternoon. He did not know of 
any ill-fccling between Gujar and his 
I’athcr. Tficy had known eacliothcr in 
V̂’ancouver, hut he was not aware whe­
ther there was any trouble between 
.hem there.
Allan Wilson, butcher. Water Street, 
testified that he was alone in his shop 
about 7 o’clock on Saturday evening, 
when he heard a lot of shouting and 
noise in the lane at the back of his 
premises. He went out to investigate 
and found several Hindus quarrelling.
He warned them that if they kept up 
tint racket they would get into the 
hands of the police. Some of them 
were customers of his and he did not 
want to sec them get into trouble, 
hence be sought to pacify them. He 
got Lakha Singh away from the crowd 
to bis shop, and then the Hindu told 
him he had better fetch "Shorty" al­
so. meaning “ Gujar.”  He did so. and 
when they reached the shop Gujar 
showed him a knife with a long blade.
It seemed to be a folding knife with 
a spring lock hack. He did not know
VANCO U VER, , Jiibf 16.—That an 
audit of the books of Mutual (VancQ,u- 
Attondance A t Very Enjoyable Affair ver),^ Limited, fruit brokers, vvhich 
Numbera,About One HundredA A rtitt. I Lanadian Mounted' Police, will be con-
Ana fu ty  iduetbd in conscoucncc of Charges that
the firm is a combine, is the informa- 
The second annual reunion of cx -h ‘^ “ ®curcd in Vancouver today. J. D 
Manitobans, held in the City Park last counsel for the Mutual, stated
Thursday afternoon, proved to be was endeavouring to make sure
very enjoyable affair. About one b u n - t h e  books would remain in this 
dred and fifty people gathered together I jnrisdiction, and that any move to 
in delightful surroundings, swopped t̂ **-’*”  taken away from the city 
yarns and indulged in the entertain-p’orild be opposed, 
ment provided. One of the best eventsL,No further steps were taken by the 
wab the edd-timers’ baseball'match «bc-1 Police today. They arc hold-
tween teams from those coming from M” 8 the documents seized. Instruc- 
thc north and those coming from the as to what is to be done will
south o f : the ' C.P.R. main line, which conic from Ottawa to the local hcad- 
was a thriller from the start. In thisUF*“ ‘’*ct8 of the force. The seizure will 
contest Fred Davis in the box and John ^“ cct the Mutual business at the 
Reekie with his big mitt proved to be time, as the books taken werC
jtoo formidable a combination for the *hosc up to March last, 
northerners, though it may be ques- Other raids were carried out in Vic- 
tioned if the pitcher’s arm could havcU°*‘*̂ > Calgary, Moose Jaw, Edmonton, 
long cndiircd the amazing “ wind-up” L^cgiiia and Winnipeg, The action is 
to which it was subjected. Still per- to be consequent upon the report 
haps it was fortunate for the souther- Commissioner Lewis Duncan to the 
ners that the call for supper came dur- Government, in which he alleged that 
ing the fourth inning. In the tug of Nash interests constituted a com- 
wqr, however, the northerners covered 
thernselves with dust and glory, thus 
getting even with their rivals.
Supper was served in the shade of the ® ^N D  CO NCERT PRO G RAM M E 
trees by the ladies, who .well upheld FO R F R ID A Y  N IG H T
the old-timers’ reputation for being able ' ,  ^  --------
to provide ;abundant and toothsome The Orchard City Band will again 
'are. be heard iri'the Park on Friday even-
The afternoon programme concluded j !®’’ j* ® o’cli^k, under the
with the following toast list: , <‘The ? / SHtter.
King” ; "Welcome to Kelowna," Mayor following programme will be
Sutherland; “ Our Adopted Province." ’’e P d e r e d ^  
proposed by Mr. Leslie Dilworth and ,
^sponded to by Mr. F. Topham, of
Peachland; “The Native Born,’’ pro- 'Colonial ........
posed by Mrs. Fisher, of Benvoulin, ?. Overture—
and responded to by Miss Belle Shier; Golden Days’’ ....
Old-Timers,” proposed by Mr. T. 13. Concert Waltz—
F. McWilliams and. responded to by “ Hearts of Gold”
Mr. Hamilton Lang, of Vernon^ 4.— Comet Solo—
The following ladies and gentlemen "A  Perfect Day” Carrie Jacobs Bond 
signed the register as being ex-Manit- (Played by John Arvick.) 
ob t^s: Boissevain: Mr. and Mrs. J. s. Medlev—
E. Reekjg,_Mn. “P  N. Morrison, Mr. |  ̂S e lec ted ^ ....—.......... . H. Slatter
RATEPAYERS TO 
VOTE ON SHALE 
PITPURCHASE
Poll Upon $4,000 Loan By-Law 
To Bo Held On Tuesday,
July 28th
G YRO  D IS TR IC T  H O N O U R
COMES T O  K E L O W N A
Mr; E,,,'lO.M^q^liihlB, ■ Is Appointed 
Deputy GovcifnoV For New Dis­
trict
Mayor Sutherland, Aldermen Adams,
Knowles, Mcikle, Morrison and Shep­
herd were the members of the Council 
present at the regular fortnightly meet­
ing on Monday night. Owing to slight 
indisposition, His Worship was unable 
to attend the early portion of the pro-, 
cceding^, and Aid. Adams acted as 
chairman until his arrival.
A  number of letters having been re­
ceived from bond houses in relation to SwaVne as'District Seri^pt'irv.Tr<»VQVi'i-I suitable investments for sinking fu n d ,^ayn e as,
purposes. Aid Adams reminded, his The annual convention of the new 
colleagues that certain issues of de- District in 1926 will be held at New 
bcnturcs would mature nekt year and
the year after, and he iidvised that no ______ _____
investments in bonds be made mean- C A N A D A  W IN S  A N O TH E R  
whilfc but that the money earmarked 'r u n o t r v  a 't  nroT
this year for sinking-fund on the riia-l
turing debentures be kept in bank. , .
Miss Grant waited upon the Council | ^ CAMP, England, July 16.
At the Gyro District Convention, 
held at Seattle last week prior to the 
International Convention at Vancouver, 
the single Coast District- heretofore ex­
isting was divided into two districts, 
with the southern border of Oregon as 
the boundary between them. Rapid 
growth of the number of Gyro Clubs 
on the Pacific Coast necessitated the 
change.
Dr. Thomas B. Murphy, of Tacoma, 
was elected Governor of the new Pa­
cific ,North-West 'District thus con­
stituted, and Mr. E. O., MacGiimis,'’ 
President of the Kelowna Gyro Club, 
was chosen as Deputy Governor. Gov­
ernor Murphy appointed Mr. Thomas
ORANGEMEN
CELEBRATE
ANNIVERSARY
Okanagan, and Similkameen Lodgea 
Largely Represented A t Gathering 
In  City Park On Monday
. of July falling on a Sunday,
the 235th amuversury of the Battle or 
the Boyne was celebrated in Kelowna 
on Monday, the city being gaily decor­
ated for the occasion. Earlv in the 
morning contingents of Orangemen 
and their ladies began to arrive, some 
by boat some by truck and car, the fol­
lowing lodges being represented: Ver­
non Lodge, No. 1735; Armstrong Lod­
ge, No. 2824; Peachland Lodge, No. 
408; Kercmcos Lodge, No. 1770; Kel­
owna Lodge, No. 1870; Penticton Lod­
ge, No. 2030; Summcrland Lodge, No. 
2036; Princeton Lodge, No. 2103; Del­
egates and members of the Ladies 
Orange Benevolent Associations were 
also present from the Peachland, Ver­
non, Kelowna and Rcvclstokc branch­
es of those organizations.
Durmg the morning a special scs- 
'  ' ■ was held ill
after lunch
_____  _______  _____ _ _____ , . yards,ten shots a procession was tornicd and the local
already adopted with marked success score, and one .sighting shot per and visiting Orangemen and Orange 
in the larjger cities. She did not ex- man at each distance, with a time limit j ladies paraded from the lodge room 
plain the scheme in detail, as she evi-|o^ one Jiour and a half.' Canada's score up Bernard Avenue as far as the United
Hall
Mackie-Beyer 
......... . Roche
and Mrs. F. G. Davis; Morris: Mr. 
and Mrs. A. Reid, Mrs. W. Brown and 
Misses Jeane and Charlotte Brown; 
Crystal City: Mr. T. F. McWilliams, 
Mrs. S. Hicks; Roblin: Mr. and Mrs. 
C. H. Burns and daughter, Mr. and 
Mrs. John Nott and Misses Hilda and
;V. L. Nott and Roy and J. F. Nott, I o V^li"-**** 
Mr. A. Nott and Mrs. T. •Buchaii5n;l
6. Fox Trot—
“W ill You Rernember Me” .... Davis
7. Song Waltz—
(a) "T ill W e Met Again” jWhiting
(b ) “ Leave me with a Smilie”  Koeler
8. Two Step—
“Firm and Steady” —..l....;. * Moquin
“ Parodox” ........ Lamendeau
Maple Leaf For Ever”
“ God Save The King”
N E W  RO AD  IS  BE ING
B U IL T  T O  U PPE R  BELGO
Winnipeg: Miss M. I. Reekie, Miss
M. R. McClung, Mr. and Mrs. North- 
eptt, Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Campbell, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Kirk, Mr. F. Topham,
Mrs. J. B. Fisher. Mr. and Mrs. S.
Gray, Mrs. E. Bourke, Mrs. V. G.
McKay, Mr. and Mrs. W. Marshall,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cross, Miss Lillian
McEwai, Mr. A. _Williams; Reston:j . Mr. W . K. Gwyer, District Engineer, 
C. H. Geen; Langvale: has received instructions to build a new 
^*"’t AT- L^ke: Mrs. road to the upper Belgo district and
1. smith, Misses Marion, Alma and the work on this very necessary im- 
Dorothy Smith, Mr. and _Mrs. J. S. Lit-1 provement has already commenced; 
tie and Miss Violet Little, Mr. and The present road is not only rough 
^r.?: hisses Eunice and in spots but has some very sharp curves
Milhe and Edith Sloan and Russell j which make it difficult aiid dangerous 
Sloan;^_ Rapid City: Mr. A. Patterson for two cars to pass each other, and
and ..Misses L ily  and Ella Patterson, the new route will be an immense im-
V Alice Byrns; provement. It Starts at the “ Red Barn”
Cardale: Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bush and and then goes straight dow'n hill on an
Miss Mildred Bush, Mr. A. D. Garlinge easy grade back of Mr. H. L. Willits’ 
o "®*^8h Reid; Hamiota:-Mrs. M. property. This new road will facilitate.
Miss travel up Mission Creek, but is'needed 
Kenton: Mr. and-Mrs. S. especially for transporting this fall the 
K. Mackey; Virden: Mr. A. E. Miller; immense amount of onions, tomatoes 
Pilot Mound: Mr. and Mrs. Ira Law, and other produce no'w being grown on 
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Buckland. Mr. G. the upper Belgo on \vhat was last year 
A. McKay, Mr. B. E. Irvine; Brandon: range land. Owing to the cultivation 
Mr. D. McEachern, Mr. W. Chamber- in that section being hidden by .the 
Iain, Mrs. C. W. Cope, Mrs. Byron 1 contour of the country, it is not gen- 
McDonald, Mr. W. R. Trench, Mr. crally known how much is being pro- 
Joseph Neumeyer; Dauphin: Mrs. Rud- duced there this year. It is, however, 
off Turner. Mr. C. Chamberlain; Man- worth anyone’s while to make a special 
imu: Mrs. J. A . Bigger, Mrs. S. H. trip beyond the Red Barn just to see
Has^tings: Crandall: Mr. and Mrs. J. fhe tomato and onion crops, grown on 
F. Shier; High Bluff: Mr. Leslie Dil- virgin soil, as they show what, can be 
worth; Carberry: Mr: and Mrs. George produced by intensive cultivation where 
Balfour and son; Beausejour: Mrs. there is abundance of water. This 
E. Wyrzykowski; Holland: Mr. ana year’s operations having proven that 
Mrs. £. Newby, Mrs. W. M. Parker; what has hitherto been considered mere
dently took it for gra^ited that the | was 1084 out of a fiossible 1200,
Council already understood the nature
of such undertakings., M AYO R S  ENDORSE VV’O R LD ’S
Aid. Adams remarked that Kelowna! FA IR . FQR V AN C O U V E R
was somewhat differently situated from 
many other towns in regard to the need EDM ONTON,. Jtily 16.—A W ord’s was preceded by two stalwart pipers.■ - . . «  ' -  V ____ t 0,1 arrival a/ fl,« r.’fv ...1...
Church and down the same thorough- 
fate to the City Park. The procession 
was a long one and the banners of the 
various lodges were displayed. It in­
cluded two set? of drums and fifes and.
of a playground, owing to its position Fair at Vaiicouvet- to dramatize West- Gn arrival at the City Park, where 
beside the lake which afforded such ern Canada’s entrance into the realm of refreshment and amusement
a variety of water sports in summer Pacific commerce was unanimously re- booths had been erected, and at the en- 
that it was difficult to get children in- commended at the. conference of West- trance'to which a gailjr decorated arch 
terested in other pastimes. tern Mayors yesterday. A  resolution, been placed bearing the motto-
Miss Grant found herself unable to moved by .Mayor Hardie of Leth- r'®9ual Rights to All,: Special Privil- 
agree with Aid. Adams’ statement. She bridge and iMaypr Taylor o f Vancou-! None,”  and, on the rev
pointed out that Vancouver was just ver, called upon the governments of “ One School, One Flag, One
as well off, if not more so, as Kelowna the four. Western provinces and the 
in regard-to facilities for water sports, federal government to undertake the 
yet had found the need of playgrounds project arid to invite co-operation by 
for the children, at least one of which the governments of Australia and New 
had been located near the water. The Zealand and of the Mother Country, 
chief idea- of supervised playgrounds! — — ■
was to teach children to become good NO  E A R L Y  D EC IS IO N  
sports. They were taught to pltoy | O N  D O M IN IO N  E LE C T IO N  
games properly, and if they did not
conduct themselves as they, should,! O T T A W A , July 16.— Premier Mac- 
they were ruled off the playground kenzie King stated last evening that 
until they learned how to do so. For there would be na decision in regard 
instance, they were not permitted to to a general election for some time to 
have a fight in the middle o f ' a la- come. The Premier made this an- 
crosse game. The training in control nouncement at the conclusion of a cabi- 
was of great benefit to them' when they net meeting which was attended by 
grew up. loiily five'  ̂members of the . Government.
Language,”  thc;parade surrounded the 
plaj:forai on which seats were taken by 
the principal speakers of the day. These 
were: Mr. George Schofield, of Rut­
land, who acted as chairman and mas­
ter of ceremonies; Mayor Sutherland;. 
Mr. S. R. Gibson, Past County Master 
of Similkamccn; Mr. J/ S. Shier, Grand. 
Master of the Black Knights of Man-=̂  
ifoba; and Mr, W. T. Jago, Provincial 
Organizer for British Columbia.
The open ng speech was riiade by Mr. 
George Schofield, who stated that it af­
forded him pleasure to see so many 
Orangemen and their ladies present 
especially those who had come long 
distances to attend the celebration. 'The 
Orange order was growing and would 
continue to grow in strength and was 
doing a great deal of good. He was 
glad to have on the platform Mayor 
Sutherland, who, he. considered, would 
make a f.rst-class Orangeman. (A p ­
plause). He would ask that gcritleman
Aid. Knowles expressed approval of Those present ;ih addition to the Pre- 
the proposal and suggested tthat a mier were: Rt^ Hon. G. P. Graham, 
good site for a playground would be Minister of Railways and Canals, Hon.
available east of the tennis courts in Ernest LaPointe, Minister of Justice,
the Park. The City could not go to Hon. James Murdoch, Minister of La- 
any considerable; expense in the mat-̂  hour, and Hon.;A, D. Copp, Secretary 
ter, but if the site was provided and of State. 
levelkd, possibly the Gyros might un- Mr. King said that the meeting had address the meeting and, later on, 
dertake a drive, as they had done in been called for the purpose of dispos-1 niore eloquent than him-
Vancouyer, to provide funds for-equip- ing of a number of routine matters 1 would also speak, so he would cut 
ping the playground/ which had accumulated during the ten his oWn remarks shOrt.
Aid. Meikle said drily that it appear- days respite o f the cabinet, 
ed to him the younpf people of the “ You may be sure of one thing, 
town were very good at all kinds of There won’t be any decision in regard:
play but were weak when it came to an. election for h good time to
to helping their mothers. | come,”  he said.
Aid. Adams explained to Mi?s Grant
that, no matter how favourably dis- stances in his case were uriusual. 
posed to the project the Comics might The Council agreed to investigate 
be no financial outlay could be under- the matter, but in the meant me Mr. 
taken at this time of -year, as_ there Schpll will be notified that, owing to 
was no^appropnation in the estimates Roanoke Avenue-noxv: serving the dis- 
from which any necessary funds could trict in question, the old road will be
u 1 J r- IT  closed and it will not matter if he fen- Miss Crrant thanked the Council for jjjg |Q̂ g
the hearing given her and then with- a  certified cheque for $500 having
1,, • J ..u- .  ̂ been received from Chapman & Wilson,
The Mayor arrived at this stage, bu Vancouver, a formal resolution was 
requested Aid. Adams to carry on | passed authorizing the sale of one
(Continued on page 5>
Norway House: Miss K. Fullerton; 
Treherne: Mrs. M. Clement. Mrs. Ray 
Ritchie. Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Staples; 
Austin: Rev. H. S. Hastings: Star-
buck: Mr. and Mrs. A. B. McDonagh; 
Gretna: Mr. and Mrs. J. Irving; Short- 
dale: Mr. W. Favcllc; Lenore: Mrs. 
A. E. Miller; Portage La Frairic; Mr. 
H. F. Chapin; McAulcy: Mr. and Mrs. 
C. G. Clerncnt; Glenboro: Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Fumerton; Miami: Mr. and 
Mrs. T. Renwick, Misses Mildred and 
Alice Rcnwick; Maude: Miss F. W il­
son; Stonewall: Mr. W. J. Manning; 
Swan River: Mrs. W. J. Peterman; 
Cameron: Miss S. A. Storey; Melita: 
Mrs. A. Williams.
FORM ER T O R O N T O N IA N
W IL L  H AN G  TO M O R R O W
CHJCAGO, ,*Jully 16.— Denied his 
final appeal for reprieve or commuta­
tion, Russell Scott, former Toronton­
ian and onc-tinic wealthy promoter, 
awaits his execution set for tomorrow. 
The thirty-year-old author of books 
on business ethics, who was sentenced 
to bang for the murder of a drug 
clerk, protested his innocence tod.iy.
range land can produce heavily, the ac 
reage under cultivation next season at 
the upper Belgo will be greatly increas­
ed, and land is already being ploughed 
up''and fenced for that purpose.
PR O M O TIO N S  FROM  GRADE
Jr. I l l  TO  GRADE Sr. I l l
The following list, which was omitted 
in the school records furnished us for 
our issue of Ji\Iy 2nd, has been sent 
to The Courier by Miss L. Lloyd 
Jones, and gives the names of the 
scholars in Div. X of the Public School 
who Were promoted from Grade Jr. 
I l l  to Grade Sr. II I .  The names, not 
placed in order of merit, are:
Cecil Moore, Peggy McDonald, Shei- 
. la Wilson. Gordon Munro, Margaret 
Welch, Allan McKenzie, Katie Aven- 
dcr, Mary Brydon, Helen Bryce, Ed­
na Blackwood, Jim Browne, Norman 
Ekins, Clement Gordon, Hilda Hook- 
ham, Joe Schmidt, Allan Stuart, 
Lance Weeden. Alma Wilson, Wing 
Kim, W ing Shang, York Chow, Leona 
Davis. Jack Gordon, Stuart Elmore.
A R G E N T IN E  G IR L  F A ILS
IN  C H A N N E L  SW IM
DOVER. England. July 16.— After 
buffeting her way acro.ss the EngH.^h 
('hannci to within five miles of her 
goal, Mi.ss Lilian Harrison, the daring 
Argentine swimmer, abandoned thi.s 
afternoon her attempt to Swim the 
great stretch of water. She had made 
her way to within sight of the English 
coast.
PR IN C E  OF W A LE S
e n d s  R H O D E SIAN  V IS IT
BRO KEN H IL L , Northern Rhodc- 
.sia. July 16.—The Prince of Wales 
completed his programme in Nor­
thern Rhodesia with a round of visits 
here yesterday. Apart from the offi­
cial receptions, the main feature of the 
day was a meeting of the Prince with 
native chiefs form all parts of the Ter­
ritory. In addressing the chiefs, the 
Prince urged them to keep their vill­
ages clean and acquire the knowledge 
which the white man had to offer them.
I
in the chair.
A letter was received from the Assist­
ant Comptroller, Water Rights Branch, 
Department of Lands, Victoria, mak­
ing claim for rental of licence for wat­
erworks purposes from June 1, 1914, 
to the end of the current year, amount­
ing to a total of $147.50.
The Council treated the claim in a 
spirit of derision, and the City Clerk 
was instructed to reply that no lia­
bility would be admitted, as the water 
used by the City was pumped from a 
body of navigable water under control 
of the Dominion Government,
Dr. H. E. Young, Provincial Medi­
cal Health Officer, wrote expressing 
the opinion that the Canadian Pacific 
Railway was liable for certain costs 
incurred in connection with one of its 
employees who had been quarantined 
here for smallpox.
A resolution was received from the 
Board of Police Commissioners of the 
City of Trail, strongly opposing the 
proposed immigration of 10,000 Uk­
rainians into Canada on the ground that 
a large proportion of the Ukrainians 
resident in Trail were Communists, 
and that an influx of people with simi­
lar beliefs would be dangerous to the 
welfare of Canada. The Council was 
requested to endorse the resolution and 
to forward it to the Minister of Im­
migration at Ottawa.
It was decided unanimously to en­
dorse the resolution.
A  letter from Mr. W. A. Scholl stat­
ed that he was the registered owner of 
Lots 14 and IS, Block 3, Plan 1306, 
which he had expected to fence in at 
an early date, plant trees and build 
thereon in the near future, but he had 
ascertained, on measuring the lots, that 
Bay Avenue detoured over his and 
other property, owing to the proxim­
ity of a slough, and if he fenced his 
land, that street would be blocked en­
tirely for traffic. He therefore asked 
the Council if they would be willing 
to consider an exchange with him for
Fairbanks-Morsc Fire Underwriters' 
pump, being part of the surplus steam 
equipment, to that firm, f.o.b. Vancou­
ver, for the amount of the cheque.
A  cheque for $2,010.52 was received 
from the Deputy Minister of Finance 
as the City/s share of motor licence 
fees, at one-third of the annual charge.
Replying to query by Aid. Mor­
rison, Aid. Knowles stated that the 
tourist traffic during the early part of 
the season was no larger than last year, 
but it was showing a material increase 
during the past week or so, and the ac­
commodation at the Tourist Camp had 
been taxed to capacity on several 
nights. Tourists were loud ih their 
praise of the camp, which most of them 
declared was the most desirable in 
every way that they had visited.
The new contract for street watering, 
revised on account of certain changes in 
the Street Watering By-Law, was a- 
warded to G. Dillon & Son at 75 cents 
per hour.
By-Laws No. 409, Street Watering, 
and No. .410, Pound Regulations, were 
given reconsideration and final pass­
age.
The Mayor drew attention to the 
failure of many motorists to see that 
the tail lighs of their cars were in 
proper order. On Saturday evening, 
within the space of about fifteen min­
utes, he had seen ten cars pass him 
which had no tail lights, and he Judged 
that at least 10 per cent of all the cars 
on the city streets were in that condi­
tion. The attention of the police would 
be drawn to the matter, and car driv­
ers should take heed that they were 
liable to prosecution for their neglect.
, Aid. Adarns, as chairman of the Fin­
ance Committee and watchdog, of the 
municipal treasury, warned heads of de­
partments that the last of the money 
avail.xblc on the hank loan against cur­
rent revenue had been borrowed, and 
that all expenditures must be kept rig­
orously within hand. The reason for 
the present stringency in civic finance
Lots 14 and 15 of Lots '12 and U  in the ^  veaV/^*!,^ ^
block. He was aware tliat th cLT „rl and th? only way to cv'̂ n‘'"up City did not make a practice o f cx -j_____  y ty lu even up
changing property, hut the circum-I (Continaed on Page 4)
Mayoc. Sutherjand, who on rising to 
speak was greete'd with applause, began 
his remarks^ by observing that it wa^ 
the fourth time he had had the honour 
of officially ' welcoming an Orange 
gather’nĝ , and that it afforded .him 
pleasure to be present. The delegates 
from afar could see for themselves that’ 
Kelowna gave them a good welcome.
This welcome, however, was really 
more evident internally than externally. 
The city had put on its holiday attire* 
but-that was not all, as everyone wks 
ready to wclconie the gathering. The 
city authorities had been glad to place 
the Park at the disposal of the Orange- • 
men and those present at the meeting 
would observe that there were no pol­
icemen present, (laughter.) He hop­
ed that the gathering would be a suc­
cess and that the Orangemen would 
come back to Kelowna every year. 
There was no place in the Interior 
where they could have a better time. 
He was himself not a member o f'thc 
order, but he had given up a griJat deal 
of his time in attending to the affairs 
of fraternal organizations, and probably 
in the near future, would have to devote 
fully half of his time in attending tO' 
the business of one of them. In his 
opinion nearly all fraternal organiza.- 
tions had common aims and 1  ̂ also' 
believed that a'great deal o f the bene­
fits humanity enjoyed at the pccsent 
time owed their origin to the efforts of 
these organizations. Therefore a great 
deal of credit was due to the leaders of 
these societies, whose efforts had re­
sulted in winning advancemenf for 
mankind at large.
Continuing this address, Mayor Su­
therland remarked that the motto plac­
ed at the entrance of the Park appealed 
to him, the idea that no one should 
enjoy special privileges, but that all 
should have equal rights of all kinds. 
This levelling down of the privileges o£ 
the few was largely due to the efforts 
of fraternal organizations, (Applause.)
As rcgarjds the Orange order, it could 
)̂c said that any such organization; 
which had existed in a portion of two 
centuries and in the whole of another 
century must be doing good work. I f  
such were not the case it would natur­
ally have disintegrated, as any associa­
tion which conferred no benefit natur­
ally fell to the ground. He, Mayor 
Sutherland, wi.shcd to thank the meet­
ing for being given tlic privilege of ad­
dressing it and wished also to welcome 
all prc.scnt to the city on any future 
date til,It might be selected. (Cheers.)
The chairman agaiii^ made a brief 
speech, remarking that all present 
would douhtlc.ss have heard that an at­
tempt had been made to furn'sh Can­
ada with a new flag and that the com­
mittee selected by the Dominion Gov­
ernment to choose this new flag was 
composed entirely of Roman (Tatholic.s.
(Continued on page 3.)
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Tmik o f
and your thoughts natur­
ally turn to Pettigrew. 
Wedding Rings and Mar­
riage Licences. You say—  
consult soincc)ne discreet. 
— Pettigrew a|;ain.
Manufacturing Jow ^y , Dla-
cloiic on the premises by Mr. 
J. D. Pettigrew. Ask the man 
wlio has had some done.
PETTIGREW
JEW ELLER  AND  D IAM O ND  MERCHANT  
Kelowna's Gift Shop ISSUER OF MARRIAGE LICENCES
JULY BEDDING SALE
Space limits our quotations to a few. illustrations of the 
wonderful vajlues in the bedding line for July.
Never in pre-war times have such values been offered. ,
Sininion’s Extension Couch—a couch by day and a full (F"! R  A A
size bed with felt mattress by night .............. .....
Bed, Spring, and' Mattress, any size; A  A A
July Bedding Sale Price ........ ........ .......................
2-inch Continuous Post Bed in white or ivory $11.00
Coil Spring ........... ............................................. $ 9.00
Felt Mattress .......................................................  $ 9.00
AU Three Pieces I........................ ...... ...... . -$29.00
These goods are Simmon’s nuike, with ,Sinimon’s 
guarantee of quality.
D id you ever get a good Feather Pillow for 7Sc?
If not, why not? ; W e have them. '
KELOWNA FURNITURE COMPANY
PE N D O ZI STREET Phone 33
4 4 9 9
A  s c i e n t i f i c a l l y  p r e p a r e d
Lime Whitewash
T H A T  W IL L  N O T  R U B  OFF.
S A N IT A R Y
D U R A B L E
E C O N O M IC A L
HAUG m SON
Kelowna, B. C.
British Coliimbiâ  ShobWxdaw
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbisu
Canadians are becoming the cham­
pion butter caters of the world- Twen­
ty-eight pounds ot butter each for every 
man, woman and child in the Dominion 
was consumed last year, a report issued 
by the Bureau of Statistics shows. To­
tal consumption of butter in 1924 was 
254,203,762 pounds. This was an in­
crease of 4.000,000 pounds over the 1923 
consumption. Total production was 
298,690,999 pounds, compared with 277,- 
480,207 pounds the year before. Ex­
ports amounted to 22,343,939 pounds, 
an increase of 9,000,000 pounds over th.- 
1923 exportation. ,
Exports of gold ore, dust, etc., from 
have risen from $3,953,938 in 
1922 to $28,358,449 in 192^
Mr. Wm. Wilson, who for the past 
principal o f the Vernon 
■ "a* been appointed to the
staff of the New Westminster High 
School.
The trip from Enderby to the Coast 
by canoe is to be attempted by Mr. G. 
E. Crossley, of Summcrland. The 
route to be follo'dved is via Mara and 
Shuswap Lakes and down the Thomp­
son and Fraser Rivers. ...............
BOYSCOUTI
COLUMN
. ... .....
1st Kelowna Troop | 
Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by ‘'Pioneer.”
July 14th, 1925.
This week's Column is necessarily 
very short because its Editor, along 
with sixteen other members of the 
Troop, is at the moment he should be 
writing busily engaged in making pre­
parations for our long hike from Camp. 
The truck is waiting^ the ̂ rub is all 
packed and everyone is waiting for the 
Editor— nuf sedf
W e were pleased to see a number of 
I visitors in Camp this afternoon at the 
Service which was conducted by opr 
staunch old friend and brother Scout,' 
Mr, Hcncagc, who is a most welcome 
visitor for Our whole camp period. He 
will be in charge of Camp vvhilc thc| 
bikers arc away.
More in our next!
W O L F  CUB NOTES
The Cub Camp for Kelowna and 
district will be held at Cedar Creek 
from Wednesday next, July 22nd, to 
Tuesday, July 28th,Sixers and Se­
conds going to Camp two days pre- 
I viously, on Monday, July 20th.
The services of a resident cook have
CROSSING  C A N A D A
___ ___________ __________ _____ _____  Major J. J. Astor, M.P., chairman of
been secured and three parents arc I the Times, Publishing Company, and 
asked each day to assist. They will honorary treasurer of the Empire Press 
be conveyed to camp each morning Union is now on his way to Canada, 
and will return the same evening. After three weeks in the Dominion he 
To prevent overcrowding,of supplies, will jo in , the party of delegates vvho 
the parents and friends arc ashed - to sail from Vancouver Jmy 29th for 
adopt the following plan. Non-pcrish-l Australia to the Imperial Conference, 
ables should be sent to the Transport -------^
Officer, Mr. C. E. Campbell, Jenkins being omitting to wear the usual white 
Barn, before 9 a.m, on the mornings shoulder knot.
mentioned by the parents and friends Details of the distribution of the 
I of the various Packs.  ̂  ̂ “ Scoutgrams” for the local association
Monday, July 20.— Fruit pies (14): were worked out by the P.L.’s and 
parents of 1st Kelownas. Vegetables: 2nd’s , at a meeting held after the 
parents of Okanagan Mission Pack. Troop dismissed.
Fruit (fresh or bottled) and cake: pa- .* *
rents of East Kelowna Pack. Second M. Jensen recently passed the
Wednesday, July 22.— Pies (14); “ Blacksmith” proficienev badge, Mr. S. 
[Okanagan Mission. Vegetables: Ist Heslip being the examiner.
Kelowna, Fruit: 2nd Kelowna. . * * * .
Saturday, July 25.—-Pies (14): East The Beavers proved winners in the 
Kelowna. Vegetables: 2nd Kelowna. Patrol Competition. This makes the 
Fruit: 1st Kelowna. second successive win for this patrol.
W ill parents please notify the C.M. Congratulations are coming to them 
! exactly what supplies they are sending for their success, which is due to pro- 
on the above dates? gress with Scout work niore than any
Offers of transport for 30 on Mon- other .item. The final standing is as 
day, July 20th, at 9,30 a.m. from the follows:
Scout Hall, and on Wednesday, July Patrol ' ' Points
I 22nd, for 50, would be most gratefully Beaver ...... ........................... 906
accepted, also transport each morning F o x ,.........................;........... . 727
for three helpers at 8.30 a.m. and re- Kangaroo .........601
1 turn transport each evening for samel Seal— ..... ...............................  530
|at 6 p.m. Kindly notify C.M.
Visitors’ Day, Sunday, July 26th, I Friends of former Scoutmaster Frank 
Service in Camp, 3 p.m. Stanton will be interested to learn ;that
C. E. DAVJS, Cubrhaster, I he is spending the. summer as “ Camp
Chief’o f a Y.M.C.A. camp for poor boys
1st R U T LA N D  TROOP from Montreal. The camp is situated at Lac Masson in the Laurentians. 
A ll being well, the Troop will go un-1 Lewis” is the name of the par-
der canvas on the day these'notes are location. In a to the
published. T o  date only 15 Scouts out S-M'- Jese^dstheTroop^his bestwish-
of a total strength of 24 have definitely «  and regards and congratulates the
stated their intention of attending the Troop on their pro-
camp. This is 'as many as attended ,
last year’s camp but is not nearly as ; . , ^
big a proportion as had been hoped W e are sorry to lose from the Troop 
'for. Two Scouts are leaving the dis- Scout F, Lewis, who is moving to 
trict for the balance of the summer, Vernon with his parents for the sum- 
I reducing the possible camp strength to mer months at least. _
22. It is sincerely to be hoped that _
! circumstances will permit of several Scout F. Meek and Recruit J. Meek 
more of the remaining 7 Scouts attend- have been posted to the Kangaroo
factorily answered by the Board, the] 
meeting a^joum«d. ^
The following list of pupils who pas 
sed at the recent examinations will be 
of interest ahhdiigh the report has been 
.unavoidably delayed.
Our teachers, Mr. Geo. F. Elliot niu 
Mr. E. Thorlakson, arc to be heartily 
congratulated on the shovving made by 
the pupils. Two of the Winfield pupils 
Holly Berry and Rhoda Petrie, sue 
cceded in winning McLean’s Muscular 
Writing Certificates, Mr. McLean com 
nicntiiig on their work as being from 
very good ’ to excellent.
Grade I.— Edith Gunn, May Petrie 
Harue Koyama, Bessie Macdonncll 
Misao Kitumura.
Grade II.—Vera Edmunds, George 
Berry, George Arnold, Ethel Stcekv 
Setsugi Koyama, Mary Sandol, Sakuji 
Koyama.
Grade III .— Pearl Prowsc, Georgi 
Macdonncll, Grace Lawicy, Marjorie 
McDonagh, Ralph Berry, RonaU 
Gunn, Gertrude Konig.
Grade IV.—Margaret Cornish.
(Names in order of merit.)
From CjJradc V. to Grade V I.— Ed- 
ifvina Baalim, Lionel McCarthy, Frank 
Powlcy, Marjorie Goss, Jean Gunn, 
Alex ' McDonagh, Mollie Beasley.
From Grade V I. to Grade V l l  
Jack Prior, Walter Brodic, Gordon 
Munro, Grace Brodic, Verna Clark 
Alfred Berry, Maurice McCarthy.
From Grade V II. to Grade V I I I  
Rex Powlcy, Ena Goss, Holly Berry 
•Gladys Goss, Dick Coe, Daisy Petrie 
Rhoda Petrie, Arthur Arnold.
E A S TK pW N A
The annual school meeting, in ac 
eordance With the School Act, was held 
last Saturday. As usual, there was a 
very poor attendance. Why the attend­
ance is so small puzzles us. The annual 
water meeting is always well attended 
yet the water users have no control 
over the water rates, but at the annual 
school meeting the ratepayers fix their 
own school taxes, yet they leave it to 
a small minority to do so. No doubt 
it is a compliment to the Trustees, 
showing that the ratepayers are satis­
fied with the way things are being run. 
Yet we believe the Trustees almost pre­
fer a little trouble to the present lack 
of interest.
The meeting opened by Mr. Perret 
being moved to the chair. The Trust­
ees, who are Mr. Perry, chairman, Mr, 
Gregory and Mrs. Miller, secretary, pre­
sented their report, which was read by 
Mrs. Miller and approved. The ac­
counts as certified by M,r. C. Hill, the 
auditor, were passed. The retiring 
Trustee, Mr. Gregory, not desiring to 
stand again, Mr. A. B. Woodd was 
elected in his place. Mr. Gillespie was 
elected auditor for the coming year.
Last year’s assessment was $2,500, 
as the number o f pupils last term wa- 
55, but next term there will be 69 and, 
as the Board desire to ,oSpend -some 
money in beautifying the grounds, it 
was proposed to increase the assess­
ment. After some discussion, the sum 
of $2,750.00 was voted for next year. A  
discussion took place on the lease of 
the teachers’ residence, teachers’ salar­
ies, etc. Votes of thanks to the last 
year’s Board and to the teachers term­
inated the meeting.
I mg.
The following will be the daily Time 
Table:
6.30 a.m.— Reveille.
6.45 a.m.— Setting-up exercises.
6.55 a.m.— Morning dip.
7.15 a.m.— Breakfast.
patrol.
The Rovers, under A.S.M. Wedge, 
held a rrieeting at the school field on 
! Tuesday last. Cecil Duggan, a former 
Scout o f the 1st Rutlands, joined the 
Rovers at this meeting, bringing the 
strength of the patrol to 8. The 1st
8.30 a.m.— Flag Raising (full uniform Rutland Troop now numbers 2̂
parade).
9.00 to 11.00 a.m.— Scout w;ork.
11.00 a.m.— Bathing.
12.00 noon— Dinner.
1.00 to 2.00 p.m.—^̂ Quiet hour.
2.00 to 3.30 p.m. Scout work.
3.30 p.m.— Bathing.
5.00 p.m.— Supper.
5.30 to 7.00 p.m.— Free period.
7.00 p.m.— ija g  lowering.
8.15 to 9.30 p.m.— Camp fire. 
9.45 p.m.— Lights out.
Scouts, 8 Rovers and 2 A.S.M.s, a total 
strength, with the S.M. of 35 Scouts 
and Scouters.
“ Don’t Forget that Daily Good Turn 
A. W . GRAY,
Scoutmaster.
W INFIELD
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Gay and daugh 
Iter Dora, former residents o f this dis- 
The syllabus o-f training to be fol- trict, came up from Oroville and are 
I lowed during the “ Scout Work” period spending the week visiting Mr. „and 
each day will be: Mrs. John Edmunds and renewing old
1st, Day.— Construction of camp kit- friendships, 
chens, tables, etc. * *
2nd Day.—  Morning: Camperaft. Mrs' John Edmunds returned last
Afternoon: Map making and game. week from a business visit to the Coast.
3rd Day.— Morning: Tracking and * '*
[deduction. Afternoon: Tracking game. The regular'meeting of the Wood’s 
4th Day.—  (Sunday) morning: Na- Lake Women’s Institute was held oh 
I ture study. Afternoon; Divine service. Thursday evening, July 2nd. There 
5th Day.—  Morning: Scouting game, was a small attendance, due partly to 
Afternoon; Pioneering, model bridge the weather and partly to the changed 
building. ' hour of meeting.
6th Day.— Morning: First aid. After- The secretary and delegate to the 
noon: Signalling. Provincial Convention at Victoria, Mrs.
7th Day.—  Morning: Tracking prac- Geo. Edmunds, gave a summary of the 
tice. Afternoon:. Stalking game. proceedings, but the reading of the full
8th Day.—  (Visitors’ Day) Aquatic report wa<? reserved for the next meet-
sports and Scouting contests.
«  «  «
Both the daily time table and the 
syllabus arc merely to be considered as 
guides rather than hard-and-fast regul­
ations. Alterations may be made from 
time to time as circumstances dictate, 
but as far as possible the above pro­
gramme will be followed. Spare time 
activities will be the passing of tests 
for Tenderfoot and 2nd class badges 
and, when examiners arc available, 1st 
Class and Proficiency badges.
During bathing period “ life-saving” 
will be practised and tests for the 
“ Swimmer” and the “ Rescuer” badges 
carried out.
It is sincerely to be hoped, that the 
weather, an all-important yet uncon­
trollable factor, will be favourable to 
us.
. * • «
There vas a fair average attendance 
at the rcg lar meeting on Friday last, 
the Beavci again being the weakest 
patrol. A  -suit relay race, Scout
work in corru under P.L.’s and first 
aid demonstrai i i by patrols constit­
uted the program II c.
Recruit F. Ha vkey of the Kangaroos 
was invested as Tenderfoot.
P.L. Claxton t the Kangaroos gain­
ed the points for observation; the mis­
take in the S.M.’s uniform this week
mg. Routine business was transacted 
and the meeting adjourned.
* * •
A  special meeting of the Winfield 
Co-operative Growers was held in the 
Community Hall on Friday, July 10th. 
to discuss the recent court ruling and 
to secure an expression of opinion from 
the growers as to possible effects.
A  good attendance showed the strong 
interest taken in the matter, and when 
the chairman called for a standing vote 
of loyal supporters, everyone present 
rc^onded.
Other matters of interest to the 
growers were also discussed, pertaining 
to the ten day and seasonal pools.
The possibility of the railroad not 
being completed in time tb handle iho 
early shipments of fruit may necessi­
tate hauling to Vernon or Kelowna, and 
this possible expense was made a 
charge on the whole crop by gcncr.al 
consent.
* • •
The annual School meeting was held 
in the Winfield Hall on Saturday even­
ing, at 7 p.m.. Trustee W . R. Powlev 
in the chair.
Mr. E. C. Shanks -was rc-clcctcd as 
Trustee and Mr. Godfrey Clark as Au­
ditor, the budget being practically the 
same as last year’s, was passed as a 
whole and after the questions asked by 
the ratepayers present had been satis-
There was a meeting last Tuesday of 
the Trustees of the S.E.K.I.D. The 
matters transacted were mostly routine. 
There were several complaints of the 
sprinkler service from the lower 
Bench, but we understand that has now 
been remedied.
The Trustees who took part in the 
annual inspection of the reservoir re­
ported that they had an interesting ex­
perience. They covered a good deal 
of ground, for it is 20 miles on foot or 
horseback to Canyon Creek East Ex-r 
tension, and 15 miles to Stirling Greek.
There are three problems connected 
with the reservoir: first, that of main­
tenance, for any carelessness might re­
sult. in irreparable damage to our fine 
reservoir which now holds 4,900 acre 
feet of water. The District is lucky in 
having the services of Mr. D. Wardlaw. 
who lives on the spot and knows every 
foot of the neighbourhood. The next 
problem is increasing the capacity of 
the reservoir. The Trustees hope to do 
this the present season, by raising Min­
now Lake spillway a foot, which will 
provide nearly 500 acre feet more. The 
.third problem is very important, name­
ly, that of filling the reservoir. As we 
discovered in 1924, it is no use having 
a big reservoir if we can’t fill it. Sour­
ces of further supply of water are W ilk­
inson Creek and Canyon Creek West, 
but these would be very expensive. A 
moderate supply of water, about 400 
acre feet, could be obtained from Per- 
cival Creek, and the Trustees are in­
vestigating the feasibility, of this.
Fly Chasers Fly Tax
Disinfectants
FLO U R , FEE D  A N D  P O U L T R Y  SU P P L IE S  
H A Y  A N D  S T R A W  G A S O L IN E  A N D  O ILS
KELUWNA GROWERS'EXCHANGE
Phone 29 , Free City Delivery
Store Open on Saturday Nights ,
consid'crcd under a wide rangfc of con 
ditions, the numerous factors being 
divided for convcnicric'c into four ejass 
cs, viz. care of the stable, care of the 
animals, care taken by the milker and 
care o f the utensils. By extending the 
test over a prolonged period, during 
which daily bacteriological tests viere 
made of the milk of a large number of 
coŵ s kept under as nearly identical 
conditions as possible, results were ob­
tained which indicate different degrees 
to which various factors contribute to 
the contamination o f the milk.
It was found possible, by the careful 
exercise of ordinary sanitary lircCau- 
tipns, to produce a milk of excellent 
quality without resorting to elaborate 
and expensive methods. .One of the 
points brought out was that the prin­
cipal sources of contamination arc rep­
resented by dirt and manure dropping 
into the pail during milking and by 
improperly cleaned utensils. . The con­
tamination ' from the ' air, to indicate 
another source, is relatively less im­
portant, even when considerable dust 
is afloat.
The importance of the milk pail was 
clearly indicated, its state of cleanli­
ness being of more concern than its 
form. "While an open-top pail was 
found to result jn an increased germ 
content of 200 per cent as compared 
with one with a small opening if the 
animals were neglected, yet when care 
was taken with the cows and the udder 
wiped before milking, very little extra 
contamination resulted from an un­
covered pail. O f much more import­
ance was the sanitary state of the pail. 
The tests brought out that this factor 
affected the contamination more than 
any other connected with milking. Un­
der clean milking conditions a change 
from a careful scouring, preferably 
with the use of steam, to a neglect in 
the care of the pails resulted jn a 
greater increase in the germ content 
than the neglect of any other single 
precaution,' while bn the other hand, 
where generally unsanitary conditions 
prevailed, a change to a proper treat­
ment of the pails resulted in a bigger 
improvement than ' from any other 
single favourable change of operation.
A. G. LO C H H E AD .  ̂
Dominion Agricultural Bacteriologist.
A GLORIOUS EPIC
OF T H E  BRITISH  N A V Y
‘Zeebrugge” Vividly Depicts The Most 
Daring Naval Exploit Of The 
Great War
Mr. A. Smith has bought a new Re­
public tractor. It is the onlv one of its 
kind on the Bench and looks verj’ 
powerful.
« « •
Several ranchers have ordered cal­
cium cyanide and blowers, to use for 
the control of green and woolly aphis 
and pocket gophers. TI»esc are terrible 
pests but the new remedy promises to 
frce'us from them with very little both­
er or expense. m m m
In the list of good crops we forgot 
to mention the K.L.O. big orchard, the 
crop on which is estimated at 55,000 
packed boxes. Messrs. Hamilton and 
Jennings arc to be congratulated.
4> «  *
Mr. arid Mrs. FitzGerald returned 
from their fishing trip on Saturday 
last, having had a very enjoyable time. 
The fishing was excellent. Miss J.
Reekie and Misg I. Reekie were of
their party.
FACTORS IN F LU E N C IN G
C O N T A M IN A T IO N  OP M IL K
The people of Kelowna will have a 
rare chance afforded them on Friday 
and Saturday next, July 17th and 18th, 
of seeing at the Empress Theatre a 
vivid portrayal on the screen of what is 
generally agreed to have been the most 
daring naval exploit of the Great War 
—the attack by a British squadron up­
on the German naval and submarine 
lase at Zeebrugge, carried out on St.
George's Day, 1918. The raid achieved 
materially successful results in grap­
pling with the submarine menace, 
which constituted a deadly threat to 
Britain’s supplies of food and munitions 
of war, and so had a direct bearing in 
helping to bring the war to an end.
The picture is a truly remarkable 
achievement in realism. The opening 
reels are concerned with the prelimin­
aries of the attack, the necessity for 
which is explained by means of strik­
ing pictures of the sinking of British 
ships by German “ U ” boats. These 
views were actually taken by German 
cameras, and w êre obtained by the 
British when an enemy submarine was 
captured on the way to the United 
States. Following comes a scries of 
scenes that show the units in training 
and the life of the young volunteers 
during the waiting period. The assem­
bling of the ships, the glorious "mu­
tiny” when the surplus crews fail to 
obey the order to return and thus “miss 
the show,” the laying of the smoke 
screen by the motor boat scouts, and 
the actual assault arc all shown in de­
tail. The scenes showing the landing 
on the Mole at Zeebrugge are carried 
out with great spirit, and the sailors 
who take part in them give and receive 
some shrewd knocks. The sinking of 
the blockships is shown very clearly,
and there arc good pictures of the! ing celery which if left in the ground
(Experimental Farms Note.)
While the sources of contamination 
of milk arc understood in a general 
w.ay, there is perhaps need of a more 
widespread knowledge of the relative 
importance of the various factors upon 
which the germ content of the milk as 
it Ic.-ivcs the stable depends.
With the object of determining more 
closely the relative effect of the var­
ious factors, a series of experiments 
extemling over five months was con­
ducted at the Central Experimental 
]''arm, Ottawa. In the tests the var­
ious sources of contamination were
blowing up of the end of the Mole by 
submarine C-2 and of individual deeds 
of daring which gained their perform­
ers the Victoria Cross.
The production is free of “ .sob-stuff,” 
round-eyed heroines and handsome na­
val officers striking heroic attitudes; 
It is all grimly real and businesslike, 
in the manner of the British Navy. It 
was produced with the assistance of 
the British Admiralty and the Belgian 
Government, and niariy surviving offi­
cers and men who took part in the 
real raid itself helped to recreate its 
scenes in the film. When completed, 
the film was thoroughly examined by 
the Admiralty before being passed and 
approved,'and Captain Carpenter,_ who 
was in command of the Vimlictive 
throughout the operations, also ex­
pressed his appreciation of the accura­
cy and' vividness of the pictures.
Zeebrugge” possesses the unique
for another two weeks would maintain' 
and enhance the solid reputation this 
district has gained for celery produc­
tion. Growers and shippers should 
co-operate to. maintain the highest rat­
ing pn this specialized product of the 
Armstrong district.
Local field grown scrai-ripc tomatoes 
arc on sale this past week and the first 
local outdoor cucumbers have been 
seen. This is around ten days earlier 
than for the past several seasonh.
Hay and gram crops arc good, wheat 
cutting has commenced. Second crop 
alfalfa will be slim on account of grass­
hopper damage. The efforts of the 
Provincial Department of Agriculture 
in assisting growers to combat this 
plague of hoppers in the Vernon district 
have resulted so far in .saving crops of 
many thousands of dollars in value. 
The pest is now getting to the winged 
stage; this will makfc their spread over
jcstics the King and Queen in a pub­
lic c'iiieiria theatre, when they attended 
the Marble Arch Pavilion, London, for 
the purpose. Commaml performances 
had been given on a number of pre­
vious occasions at Balmoral and other 
royal palaces in a private room speci­
ally fitted for, displaying films, but 
“Zeebrugge” was the first production 
to be attended by Their Majesties in 
public. Tlic K ing’s opinion was suc­
cinctly given as: “ It is a very wonder­
ful picture and is bound to be a great 
success.”
Do not forget the date, tomorrow and 
Saturday. .
REPORT O N  CROP A N D
W E A T H E R  CO ND IT IO NS
By Horticultural Branch, Provincial 
; Department of Agriculture
Vernon, B.C..'July 11, 1925 
Vancouver Island & Gulf islands 
July.8.‘*
The weather has been moderately 
warm during the past- week.
There are just a few Strawberries 
coming in at present and by the end 
of the week the crop should be finish­
ed up. /
Loganberries are the principal fruit 
being handled at the present time. The 
local wine factory, the jam factory, and 
the cannery are all busy on logans. 
Raspberries are also being handled in 
considerable quantities. The “drying? 
up” of the fruit of the loganberry 
which has caused considerable loss has 
aiow been more or less definitely at­
tributed to drought last summer and 
winter injury. ,
Lower Mainland, July 8 
 ̂Raspberries have been moving freely 
since the last week hi June, and the 
crop is practically at the peak. Ordin­
arily the raspberry season would be 
getting under way. T o  date 39 cars 
of raspberries have been shipped, the 
berries for the most part being of good 
shipping stock, dry, firm, arid of good 
colour and size.
While the cherry crop throughout the 
Fraser Valley is light, the cherries are 
of excellent quality. Koyal Annes and 
Bings are on . the market. Lamberts 
are appearing but in many cases are 
/being picked before they have attained 
good colour and size. Due to the 
warm dry weather, very little of Brown 
Rot is in evidence.
Early vegetables have been on the 
market for some time and there has 
been an appreciable increase in the 
mixed car shipments to Prairie points, 
the cars being comprised of head let­
tuce, beets, carrots, turnips, peas, new 
potatoes, hothouse tomatoes and cu­
cumbers.
Vernon, July 10
Good growing conditions have pre­
vailed over the past week. Irrigation 
is maintaining soil moisture conditions 
in good shape for growing crops. A 
good heavy rain at this stage would be 
appreciated by farmers in non-irrigated 
sections.
A ll tree fruits are developing well in 
healthy orchards. There is, however, 
considerable russetting and browning 
of apples (Drouth Spof) in some in­
stances where trees suffered from in­
jury the past winter. This will no 
doubt cut the shipping tonnage to a 
certain extent. The light crop of ap­
ples in some varieties is perhaps a bles­
sing in disguise, it being noticeable that’ 
the trees which arc carrying no crop are 
making excellent progress in their re­
covery from last winter’s injury.
Generally speaking, tree fruits arc 
very free from pests and diseases this 
year, and the shipping quality of fruit 
should be good.
In the small fruits, strawberries were 
a ‘poor crop. Raspberries are now in 
heavy volume and of excellent quality. 
Blackberries arc nromisimr a good crf»o 
of fine fruits. These will be on the 
market at an early date.
Vegetable crops arc excellent and 
promise well', both as to quality and 
tonnage. The quality of the vegetables 
being shipped at the present time would 
be hard to beat. One exception to this 
may be noted as regards celery; Chin­
ese growers of the Armstrong district,^ 
apparently over anxious to ‘ get the ’ 
cream of the early markets, arc mov-
distinction of being the first moving a wider range more easy and the fight 
picture to be witnessed by Their Ma- against them more difficult.
THURSDAY, JULY 16th, 1925
T H E  CORPORATIOH  O F T H E  
CITY  OF K E LO W N A
B Y -L A W  No. 4U
THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
A  By-Law to authorlatc the acciuisl-■ uiiwi.; <̂ iuiina imu •in.j'-vwi# 
tioa of certain laiicla and for raisingr thcltlicncc South sixty-seven degrees a 
fliim of Four Thousand Dollars I six ininutes WeiJt (S67“06'W ); o
Commencing at the North-Wcat cor­
ner of said Lot Nineteen (19); thence 
along the North line of said Lot Nine­
teen (19), North eighty-nine dcgrcco 
and fifty-six minutes East (N89"56'E) 
three cha s and f fty t o links (-3.52):
ind
Blllll OI r ii jiiiu uiiu jL/uiiaiB SIX ii ii i vvl'» i uu vv / 011C
($4,000,00) for the purpose of payiiigichain and seventy-five links (1.75); 
tlnarefor. I thence South thirteen degrees and fifty-
W H E R E AS  The Corporation of thojfour minutes East (S13*S4'E) scvcfity- 
City of Kelowna is desirous of acquir-jtwo links (72); thence South forty-tyvO 
Ing the following described lands for a { degrees and forty-eight minutes West 
_ supply of road building material andl (S42"48'W); seventy-eight links (78):
' otner municipal purposes; j thence North forty-seven degrees aridh I
A N D  W H E R E AS  the Kelowna Gblfjtwclvc minutes West (N<j7‘’ 12'W) nine 
Club is the registered owner of thclty links (90); thence South forty-two1̂  ̂  ̂I tlte.  ̂A ■ Am ■ b-k jft ̂1 I —I A w #4 a m-m 4 ■ ̂  .-m
h^alf-|QRAY C R E PE  D E  C H IN E  E X - 
ytarly on the Fifteenth day of Feb­
ruary and August in each and every
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year, and the signatures of such cou- 
tlpons may be ei her stamped, written,
printed or lithographed 
9, The sum of Tw o Hundred and
Twenty Dollars ($220.00) shall be 
raised and levied annually by a rate, 
on all rateable land or land and im---- 7 —•---v* w* BfBaivft c«aivi "
provements within tlie said Coriiora- 
tion, m addition to all other rates, fori
lV>̂ li7VVavVA WVIIV5 Kfl \y\/ / f IK' IVI ”  Wli
lands described in Section numbered I degrees and forty-eight minutes West 
One (1) in this By-Law and has a-1 (S42"48'W) two chains and seventyrv/uv V*/ uiiu iiciw v * - / i u Âuaii:̂ uiiu
greed to sell the satne to The Corpora-1 two links (2.72); thence South twenty* 
tion of the City o f  Kelowna at and for I six degrees and fifty-three minute 
the price or sum of Three Thousand [ West (S26"S3'W) four chains ijntu 
Dollars ($3,000.00); eight and one-half links (4.08S); thence
I A N D  W H E R E A S  Charles Harvey I North sixty-eight degrecsiand two inin 
Is 'the registered owner of the lands I utes West (N68"02'W) sixty-five links 
described in Section numbered Three (65) to a point on the West line of 
(3 ) . in tips By-Law and’ has agreed to I said Lot Nineteen (19); thence along 
sell the same to The Corporation of the West line of kaitl Lot Nineteen 
the City of ICclowna at and for the (19) North twenty-one degrees'anc
n**fr*ii nPlir̂ f 1 (3fi tl#f I (If /î t̂ 4> «■*««•« l-An TT»ic«4. /'NT̂ I \
to
V* j.w«v/vv*»w V* LW ;--- -
price or sura of One Thousand Dollars fifty-eight minutes East (N2rS8'E) 
($1,000.00)^ ' • four chains and seven links (4.07) 
HEREAS the sum of Four an angle in the West line of said Lot 
D o lla r s ($4,000,00) is the Nineteen (19); thence along the West 
the debt which this Bv-Law I Hue of said Lot Nineteen (19) North
-----------  „  ------- ,,, , twenty-six degrees and forty-cittht min-
A N D  w h e r e a s  it* is, necessary | utes East (N26"48'E) three eh ins and
1, :
A N D  W ]
Thousand L v n a i a  <■ \y 't ,w v w / . q k..k.i iiiuiiv.^; iw, ,
amount of y lin  
is intended to create;  a^•KtT\ ixm  tr o.tr A c . I /î rh/:o AotT:‘\ ___
for the said purpose to raise by forty-six links, (3.46) more or less to 
way of loan upon the .credit of/*Thc the North-West corner of sid Lot 
Corporation of the City of Kelowna Nineteen (19) the same being t e point 
the sum of Four Thousand Dollars of commencement and contami g eigh- 
($4,000.00) payable on' the 15 th day of ty-onc Jiundrcdths (0.81) of i acre, 
August, A.D. 1935, bearing interest in more or less,
the meantime,-payable half-yearly, at LOT, 19A— Containing nii one- 
the rate of five and one half per cent, hundredths of. one acre (0,09) for a 
(5 j^% ) per annum, the principal of supply of road building matet d and 
such loan when raised to be applied for other' municipal purposes. [ '
the purpose aforesaid; 2, That the Mayor and Cit} (jfcrk
A N D  W H E R E A S  for the payment of The Corporation of the City,vy iu» im: i uj i  m; v.,ui |7Ui uuuii ui iiu: v,.ii  pf tc-
o f the said principal sum it is necessary lowna be authorized to pay the .^d 
to raise the sum of Three hundred and kirn of Three Thousand Dollars (»,- 
thirty-four Dollars ($334.00) and for 000.00) to the said Kelowna GoH Clb 
the payment of interest it is necessary and to accept from it the necessary cd- 
itcLraisc the sum of Two hundred and veyances and title deeds to the sa 
twenty Dollars ($220.00) in each and land ,̂ and to have same duly register 
every year; ’ . in the name of The Corporation of t
A N D  W H E R E AS  the whole rate- City of Kelowna, 
able land and improvements of The 3. That The Corporation of the Cit 
Corporation of the City o f Kelowna, of Kelowna do acquire from Charle 
according to the last r"” *'”"'’ ah — i c;— .i„-
ment 'roll, is $3,758,010;
the purpose of paying the interest on 
the said debentures. i ’
10. l lic sum of Three Hundred and 
Thirty- four Dollars ($.334.00) shall be
I levied annually by a rate on 
all the rateable land‘or land and im­
provements .within the said Corpora­
tion, 111 addition to all other rates, for 
the payment of the debt hereby creati'd 
when due. «
11.  ̂ It shall lie lawful for The Cor­
poration of-thc City of Kelowna, from 
tune to time, to repurchase any of the 
said debentures 'at such price or prices 
as may be mutually agreed upon, and
« *. repurchased
shall forthwith be cancelled and no re­
issue of any such debenture or deben­
tures shall be made in consequence of 
such repurchase.
12. This By-Law shall come into 
,orcc and take effect on the Fifteenth 
day of August, A.D. 1925.
13. This By-Law may be cited for 
all purposes as the “Rock Pits Bv-
.aw."
Read a first time by the Municipal 
Council this 14th day of July, 1925. 
^Read a second time by'the Municipal 
Council this 14th day* of July, 1925.
Read a third time by the Municipal 
Council this 14th day of July, 1925;
®?=3cnt of the Electors 
of The Corporatibn of the City of Ke­
lowna this day o f 1925.
ST. M IC H A E L  fit A L L  ANGELS. 
July iptli: 6tli Sunday after Trinity. 
8 a.m.. Holy Comnumion; 9.45 a.m., 
Sunday School; 11 a.m.. Matins, Litany 
and sermon; 7.30 p.m.,, Evensong and 
sermon.
Parade service for W olf Cubs of Ke-; 
lowna and district before Canip
,K(^ST K E L O W N A  (Anglican). July 
19tli. Holy Communion at 8 a.m.
* * •
R U T L A N D  (Anglican). No service 
on Sunday.
I? J »ri.A. ...
I* Ic «l o f it win ntako you want to own it.
■ '•n . to bo Juot r lc h t . ' ' l ln
Hd and con flll it right under the tan w  h? 
I»C.U .0 th . o p «U „ ; i .  o , I u r o W iK S ?
U N IT E D  CHURCH. — 11 a.m., 
Mr. MacLurg and Mr. J. W , Jones will i 
give an account of the great Union 
Meeting in Toronto, and of the pro- j  
ccedings at the first Council Meeting.
7j30 p.m.. Evening Worship.
10 a.m., Sunday School.
I - * '
I CHURCH. Sunday Julj
19th, Sunday School, 10.30 a.m., ‘ 
lowed by a short service.
Evening Service at 7,30.
II _EIn >?WTe: L E D
[Tea Kettle
n .Pastor of Ver- men to do. It was often asked, he
non Uaptist Church, will preach morn- said, ‘.‘why do Orangemen celebrate tlic 
mg and evening. 12th of July?" One might as well ask
evening, at 8, Prayer why there was a celebration on Victoria 
Meeting. I Day or on the 1st of July, or also why
r i T Y  POT Trw  ^  J*’® people of the United States cclc-
C IT Y  P O L IC E  R E P O R T  P>'ated the 4th of July. Orangemen
FO R  M O N TH  OF JUNE j ceicbratcd the 12th of July because on
had 
ap-I Thefta O f PropertyValue of property reported
stolen during June .......... $ 24.63
Value ■ of propertty reported 
stolen during June and re­
covered ............................... Nil
Cases In City Police Court 
Breach of Motor Vehicle Act 
Breach of Indian Act
V-'wa onw** V* v./ivjf avv>a\#vt a«c*̂  i v/* ' xvv,awvllc» W  ctvVjUlAv< iXVtlJl
evised assess- Harvey A ll and Singular that certaii^„ Mjy-. .vv,u.u uc lu*
nt  part pr parcel of land and premises sit-^jji municipalityj crepe de chine
A N D  W H E R E A S  the total amount uate, lying and being in the Osoyoos^pi-,^- d Chamber,
.c —  j„ i— k—  JAU*. "c xr-i. thp' Pro-T G., Oil Tuesdav. the twen-; w iiic LWi a c*aatv iai» i UdlLi. ' cillU ULllI^ Hi lilC \J%i\j \j\j\of the cxistii^g debenture debt o f' The Division of Yale District in the‘ Pro- 
Col^bration of the City of Kelowna is I vince of British Columbia, and more 
$582,909; particularly described as that part of
N O W  TH E R E F O R E  the Mayor Lot 12 as shown on a map or plan de- 
and Cbuncil of The Corporation of the posited in the Land Registry (Office at
Cit'V of Kelowna ■ in ooen meetinor as-1 KamIonn« ami therein niimherprl .*̂ 62.
” —  iviso.i day dress above is a copy of alBrnncIi nf TnHion A,-f ’
Reconsidered, adopted and finallyr*^*;®” * >niport, and it exploits two newjBrcach of Citv Street Bv L^w 
pa,3»d by the Municipal Council b!t »'"<= ■ '"IcrcalinK. BrSch of T^Jd^Lkcnco
The Corporation of the City of Kelow- The attached scarf collar is this sea- Law ^>ccncc ay
na this day of 1925. f  version of the modish separate Theft ......................................
.̂...—...................................M a y o r . l a s t  season. The wide hem-
the ft-ock is an-
.......................... . other new trimming-note. I Fines
t a k e  N O p C E  that the above ia a u c S  S '„ '"m ak?” h r &  c sooO
P V h °? b  the vo ,ro ‘}°?w  i,. c o u « t i i « “ -...... ■
Irade Licence money collect-
„  .... ......................... . 60.00
Poll T£x collected ................. 110 00
4.00
------ ------------ __ - V* I 111 vn i^ iiu vyiitv̂ c
ity f l , i  p  eting  l ops nd . i  u b red 36 , 
s follows:—- which is contained by the followingsemhled, enacts a __ v.av, av...vy„...js
1. That The Corporation of the City boundaries:— 
of Kelowna do acquire from 'the Kef- Taking as the point of commence-1 
owna Golf Club AH and Singular those ment i  post planted at the intersection 
certain parts Or parcels of lands and of the Westerly limit of the said Lot 
premises situate, dying ,and being .in the 12 with the Northerly limit of Section 
Osoyoos Division of Yale District all 30 of Township 26, and running thence
-- she---  -------- ----- --------- -.'•.-J I TP.-i--i— -1----X T I
e ^ S ? s  of 9 a m^alfd 7^p m Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c | Road Tax‘"°co1fected
1 G. H . 'd U NN, ■
Clerk of the Municipal Council. | P. Burns fi: Co; Ltd., have acquired
the North Okanagan Creamery at(_ The Berry Growers’
Total $174.00
NOTICE is hereby given j Armstrong. 
 ̂ the jo t e  of the Electors of the
tiicipality of The Corporation of the 
of Kelowna will be taken on the
as shown on
.— — — V... A  promising new placer mining field | fall,
e mentioned By-Law at the time is reported ô have been found recently 
place above mentioned and that „nrffi Jf u  u recennyire Hoxvard T)iinn Vivid I uorth-cast of Hazelton.
. -A -------- - Co-operative
Union or the Lower Fraser will not 
continue operations this season, for lack 
of funds, but will be reorganized in the
that day religious independence 
been gamed for all people. (Loud 
plausc.)
Mr. S. R. Gibson spoke next. This 
was his first visit to Kelowna, hq said, 
and until he had driven through the 
district on his ^vay to the city he had 
had no conception of the fine country 
which existed in this section of the 
Interior. The reception given the Or­
angemen was in keeping with the dis­
trict, for never before in any sma 
town had he seen the main street so 
well d.ccoratcd on the occasion of an 
Orange celebration. A  previous speak­
er had already touched on the. m; 
ter of a new flag which it was proposed 
to foist on the people of the Dominion. 
He would point out that though this 
effort to disrupt the Empire by creat­
ing new flags for various portions of it
preciation of the liberties they in com­
mon \v.th all other religious sects en­
joyed. Orangemen had absolutely no­
thing against Roman Catholics as in­
dividuals. What they did object to, 
however, was tliat Catholics placed the 
laws of their Church above those of 
the State. The old imperialism of the 
Roman Empire, supposed to be dead, 
had been revived in a different form, a 
form in which it was very formidable-— 
that of Papacy. It was against this 
:hform of churcfi tyranny that Orange 
men protested and always would pro­
test. However, as long as the British 
Empire existed, it would not make 
much headway. Therefore it was high­
ly necessary for those who valued thoi 
liberties gained for them by their an­
cestors to watch any movement of any 
kind which was calculated to disrupt 
the Empire. (Applause.) There was 
such a movement at the present time.
Cmitinuing, Mr. Jago  ̂stated that if 
Hie, Orange order in Canada had done 
nothing’ else it would deserve to stand 
well in the eyes of the people for the 
stand it had taken regarding the mar-
had been foiled for To show that watchful-
still it Was very evident that a subtR' v  Protestants was
movement existed in Canada from the 1 would quote the
Atlantic to the Pacific to seoarate tho a 1 rench-Canadian judge who
Dominion from the Mother Country openly ̂ stated thgt though he had
Orangemen would have to been obliged to give a certain decision
wa?ch aTman? of these moveSients '̂ ‘^Karding the validity o f a “mixed" 
were helped by Ordqrs-in-Council In the jud^, felt sure that
.U opinion the right to pSs o X t i ^  LeB'elatare of the Province of Que
i i OI l i i-o i ei u i jv i l n ^o a n i oward Dunii haa,been appoin-j 
- a map or plan deposited Easterly along the said Northerly limit t®<^eturning Officer to take the votes 
in the Land Registry Office and there- of- Section 30 a distance o f seven hun- o* ich Electors.
in numbered ,1476 which are described dred and nineteen (719.0) feet, more ® -------- -----I . lAXPkAx la.- l—A-____a.1 —-k __.la.t̂  aL-
Council should not exist. Su^h a means 
of enforcing the, will of-politicians was 
equivalent to depriving the common 
The strawberry crop this season their constitutional rights. In
Milfimm
as f ol l ows:— , or less, to its intersection with thel
PART LO T 18A.— Comprising six- Easterly limit of the said Lot 12; thence 
teen one-hundredths (.16) of one acre: Southerly along the Easterly limit of 
Commencing at the North West corner the .said Lot J2 a distance o f twelve 
of said/Lot Eighteen “A ” (18A) ; thence I hundred .and twenty-three (1223.0) 
Southerly along the West boundary of feet; thence in a straight line North- 
said Lot Eighteen “A ” (18A) South Westerly a distance of fourteen hun- 
six-degrees and forty-two minutes West dred and eighteen and seven-tenths 
(S6‘’42'W) one chain and forty-two (1418.7) feet, more or less, to the point 
links (1.42) measured along the chord of commencement and containing by
D. W . SU TH E R LA N D ,
Mayor.
G. H. D UNN, Clerk.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
the Creston area, West Kootenay, vyas case, in the matted of a flag for 
the largest ever harvested there, though I eyiderit that this question
the shipping season Was the shortest I smoothed over and that
one on record. It would come up again, and perhaps in 
such a way that some new flag woulc 
suddenly become the flag of the Dom­
inion. He Would read out a resolution
GLENIHORE
FIGURES •OF GRANT
REPORT ATTACK ED
ORANG EM EN CELEBRATE
ANNTVR1?5!APv i r ‘ '̂ “ ‘- reaa our a resolution^ N N IV E R S A R Y  he^^vnslfed to move on the subject, as
(Continued from Page 1) “̂ r̂uL̂  ml ,
' Whereas an attempt has been made
Hamilton Bldg.,
Regina, Sask.__ R - C l ,  air Protestants. Who wanted a newiiic a i cu Lit v.iis/au i ui tuiuiucuLciiicu uu Luiii: imu^ » r  Mr nd Mrs. Intripc t r̂r,;Ur ..f Regina, Sask., flag? _ The whole matter savoured tc
of a circle of eleven chain? and thirty- admeasurement ten (10;0) acres, be the Winnie- motoreff to of L r  *1, 12th, 1925. him like,an attempt to break up the
two links radius (11.32); thence same more or less. Together with a week.K 'Indies • British Empire, a thing O ran gW n
South sixteen degrees and twenty- right-of-way thirty (30.0) feet wide, toba Ipertv with Mr M T^^T^^iii' U-. Courier. j would never stand for. (Applause.)
three minutes East (S16‘’23'E) I joining the above land with the road and i^ w  lookine- ovi>r hio Before any attempt was made to furn
two chains and ten and three- running along the Southerly boundary p r o p e T H r ? s o l a n n W t ^ ™ f f  You will i - .  . .......................
tenths links (2.103) more or less of Parcel C, being part of Block 40, resideii on this property as he hauI  ̂ wim you on me suo-i >.\j v.ai, lu
to a point on the East boundary of said Registered Plan 202. come It to reside; ^ ject of the 1922 raspberry crop and the who had given up their
— :----------—:— — — —̂ — r-------------— ( • cui ic^pt n D p
This he considered to be an insult to the flag known as the ‘good
d11 Rt-rtfDe*-o#v+D —  I Old Union Jack’ and whereas a com-
niittee was appointed by the Premier 
of Canada for that purpose, which
— ^ AUSkU, vv«l.x« A WCAVAI iiU Ax
, ropeil He is olanni cr trT aroi-V ■•'j m pemaus rciiicmuer a con- *'’” * •■**''<̂ >̂̂ *****»*'-'** wim a new ensi^u u
. IoddIv.1: O' Ud.-------- - _C D1— 1. An I ■, 1 . K ^ yersation I had ith yo  on the s u b - j b e  well to call to mind the men
 ̂ ' |  lives for ouri "V'-' w* uui
failure on Mr. Grant’s part to report J P*’®®cnt Bag, xhere were at least half y"^*^®® our national flag,A Ia ax a AA A— A     I  ̂ 4 I I 4 —X A X A * —  ̂̂  ̂ —Lot Eighteen “ A "  (18A), bearing The bearings and distances of theSouth eleven degrees West (S l l ' ’00'Vy’) centre line of the said right-of-way j Mrs 
from, and distant, two chains and thir- are as follows:— visitini
ty-seven -aiid six-ten'ths links (2.376) Conimencing at a point on the Eas-Ly___ J 
from the North-East corner of said terly limit of Lot 12 of Registered Plan 
Lot Eighteen “A ” (18A); thence Nor- No. 362, twelve hundred and eight .j,, 
therly along the East boundary of said (1208.0) feet South of its intersection 
Lot Eighteen “A " (18A) to the North- with the Northerly limit of Section 30 ,
^ ---- .... ----
has been cancelled, therefore be 
It resolved that we, as Orangemen 
obligated to stand loyal to the British 
Empire and to the Union Jack, de­
nounce any movement designed to des­
troy the unity of o r Empire or to
bcc could pass such legislation as to 
render null and void the law under 
which such decision, based on the find- 
mg of the Imperial Privy Council, had 
been given. In combatting the efforts 
mad̂ e to place,Jhe_Iaw.^of the Roman 
Catholic hierarchy above the law of 
the State, Orangemen were rendering 
good service to all classes of the people. 
The order did not belong to any polit­
ical party. It was quite willing to help 
turn any party out of office which did 
not work for the 1 berties of the people, 
for equal rights for alĥ  for special priv­
ileges for none. (Loud applause.)
In B.C., Mr. Jago'went on to say, an 
attempt had been made to introduce a 
system of s_eparate schools. This .was 
naturg l̂ly qpposed by the Orange or­
der, the members of which believed 
that children of all classes should be 
brought up together. As an instance 
of the power of the Roman Catholic 
Church he cited the downfall of the 
late Premier of France, which he said 
was due to the influence of the Vatican 
brought to bear when the Question of 
separate schools in Alsace-Lorraine had
East corner of said Lot Eighteen .
(18A ) measured along the chord of 
circle of twelve chains and thirty-tv. ____ _
links radius (12.32); thence along the thence S^?09'E, 98.9 feet; thence
North line of said Lot Eighteen “A ” S38°24'E, 108.5 feet; thence S30“42'W,
(18A) North forty degrees and eigh- 22.5 feet; thence N80“13'W, 108.5 feet;! Mr I i * *1
teen minutes West (N40°18W ), one thence N74°28'W, 100.1 feet; thence Glenmonicklnt 
chain and forty-four links (1.44) more N81°28'W, 98.8 feet; thence N83'36'W, Atkin is
or less to the North-West corner of 198.9 feet; thence N89“22'W, 98.8 feet; j,, his ndOMcm^mi * boxes
said Lot Eighteen “A ” (18A), the same thence S87°34'W, 98.8 feet; thence 1 "^Gldsmohile truck,
being the point of commencement, and S81‘’31'W, 80.6 feet; thence S20‘’S4'E,
W  rnrr,^f ,,,1, u .1 u of the casc. You told me ^ million men arid women in the Or- Mr. Gibson then asked for a second-
T narentc af Case should have been taken order who, scattered all over the er to his resolution and very many seoarate Jtr’AVcDDD'V
ne^on Friday ^ast^ *’ up at the time so that the grower could h’abitable globe, would strive their ut- wishing to second it, it was put to the been IlScuSsed in the
o„_ Fnday last. | protected. ’ | a„y_ch_a,,g^  ̂ flaff tak-1 - “ ‘ ■■'S andcarried unanimously, amid j pm"es ‘ S  m e „\ « o f K g  .“ 'sup-'
pqr̂ t separate  ̂schools out of public tax- 
^lon was existent everywhere, but th** 
Orange order had a membership of half 
a million men and it would be fought i’ 
every part of the Empire. In conclud­
ing his address, he wished to compli-
Mr Mf-Mi’iior. 1 J I Something sirriilar is happening right j t h e  great applause.
ice in the same commodity. I  symbpl of Britain’s glory and  ̂great- The last to address the meeting Mr
°  House on note in the last issue of The Courier J® Orangemen prayed for at W. T. Jago, proved to be a v e ry l ’l u S  
J There the weekly bulletin quotes last week’s devotions, and all present should speaker. He began by remarkmg that
six-tenths links (2,376) to the North-
bilbo v̂/AKb V.FI bb.#lAAAllwAAWAllvaAbf CAIlbAI OOX b7 .VV'j OV/*LI bllbollL.'_ _ . . . _
containing sixteen-hundredths (0.16) of 81.8 feet; thence S17‘’ 19'E, 102.0 feet; 
one acre more or less.  ̂ thence SS‘’03'E, 94.4 feet; thence S23
mpression that the Battle o f the Boyne I n n a l j  
was merely a small engagement and "^ent thq ladies of the L.O.B.A. whose 
tnat hundreds of encounters in the' ITood work was known to all and who
ly prohibitive fSr preserving P r̂poVes I'yho beg^ by informing the rneetinglmore fm p orS  IjlstorRallv^^^ha^ '̂^it J r̂ethren*jf thc°0?LigioS^^^ 
and militates against the sale). Rasp- he had not expected to be called on could possibly have been However hei Tim ivrDf;.. i a er. tuhecrsj,
berries were plentiful and there was U? ^djqss. He was simply a vvished to point out to such oeonle hv ari
no stable price. $5.25 may have been Manitoba who had that no battle ever fought had hatf n ' dYv balance of the
asked but I know that they were lanre- M’ ^cn on his way to the Coast when he more lastintr  ̂ ^ over to sports and amuse-
.C.T.U.PAR T  LCIT “A ”— Comprising six- 36' W, 115.0 feet, more or less, to the 
tenths of one acre, described as follows:! Northerly limit of the above mentioned 
Commencing at the South corner of road running along the Southerly 
Lot Eleven (11), Registered Map Four- boundary of Parcel C, being part of 
teen hundred and seventy-six (1476) Block 40, Plan 202; for a supply of 
the same being a point on the East road building material and other muni- 
boundarj’ of said Lot “A " ; thence a- cipal purposes. . .....
long the East boundary of said Lot “A ” - 4. That the Mayor and City Clerk ing, which i peen helc 
South fifteen degrees and thirty-eight! of The Corporation of the City of Ke- regular m̂ dr̂ .ŷ êre rei 
minutes East (S15°38'E) six and one- lowna be authorized to pay the said lowing Surntendents 
tenth chains (6.10), to a point of cur- sum of One Thousand' Dollars ment's recoinded bv
vature in the East boundary of s.aid 
Lot “A ” ; thence Southerly along the 
East boundary of said Lot “A ” to the 
North-West corner of said Lot 19 “A ” , 
two chains and ninety-six links 
(2.96) more or less measured along the 
chord of a circle of eleven chains am 
thirty-two links (11.32) radius; thence 
South fifty-seven minutes West (S0° 
57'W), thirty (30) links to the South- 
West corner of said Lot 19 “A "; thence 
Southerly along the East boundary o:‘ 
said Lot “A "  to a point in Same bear­
ing South six degrees and forty-two 
minutes West (S6“42'W) one chain 
and forty-two links (1.42) from the 
South-West corner of said Lot 19 “A ” , 
measured along the chord of a circle of 
eleven chains and thirty-two links 
(11.32) radius; thence North sixteen 
degrees and twenty-three minutes West 
(N16°23'W), four chains and fifty-two 
links (4.52) more or less to a point of 
curvatur̂ ê on the West boundary of said 
Lot “A", said point bearing North se­
ven degrees and fifty-eight inimitcs 
West (N7*58'W ) from, and being dis­
tant. two chains and seventy-three links 
(2.73) from the South-East corner of 
Lot Seven (7) of said Registered Map 
1476; thence North six degrees and 
twenty minutes West (N6“20''VV), six 
chains and eighteen and onc-ttqith links 
(6.181) more or less to the South cor­
ner of said Lot Eleven (11). Map 1476, 
the same being the point of commence­
ment and containing si.\-tcnths of one 
acre, more or less.
LO T N IN E T E E N  (19)-Containing 
forty- six and ninety-two hundredths
(46.92) of an acre, save and except the 
following described part, of said Lot
Nineteen (19) containing eighty-one 
hundredths (0.81) of an acre, more or 
less:
The mdly meeting of the Kel­
owna Uni^as held  ̂on Triesday 
evening ofet week at the home of 
Mrs. A. ^ n ,  Richter St.
The mini of the Executive meet- 
been held since the last 
read and the fol-
j ’nd '^ *
($1,000.00) to the said Charles Harvey were endor^y the Union: Evangel-
and to accept from him the necessary istic, Mrs. Qam; Literature Mrs^ F 
conveyances and title deeds to the said Brown: Pr^Mrs. George Brown- 
lands and to have same dulv registered Scientific TeVranco Inctrurti'mi Mdc’ 
in the name of The Corporation of the A. G. McGrd; Flower Mission Mrs 
City of Kelowna. VV. R. Lawsjiso conveners of com-
.■i. It shall be lawful for the Mayor mittces werclned as follows- Prr. 
and Council of The Corporation of the gramme, Mr! Shier; Refrcshmmits. 
City of Kelowna to raise by way of Mrs. J. Youi^ricndship, Mrs. Wm 
loan from any person or persons, body Sloan. [
,or bodies corporate, who may be Avill- t Iia r4.nr.rfli . -i r .i
ing to advance the same on the credit of Convention h* ^
the said City, by way of the debentures nnhlished i» ^^"^loops in May,
hereinafter mentioned, a sum of money L ts rear! i ,
not exceeding in the whole the sum of K A  _ Mr« m
Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00).
and to cause all such sums so raised' • though many d
and received to be p.aid to The Corpor-
iiu idLMc ii v.  n  o j, ‘ 4»x,̂ iiiiuL>   n a
rg -1 
ly sold at around $3.00, while there was been requested to attend the gath- 
absolutely good stuff sold at $1.00'per However, he was glacf to-bring
case of 24’s. A  retailer on Main Street greetings from the' Orange
was selling them at $2.25 per crate. 0̂ ”̂  the Prairie Provinces, a section 
The fact that no stable price was charg-j the Dominion where there was al- 
cd by the Assoc, got the whole retain ^ y ®  Plenty of work for good Orange- 
trade at logger-Rcads and they were'
towards nightfall the various visitors 
from distant points travelled home, de­
claring that the celebration had been 
one of the pleasantest they had ever at­
tended.
globe were enjoying at the present 
time having resulted through that en­
gagement having been fought. In his 
opinion Roman Catholics also should 
celebrate on July 12th to show their ap
ation of the Citv of Kelowna for the 
purpose and with the objects hcrcin- 
licforc recited.
6. It shall be lawful for • the said 
Mayor to cause any number of the said 
debentures to be made for the sum of 
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), 
bearing interest at the rate of Five and 
one half per 001 .̂(556*1 )̂ per annum, 
not exceeding in the whole the sum of 
Four Thousand - Dollars ($4,000.00), 
and all such debentures shall be scaled 
with the Seal of The Corporation of 
the City of Kelowna, signed by the 
Mayor and countersigned by the Trca-» 
surer of the said Corporation.
7. The said debentures shall bear
date the Fifteenth d.iy of August. A.D. 
1925, and shall be payable on the F if­
teenth day of August, A.D. 1935, at 
the Bank of Montr’eal in the Citv of 
Kelow ,. ■
I 8. ,ic said debentures shall have 
coupons attached for the payment of 
interest at the rate of Five and one 
lalf per cent. (5 !4 V r ) per annum on 
the amount of the said debentures, and
t   uv- 
pressing condif exist at the present 
tune througho4c Province 
A  letter wasL from Mr. W. \V. 
Peck with .apoll for having made a 
nnstakc in datclmoetings to be held 
in this district I thus disappointing 
those who gathLo hear him on the 
evening of JuflOth. as had been 
announced. i
. The Union lv|asie the co-opera­
tion of parents Itcachers in doing 
their pait ^wanlresting the 
people of Gradc.4* 9 a„d jq .>f the 
Kelowna Public Schools and 
district in the cff|, scenic the very 
worth-while priifor temperance 
posters which will^iven at the Fall 
I-.1T hirst. ;scc4ud third prizer. 
will be offered of I  $3.00 and‘$1.00 
respectively. ParAs will lie found 
in the Special PriAt when printed, 
and It is hoped m.-iiung artists will 
enter this conipetir
The next meeting he held on the 
evening of Tuc.sdakj^ust 11th, at 
the home of Mrs. C.Utta. Ethel St., 
to which all womenvested arc cor-i
selling at prices ranging from $2.25 per 
crate to 2 baskets for 3Sc, Avhich means 
$4.20 per crate. I know of one sale of 
1S_ crates for $6.00. Now on the face of 
this, where does Mr. Grant get his 
price of $5.25?
I contend it is not fair to the grower 
to publish such false returjis, and agree 
with Mr. Lewis Duncan in his report 
that this bulletin is not reliable.
It would bq far better if Mr. Grant 
gave an average price instead of the 
maximum price asked and from which 
there could always be the" natural come­
backs. Such reports as be is giving are 
misleading and must lead to dissatis­
faction on the part of the growers 
when the final settlement is matlc.
It may be that Mr, Grant will try to 
hide behind the plea that this cut price 
was on an isolated crate or two or on 
depreciated goods. Such is not the case. 
The retailer who was selling at $2.25 
had about 100 crates when I entered 
his store at noon and by 5 p.m. had 
sold out.
Now I put it to you, Sir, whether it 
is not bj^cr to make a clean sale at 
$3.50, nWtiiig to the grower about 
$2.35, than to hold at a price of $5.25 
and be told to keep the goods. I f  this 
were put to the grovVer he would un­
doubtedly decide upon letting the con­
sumer have the goods at a reasonable 
rate, for the quantity sold would more 
than make up the sacrifice made in 
price as I have instanced above. I have 
heard several reply to the question, 
Have you put up your raspberries?" 
No I They arc not worth putting up 
when you add to their cost the sugar 
and labour.”
Nor is this commodity the only one 
in which Mr. Grant's report is mislead­
ing. If we arc to have a report at all, 
let ns have at least something near the 
mark.
I am, Sir,
Yours truly,
S Y D N E Y  H. OLD.
B EAU TY IN TH E KITCHEN
A N D
■Qss^ DELIGHTFUL BAKING RESULTS
Thousands of experienced cooks, thousands 
of skilful wives and capable mothers speak 
well of the- famoius G U R N E Y  M AD E
LAURENTIC STEEL RANGE
They prefer it because of its Generous Oven 
Capacity, its clever Coal Economizer and un­
usual Durability— its handsome Bright Ap­
pearance and, best of all, its delightful E V E N  
B A K IN G !
As the Selected Gurney Dealer we shall he 
proud to show you the LA U R E N T IC . The 
price IS reasonable—you will he pleased.
m  lUIIDWAIIE
tWITED
Selected Selling Agents for
dially invited. [Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
The Gurney Foundry Co., Ltd.
Branch— Vancouver, B. C.
... .
..
m
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Professional & T rades
OR. J. W. N. SHEPHERD
d e n t i s t
Cor. P«ndo*I S t A  Lawrence Avo.
B U R N E  &  W E D D E L L
Bawleter, SoUcItore and 
Notaries Public
E. C. WccTdcU
(Established 1905)
“ K E LO W N A . B.C.
NORRIS &  MoWILLIAillS
BARRISTERS, SO LIC ITO R S , 
N0TAR IE ;8  PUBLIC^ 
(Successors (o R. B. Kerr) 
RoweliBe Block. Kelowna* B.C.
HERBERT V. CRAIG
B A R R IS T E R -A T -L A y jr _  
SO LIC ITO R . N O T A R Y  PU B L IC
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
K E L O W N A  - B. C.
MRS. A . J .  PRIIC H AR D
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. '
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Corner of Richter St. ^  
Harvey Ave. Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
BALLARD & McEWAH
Dressmaking —  Millinery 
importers of 
Dresses, Hats, Novelties. 
Phone 2S1 P. O. Box 706
ISSUER O F
MARRIAGE LIC ENC ES
J AS. D. P E T T IG R E W
Manufacturing JeweUer
• 30-tfc
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET M ETAL WORKS
W . G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
’Phones: Bus. 164 ' Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNO N GRANITE & 
M ARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones ana 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob- 
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . G R O V E S
M. Call. Soc. C. R.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surnevn and Rej»rls on Irrlffatioii Works 
Applications for Water I.icenses
K E LO W N A . B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LA N D  SU RVEYO RS AN D  
C IV IL  ENG INEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
K E L O W N A
JOSEPH ROSSI 
c o n t r a c t o r
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Bam
‘Phone 298
ALBERT WHIFFIN
B U IL D IN G  CO NTR ACTO R  
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piano W ork 
Phone 506-L4 P.O. Box 85
SING  L E E  ,
SHOES R E P A IR E D
All kinds of
Ladies’, Children’s and Men’s. Shoes 
Sold a t  reasonable prices. 
LA W R E N C E  A V E N U E  
Next to Oa Shop. P.O. Box 56
J. W . B E LL , —  Phone 296-R4
For
DRY WOOD
P IN E
FIR
BIRCH
A L D E R
ORDER N O W  and be sure of 
(5ood Wood. .
MODaN DRIVETN 
SERVICE CTARRH
NOW OPEN
T ry  U9 for a Thorough Car Service.
FREE A IR  & C R A N K  CASE  
SEJ^VICE
- with your favourite oil.
High Pressure Alcmiib Greasing 
Service. Washing and polishing.
W c carry in stock full'linefs of 
G REG O RY T IR E S  A N D  TU BES 
(Madein B .C .)
25 Rental Battcriea for hire.
Union aiid Imperial 
G ASO LINE , O ILS  A N D  
GREASES
THDMSON MOTORS, LTD.
Phone iS2 (Day and vNight) 
Cbrhtir o f Lawrence Ave. & Pendozl
WATCHES SOLD O N ’T IM E!
By making a small cash deposit, 
and the balance in weekly payments, 
you are enabled to wear and enjoy 
one of our beautiful Waltlnm, E l­
gin or Standard Swiss Wrist or 
Pocket Watches, while it is being 
paid for.
Prices same as when sold for 
cash. No interest charges, added. 
A ll we ask is that payrnents be made 
weekly.  ̂ ^
Come in and let us explain our 
method more fully. Watch for fur­
ther announcements.
JE W E LLE R . K E L O W N A
N O T IC E
in E KELOWNA COIRIER
A.NV
Okanagan Orctiardlst.
Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE. 
Circulation. 1.200
SU B SC R IPT IO N  RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
:̂ 2.50 per year. T o  the United
States and other foreign countries^
. '$3.00 per year.
The C O U RIER  docs not necessarily
endorse the sentiments of any con 
tributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be legibly written on one
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
iferred.copy IS pre--------
Letters to the editor, will not be ac 
cepted for publication over a "nom 
dc plume”; the writer’s correct name
must be appended.
Contributed matter received after
Tuesday night will not be published 
until the following week.
A D V E R T IS IN G  RATES 
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “ Want Ads.” 
First insertion, 15 cents pcr_ line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 • cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments— Rates quoted on application.
Legal and Municipal, Advertising- 
First insertion, 15 cents per line,
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
oer Tine.
TH U R S D A Y , JU LY  16th, 1925
m a r r i a g e
Burt-Currie
T A K E  N O T IC P  that all persons 
who have claims against me or who are 
indebted to me in respect of afty mat­
ters whatsoever are.requested to fur­
nish particulars of the same to my 
Solicitors, Messrs.’ Norris & M cW il­
liams, Kelowna, B .C ., on or before 
July 31 St, 1925. .
48̂ 1 c . QUJER.
N O T IC E
1 yearling Hereford bull, unbranded, 
white on face, found on Duck Lake 
Range. Owner can have same by paying 
expenses. I f  not claimed within thirty 
days will be sold to defray expenses.* 
48-4c' E LD O R AD O  RANCH .
N O T IC E
In order that proper accommodation 
may be provided, will those sending 
children to School fpr the first time in 
September, kindly send in their names 
and ages at once ? '
E AST K E L O W N A  SCH O O L 
BOARD,
48-lc Grace E. Miller, Secretary.
TEN D ERS
will be received by the undersigned un­
til noon, July 25th, for the redecorating 
of the interior of the United Church. 
Lowest or 'any tender not necessarily 
accepted.
W . E. ADAM S,
47-3c Chairman, Board of Stewards.
TEN D ERS ASK E D  FO R
On Friday morning, July 10th, the 
Rev. A. MacLurg, Minister of the Un­
ited Church, officiated at a quiet but 
very pretty wedding at the residence 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Burt, Water St., 
when Miss Minnie N. Currie, eldest 
daughter of Mr. Peter Currie^ of Wish- 
aw, Lanarkshire, Scotland, became the 
bride of Mr. James'  ̂Paterson Fleming 
Burt, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. 
John, Burt, of Newmains, in the same 
bounty. Miss Britta Johanson acted as 
bridesmaid and the groom was sup­
ported by Mr. R. A. Fraser.
The, bride, who was given away by 
Mr. J. R . Burt, wore a navy blue ga­
bardine suit, white hat, white kid 
gloves, grey Suede shoes and stock­
ings to match and carried a_bpuquet of 
white sweet peas, gypsophila and as 
paragus fern. The bridesmaid was at 
tired in a rust coloured satin _ dress 
trimmed with bjack, black satin hat
and black shoes and stockings. Her 
bouquet was of pink sweet peas, gyp 
sophila and fern.
Immediately after the wedding break­
fast, at 'which only a few relatives and 
personal frie’nds were present, the hap­
py couple left on the 9 o’clock ferry 
on their way to the Coast, where the 
honeymoon will be spent. They will 
reside at Kelowna on their reftirn.
Among the many handsome wedding 
gifts received by them was a . set of 
Community knives and forks from the 
Kelowna Football Association, with 
which organization the bridegroom has 
for some years been connected. 
The City Cricket Club, of which he is 
also a member, presented him with ■&. 
sugar and cream set... ■
Certain detaila in regaird to plans not 
being quite complete, it vv'ai decided 
to meet tlic following night in order to
fdvc three rc.Tiding.*i to a loan By-Law or the puriposc^of acquiring laud for 
.street material purposes, and the Coun­
cil then adjourned.
Tuesday's Meeting 
At the meeting on Tuesday everiing, 
the Mayor, Aldermen Adams, Knowles, 
Mcikle and Morrison were in attend­
ance.
The otil^ business consisted of read­
ing and giving passage to By-Law No. 
411, for the purpose of raising by way 
of loan the sum of $4,000 in order to 
purchase a tract of approximately 47 
acres on Dilworth Mountain from the 
Kelowna Golf Club, at a price of 
$3,000, and about 10 acfcs on Knox 
Mountuiii from Mr. Charles Harvey, 
C.E., at a price of $1,000. Acquisition 
of the two tracts will solve the prob­
lem of a supply of material for street 
surfacing purposes for many years to 
come.
The By-Law -was given three read­
ings and was t̂hcn laid over to await 
endorsement by the ratepayers, Tues­
day, July 28tli, being set as the day of 
voting, between 9 a.m. and 1‘ p.m., in 
the-Council Chamber, with Mr. G. H.
Dunn as Returning Officer
The text of the By -Law is published 
in full in this issue.
SPORT ITEMS
T H E  TR A PS
Thirty Guns Participate In  Merchan­
dise Shoot
Thursday’s shoot staged by the Glcn- 
morc Gun Club for prizes donated by 
local merchants was a successful one 
from every point of view, about thirty 
guns taking part, no leSs than 23 of 
whom entered the _ prize lists. There 
was just enough ..wind to make shoot­
ing conditions imperfectj the breeze 
keeping the birds low, and probably 
this accounts for some of the surprises 
which occurred during the shoot, sev­
eral of the well-known shots failing to 
break as many birds as was expected. 
However, this led to a greater division 
of the prizes in the open events, and 
with the restricted competitions for 
non-members and members with low­
er averages for the season than the bet­
ter shots, as well as two events for non­
winners, practically everyone who en­
tered the shoot carried off at least one
Summer Shoe Sale
A L L  SUM M ER  L IN E S  M UST GO A T  O N C E  TO  M A K E  ROOM  FOR N E W  F A L L  
LIN E S , W H IC H  A R E  N O W  O N  T H E  W A Y . T H IS  L IN E  IN C LU D E S  W O M E N ’S,I  C H IL D R E N ’S A N D  M E N ’S.
LADIES’ AND 6IRLS’ CANVAS SHOES
Ladies’ good weight Pump^ a..d Oxfords with 
solid leather soles, in medium low and high
heels; some have strap, others arc : $2.39
CHILDREN’S AND BOYS’ SHOES
Wc have grouped a number of lines of Children’s 
and Misses’ summer Shoes; wc have
niost sizes; July Sale ......... ......... ® J L * 0 0
Children’s and Misses’ real elk laced Sandals, with 
rubber heels, best quality leather sole A P  
and uppers; sizes 8 to 2. Jiilji Sale ....
Children’s Rubber Sandals, sizes up to 
10; July Sale ...................................... %/oC
B O YS ’ SU M M ER  SHOES, $1.45
This is a knockout of n shoe for boys in heavy 
crepe sole; sizes 1 to 5; yfCJ
/ J U L Y  SALE   ............... ..............  3 ) 1 . 4 0
The same Shoe for boys oilly in the (P*| Q C  
smaller sizes for only ...... ......... w X .O O
AC
laced; JU LY  SALE
Ladies' canvas top and rubber sole outing Oxfords 
and Pumps, regular to $2.50; Sl.!JU L Y  SALE  
Ladies’ running and tennis Shoes, 
heavy crepe soles, all sizes;
JU L Y  SALE  ...:............. ..............
•wit
.95
extra
t.75
Men’s outside Or­
chard or Work 
Boots, made of 
solid elk tops and 
leather soles.'
IHOESL A D IE S ’ & G IR LS ’ L E A T H E R
W c have grouped a number of good sho^ such as 
Slater’s and Victoria made shoes, Tiese arc 
worth three or four times what vyc at asking
for them. A ll styles in strap or̂ _ <3.95
This shoe can’t be 
beat for wear. 
JU L Y  
SALE
IV* vv V.CKJL •
$4.45
R A E E PA Y E R S  T O  V O T E
O N  S H A LE  P IT  PU R C H ASE
(Continued from Page 1)
For hauling refuse and slush from 
Cannery. State size of load. , Contract 
to comply with the City Health Regul- 
ajtions. Lowest tender not necessarily 
accepted. Tenders closed on July 20tli. 
O C C ID E N TA L  F R U IT  GO., LTD .
. 47-2c
TEND ERS ASKED  FOR
For hauling refuse and slush from 
Cannery. State size of load. Contract 
to comply with the City Health Regu­
lations. Lowest or any tender not nec­
essarily accepted. Tejidcrs closed on 
Monday, July 27th.
R O W C L IF F E  C A N N IN G  CO., LTD .
48-2c
TE N D E R S W A N T E D
Tenders wanted for painting the ex­
terior of Ellison Public School; some 
repairs also needed. Tenders to be sent 
in by July -25th and the work to be 
completed by 'August 22nd.
The lowest tender not necessarily 
accepted.
Apply to Miss Cottingham, Secret 
ary, R.Rj 1, Kelowna. 48-lc
B LA C K  M O U N T A IN  
IR R IG A T IO N  D IS T R IC T
The District Reservoir is private 
property and any_ one trespassing is 
liable to prosecution. Personal^ per­
mits may be obtained from the District 
Office on payment of One Dollar.
J. R. BEALE,
44-46-51-SS-^c District Secretary.
Motor car mauhfacturers arc consid­
ering making a radical change in the 
construction of cars. The new idea is 
to place the back scat in front so that 
“ Ma”  can drive better.
would be for each department to cut 
down its expenditure by 10 to 15 per 
cent.
Aid. Morrison said that previous to 
presenting the estimates of his depart­
ment, that of Water and Light, he had 
gone very carefully into all details and 
had kept proposed outlays , down to 
what seemed to be the lowest possible, 
yet his estimates had received a severe 
pruning in committee of the whole and 
he had no reserve upon which to work. 
The burning out of transformers was 
always a possibility to be reckoned with 
that would involve considerable ex­
pense, and the old pipe in the mains 
gave a lot of trouble .̂ The people of 
Kelowna had to realize that they had a 
town the area of which was large en­
ough for a population of 25,00 or 30,000, 
and if municipal services were wanted 
over such a scattered area, they would 
have to pay for them.
The Mayor held that the question 
resolved. itself into whether the city 
was to continue to go on with certain 
desirable but expensive features, sUch 
as its beautiful Park and good streets, 
water and light services and so on, or 
shut»down everything and have noth­
ing. If the people’ did not want the 
services they were getting and desired 
to have them curtailed on the ground 
of economy, let them say so.
Aid. Adams reiterated that, if all the 
estinrated— expenditures were -made, 
there would be a deficit, but if all the 
departments would prune off 10 per 
cent from their proposed outlays, it 
would be possible to balance the civic 
accounts at the close of the year.
The City Clerk stated that he had 
licen informed by Mr. T. G. Norris, on 
behalf of the Entertainment Committee 
in charge of arrangements for the Ir ­
rigation Convention, that the cost of the 
entertainment to be provided by the 
City.Council was estimated at $450. _
Aid. Morrison cxpr&scd disappoint­
ment. as he had understood the cost to 
the City would be very light.
The Mayor thought the best thing to 
do would be to vote a certain amount, 
say $300, and let the Entertainment 
Committee govern themselves accord- 
• ngly.
His Worhip’s suggestion was adopt­
ed, and a resolution was passed ap­
propriating $300 for the purpose of qn- 
tertaining the delegates to the conVj<in- 
tion.
In accordance with an arrangement 
made with Miss S. Mackenzie at the 
time of the City engaging her services 
as clerk, her salary, by resolution. Was 
raised to $75 per month, commcmjing 
July 1st
prize. , X ft
In every event there was a snoot-ott 
for the prizes, the “miss and out” sys­
tem being used to advantage, but this 
simply added to the afternoon’s inter­
est. There were no high runs, R.S. Moe 
and Thompson with 12 each shooting 
off for first prize in this event, Thomp­
son missing his bird and leaving Moe 
with the high run; F. Gasorso with 11 
being third. In the 10 bird open com­
petitions, of which there vvere .two, 
Thompson,' Moe and Casorso-all broke 
possibles, Th'orrihson winning the first 
event when he alone had 1Q» while Moe 
beat Casorso iu the shoot-bff in the 
second 10 bird event, ' _
• Chester Owen won both the 5 anc 
10 bird events for non-rriembers anc 
members with averages of 50 and 60^ 
and under, but the remaindervof the 
trophies were’ dividied, Thompson, Moe 
and Clararice having two fir«t, G., Suth 
erland and F. Casorso taking two se 
conds.
There were 17 entries for the open 
ing shoot, 10 birds, open, and Thomp 
son went through without a miss to 
cop the first prize, F. Casorso and 
Maxson, with 9 each, shooting off for 
second place, which Casorso won when 
Maxson missed his first bird.. Moe 
broke four straight and eliminated Geen 
and Clarance for the fourth position
tie.̂  ■ '
The 5 bird open brought out four 
squads, arid after Clarance and Suth­
erland had decided their tie for first 
place no less than eight guns shot for 
the remaining two prizes, which were 
won by Spurrier alid Maxson, Spur­
rier breaking 6 straight before Maxson 
missed his bird.
The competition for non-members 
and members with a season’s average 
of 50% and under necessitated another 
shoot-pff for second, third and fourth 
places, Owen being high man with 4 
out of five. . . .
There was some good Shooting in 
the 10 bird, \Vild, gun down, Clarance 
with 9 being high man, Maxson and 
Moe being second "wnth 8, and Moe 
taking the place when Maxson missed 
his first bird in the shot-off. Kennedy 
beat Kirkby and Haldane for the re­
maining position. .
Another 10 bird open event brought 
out 22 entries, Moe and Casorso each 
breaking 10 straight, but Moe continued 
his run into 12 in the shoot-off while 
Cosorso missed his second shot. Clar­
ance, with 9, secured third place, Max- 
son winning from 'three others for 
fourth prize.
Chester Owen, with 8 out of 10, took 
the second restricted event, Blackwood, 
W . Harvey and Kirkby finishing in. the 
order named after shooting off their tie.
Noit-winncrs up to this time  ̂ were 
given an opportunity to share in the 
prizes in 5 and 10 pigeon shoots, Paige, 
Ward and Pearson, with 4 out of 5, 
taking prizes in the order named, while 
Sparks beat three other competitors m 
the fourth place tic.
HaldancT'with 9 straight, took-the-lQ 
bird for non-winners, Cushing beating 
Paul for second place, with Thorpe
fourth. . . , e u *
A  special event, consisting of 5 shots 
cross shooting, resulted in Thompson. 
Sutherland, W. Harvey, Maxson and 
Pearson breaking 3, which was high 
score, and shooting off, took places in 
the order named.
' When the records were examined for 
the longest consecutive run it vvas 
found that Thompson and Moe with 
12 each were high, with -F. Casorso 
having one less. Moe beat Thompson 
for first place, and this concluded a 
programme which was run off well, 
there being no unnecessary delays, and 
handled in good style. The arrange­
ments w^fc 'Well looked after and the 
committee arc to be congratulated on 
their cffortL
There is no doubt that the shoot \yill 
sustain interest in trap shooting which 
deserves the support of the sportsmen 
of the district. Fortnightly shoots arc 
now the order of the Club and more 
competitions for fioviccs might he a 
means of increasing the interest a- 
roused following the successful shoot 
of Thursday and which should be con-
laccd front. July Sale ......  $2.9S/&
Girls’ snappy outing Sandals, the pew/style toe 
and heel, in brown and elk leatl|rs; , ^ 2  0 ^
J U L Y  SALE  ........ :.............
New  arrivals froni the SLij 
F A C T O R Y  in M E N ’S SOLI 
OXFORDS.,
:ER SH O E  
LE A T H E R
W e have a range which coverspost any line, in 
the brand new shapes. SEE/H EM  IN  OUR
W IN D O W . , Prices—
$5.95, $7.95/$8.95
W e have a number of solid pather Oxfords, in 
nearly every wanted style iiyointed and medium 
toes, with rubber heels; j f7Q
J U L Y  SALE  ......  .........J-.-........  i  O
Men’s white Outing Shoes, Pth leather sole and 
canvas tops, in white or rown; (P rt O K
J U L Y  SALE  ........  ......
Men’s business or dress Shof, medium and square
toes, in black or brown pH sizes; $5.75
JU L Y  SALE V"
K E L O W N A ,  B . C.
tinned by the club member 
Prize winners were as 
Event No. 1.— 10 bird openFThom- 
pson; 2, Casorso; 3, MaxsoJ4, Moe 
No. 2.— 5 bird open: 1, Cpnce; 
Sutherland; 3, Spurrier; 4, p son  
No. 3.̂ —5 bird non-meiirs and 
members with average'of 5(Jand un 
def: 1, C. Owen; 2, Lyell; Baldwin 
4, Knowles.  ̂ ,1 j
No. 4.— 10 bird open, wildpn down
1, Clarance; 2, Moe; 3, ixson; 4,
Kennedy. L ,  _
No. 5.— 10 bird open: 7 Moe; 2, 
CaSorso; 3, Clarance; 4, Mson.
No. 6.— 10 bird, hon-ni|be^ and 
members under 60%-aveTap, Owen
2, Blackwood; 3, W . Har|; 4, Kirk
T o .  7.— 5 bird non-ivinni L Paige 
2, Ward; 3, Pearson; 4, prks.
No. 8.— 10 bird non-wilr: L Hal­
dane; 2, Cushing; 3, Patf.
Special, 5 bird cross shf L Thoni- 
pson; 2, Sutherland; 3prvey; 4,
Maxson. / ht o
High consecutive runf, Moe; 2,
Thompson; 3, Casorso.
4* 4* •if’ * * -H*
♦  I ***
4* M A K IN G  LIFE/^SIER 4-
4- By H. A. C AIf a n  
4*
4* Copyright, 1925, fernational J  
4* Feature Servi/Ioc. 4*
4*4»4*4*4"fr4*4*4*4»<
4*
4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*
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T h e  M o d e rn  H om e- 
M a k e r  L ikes to 
See H e r  T ab le  L ook  
Attractive
So she serves these sandwiches for they 
are. good to look at and good to taste.
Dreams
Take equal parts of dates and pecan 
meats. Pass through food chopper. To 
1 cup of the mixture add cup maple sugar 
and a very little cream. Mix to a smooth 
paste and spread between thin slices of 
Good Bread, which have been cut with a 
star-shaped cutter. Garnish with mara­
schino cherries that have been slightly 
moistened with the cream.
GO OD  B R E A D  
Ask Your Grocer
Sutherland’s Bakery
Phone 121
BR EA D  IS Y O U R  ID E A L  SUM M ER  FO O D
i'iv -.la -'
", ' '
isni, but if it is applied just inside the 
edge of the pocket it will be invisible.
A  Thief-R#ng Pocket
The use of atty pin to foil a 
pickpocket is as/as the safety pm 
tsclf. Yet in tlfrds of the police, 
‘Pocket pickingf progrc.ssivc art, 
ami the mcansj foiling the Pick­
pocket must prji.s also. This little 
device will prXffcctivc in foiling 
the pickpockets
There arc o f  market many tob­
acco pouches |c type where little 
metal fingers &lacc on pulling .'i 
ring. From o f these cut the metal 
fastenings an f little strip of cloth 
on cither sidef Sew this cloth just 
inside the cd Jyour pocket and pull 
the loop c lo fTh is  will make the 
pocket instafavailablc on pulling 
the loop in f  thcr direction and at 
the same tirfwill make it -very dif­
ficult for a # o  operate. The illus­
tration ncccay shows the mechan-
IN E V IT A B L E  T R IA N G L E  
W H E N  -TW E N TY  W EDS F O R T Y
Pauline Frederick Stars in "Smoulder­
ing Fires,” A  Story With A  Heart 
Appeal
For years wrapped up completely 
in the conduct of a great manufactur­
ing business left to her by her father, 
Jane 'V’alc, at the mature ape of forty, 
awoke one day to the realization that 
she was in love with a youth half her 
age, .an employee, who first attracted 
her attention by insisting in face of 
her opposition that certain changes 
were advisable. She made him her 
assistant and gossip of the employees 
did the rest. The youth felt in honour 
bound to ask her to become his wife.
Before the marriage Jane’s younger 
sister came home from college and 
accused the youth of bcinjE. a fortune
hunter. Later, the two young people 
fell in love with cachothcr but lacked 
the courage to tell the older sister and 
the marriage took place. But soon 
Jane discovered the love between her 
husband and her sister and she con­
vinced them that she had made a mis­
take and desired a divorce, although 
it almost broke her heart to carry out 
the deception.
Such is the story told in “Smoulder­
ing Fires,” which will be shown at the 
Empress Theatre on Wednesday and 
Thursd.ay, July 22nd and 23rd, with 
Pauline Frederick in the role of Jane 
"Vale and Laura La Plante taking the . 
part of her younger sister and rival 
for the heart of her juvenile husband, 
portr.nycd by Malcolm McGregor, The 
picture is an intensely vivid one of a 
not unusual situation in real life, and 
the acting docs the theme full' justice.
Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
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WANT Ads.
First insertion: 15 cento per line;! 
each additional inoertion; 10 cepto 
per line. Minimum charge per] 
week, 30 cento.
Announcements
I iftccii cento per line, each inser­
tion; iiiiiiimum cliatge, 30 cents. 
CoiMU live words to line. Each 
initial and' grOup of not ihore 
than fivc' fiKures counts as 
wrord.
Tn estimating the cost of an advcr-|
................................ ............. . M
lloemcnt, subject to the minimum, , . „
.charge as stated above, each initial, ^
Mibbreviation or,group o f figures not ,r x
exceeding five counts as one word,! P*'onc *177 or
and five words count ao one line. ' P  ' _ _ 48-tfc
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits’ Block
tie• «
tC*rt, FOR S A L E —MIsccllaneous
•lA.
Houfjoholdcrs witli s|)arc rooms, who 
arc willing to let them to visiting de-
FO R  SALE— iso • Wyandottea and____ _____  __  . . yM..v.w,.VU U..U - .... ............. .........
. White Leghorns, chicks hatched 24th I at once with either the
May; 40 Barred Rock chicks, 4 to 9 1 o '!„  Hotel. ~  AR-
weeks old; 22 Barred Rock hens; 2 M ^ANGEM ENrS C O M M ITTEE .
- 1 Icg.'ites to the Irrigation Convtmtion, 
j are requested to list their names and
48-IcBarred Rock cockerels, pure-bred. Must 
be sold. ’ What offers? Robt. Patrick,
Westbank, B. C. 48-lp| Don’t forget that there will he an
other BIG DANCE at the Rutland
FO R  SALE— Leghorn ycarlmgs in Community Hall on July 30th. Ad- 
full l.ay, very cheap. Phone 85-r.3. niission. including refreshments. 75c.
48-lc| Len D.avis Orchestra. 48-2c
Local and Personal
Mr. H. V. Craig returned on Sim- 
Jday from the Coast. While tljikrt he 
acted as counsel in the ease of Assoc- 
I iated Growers of British Columbia v. 
Edmunds, later on m.'dcing a trip to
O B IT U A R Y
Mrs. Betsy Haworth
. . .  After a lingering illness, the death
The Girl Guides returned home from I Qualicum Beach and other Vancouver I occurred on Sund:iy, July 12th, at her 
amp yesterday morning. I Island points. , , I home on VVater St., of Mrs. Betsy
.. I t 1 , r », I ' I Haworth, wife of Mr. Edmund Ha
Mr. and Mrs. J. Silcock left on Mon-j 'p|n; |)ody of Tarah Singh, w'ho was I worth. Mrs. Haworth, who was an 
day \>y car for Vancouver. I murdered last Saturday night, was I Englishwoman hy birth, came out to
taken hy his fcllow-coimtrynieii on I this province thirteen years ago and
• • ’ ' .......... -  - r .A--........ r -  .....on
Miss I I lovrl-fniK-c li.ff ’’ i ii ini i ii ini i m c unn
a halMaj S  Alaska. TaosAly, to Ihf rai.KC back of .be Bel- wa., a resWen. o( K eknea (or the pa:
I go district, towards Ellison, and burnt s>x year.s. 1 he cause of death \vi
Mrs. J. A. Watt and children are|whh all tjic ceremonial observed by ( exhaustion due to a sarcoma,
their
IS
Street Wash,Dresses 
Priced Low
pqying a visit to Vancouver. Sikhs at  funeral obsequies. Apart from many personal friends, 
, I immediate relatives left to inonrn her
Mr. J, Dayton Williams went to I On Monday morning the hoys who loss are; her hushnnd, Mr. Edmund 
I rinceton yesterday morning. | were foniul stealing effects belonging J Haworth, formerly of Darwen, Lancs.,
Me A f" A n 1 c Aiiglicaii coiigrcgation, which I England, who came to Vernon with
....  ̂ I had been left-at the Exhibition Build-1 bis family in 1912 and later on settled I
‘ week-end. I j|,g after the Okie Coimtric Fayfe was | here; a claugliter, Mrs. A. Holmes, of|
onths past 
two sons,on
■ «>iv. vv«ni*»v»v»  ̂ • * .■
Mfr. and Mrs. R. 1.. Armstrong left j’ raught before M.igistratc Kamloops, who for some m
.Wednesday inorning for'tlieir home I and, received a severe caution. | had lieen nursing her inotlicr;
at Palo Alto, Cal. , . Mr. JameS'Haworth, resident here, and
Weather conditions have been res- Mr. John Haworth, .who lives at Point
Master'Harry Holes left on Saturday I possible for some imusually gorgeous Grey, near Vancouver; also a sister, 
or Sumnicrland, where he will visit p.^^sets during the past week, that on | Mrs. W. Tait, of Scotstowii, Glasgow,
friends for severaL weeks.
m
J the evening of Thursday last, July 9th, I Scotland, and two brothers, Mr. Tho- 
r XT t-, , , . e j being particularly noticeable for its mas Settle, of Southport,'Eiigland. ami j
. 1 1 c' - •’ yester-1 glorious colouring, hegiiming with pale Mr. James Settle, of Rochdale, Eiig-
: I ?*‘y *̂‘'P to the Coast, his I gold and deepening into fiery crimson land,
family having preceded him. |as the shades of night drew on. | The funeral service was held on]
Tuesday afternoon at St. Michael and i
FO R  SALE— Fox terrier puppies, 8 
weeks old; males, !{i5; females. .$3. 
/A. M. Temple, Sumnicrland. 48-3p
Y E  B E A U T Y  SH O PPE
"FOR SALE—Set 7,000 lbs. spi'ings. C. 
C. Johnson, GIcnmorc. ' 48-2p|
Tryphena B. Browne
Ladies' Hairdressing I left^mi Monday mo Several parties ^om the city spent! All Angels and Was conductetr by tlicjnartro f the Sta e oT Ŵ  ̂ week-end at Sugar Lake among Ven. Archdeacon Greene. It was at-
partb ot the State of Washington. them being Mr. M. Pai^e, Mr. H. Ken- tended by many friends of the deceased
Mr. and Mrs. J. Thorne, of London, I M. Buckland^ who J lady and her family, aqd the Horal |
Marcelling —  Cutting — Shampoo^ 
Facials and Scalp Treatments
COM E and pick your own raspberries 
for 8c a pound at E. Worfnan’s, 
Bankhead. 48-lc
For appointments Phone 198, England, spent Monday ’in the c ity j * S. M. offerings
. lo-ttcI They arc making a tour of this district.! b^mpson, Mr. R. S. Moc and party had beautiful.
CO CKER PUPS—rBlack Cockibr Span 
ici pups for sale. Sire and dam the 
best bred Cockers in the Interior, and
Keep your eye on Chapin’s window 
for Saturday candy specials.
Were numerous and very | 
. . .  , , . , , ,  The pall-bearers were: Mr.
*»ck; and Mr. W . Goudie and H. Lee. Mr. A. E. Cq,x, Mr. H. Wald- 
, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Barnes, who | fr^coos, who Inid the pleasure of re- ron, Mr. K. Tutt, Mr. C. Tockiicll and
both registered. Price $10.00; J. T. 
Mutrle, Vernon, B. C. 48-2p
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
C H A P IN ’S
li-tfcjvverc residingJn Vernon, returned here [ Jurning^home with a seven pound Dol-jM r.’ A. Mephani.’ Intcrniciit was at the 
............... * ‘ ’ ' ' ' ' - Kelowna Cemetery.on Friday and will stay in the city thisjly Varden. 
summer.
20-tfc
Mr T 7«I1 1 xr / - A O  r l, Suiiday Cleveland coach be- H IN D U  IS B U TC H ERED
Mr. J. Zells and Mr. C. A, Payne, of longing to Mr. H. W . Carlson, of the O N  STR E E T )
. 'TPV MrtT i/TTvTcrxxTic e-nrrorrx Gcorgc, wcrc visitors hcrc over Engineering Service Corps. San Fr.-̂ n-
S N A P  F o r  GASH—-Deering hay nio-1 Ti ^  I < ^ J- week-end on their way to the cisco, who with his family has been
wer, $50; No. 561, Courier; 48-lc I j touring this district, ran over the bank
nurns lett by  ̂9 a,m. developed and! ^  M?ctwecn Peachland and Sumnicrlandand! why Gujar showed it to him. and he
day. 38-tfcl w?? badly smashed up.. Mr. O. St. P. gave^it back to him. About 9 o’clock
III siminier’s hottest month conies this sale 
presenting the opportunity of securing several 
cool Wash Frocks at greatly reduced price. 
1 hey are fashioned in Tobralco, Linen and 
Broadcloth, in the stripes and colours of de­
creed smartness. ' CT/lk
Priced from ..............  .... ..........
(Continued from page 1.)
M A M M O TH  BRO NZE T U R K E Y ! prhited by 4.30 the same 
chickis for sale, 3 to 4 months old, of Tii/v/sfEv fn ,YT'il/-n a I who was passing^m his car! the Hindus returned to the store and
t see 
what 
quarrelling
» biiitaino-W f/Tf aol/k /.!«/!«I I with good luck fishing at d ie ^ B ^ o l Mr. J. D. Forrest, Provincial Organi- (Constable G. Chaplin deposed that
T F  FumLton * 47̂ ^̂  ROA^t  "'bere the fish|wcre biting free&.h*^'’ ^or the^Woodmen of the World, re- he,was on duty on Saturday cveiiiug
. J. Pumerton. 47-tfc| GAN L A K E  B O A T  CO., LTD ., Sum-! ' »  turned on Tuesday from Vancouver an^ and at approximately’ ia45 a Hindu
Miss A. I. Laws returned last week has arranged for a meeting in the had reported to him, while he was inJ
S P L E N D ID  
to the lake,
Spori Scarves
F O R  SALE —Jersey cow, also Jersey 
heifer. A. R. Allport, E. Kelowna.
47-lc
merland. 31-tfc
L A U N C H  for sale.. Apply to Box_404 
or phone 138.
K E L O W N A  R E G A T T A
frorn Trochu, Alta., wherq she has been Oddfellows’ Hall tomorrow evening ^t front of the Willits Block, that there 
teaching, (o spend a few weeks with ) which the officers of the Vernon Lodge, was a fight going on on Water St. He 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W . R. Laws, j No. 148, will be present to assist at arrived at the scene of the tragedy as
the initiation of some twenty local can-1 quickly as he could and found the de-
T O  STO R E K E E PE R S—W e have for
43-tfcI JB. «T»i, J A o . „ ! ^  ’ncludc: Mr. of the new lodge here, which | ceased bleeding profusely from several
J I Wedi^esday & Thursday, Aug. 12 & 1 3 , ;̂ _M" IVelby^an^fajnilyj^ pf j ^ ill be known as “ Kelowna Lodge, j wounds. He turned the body over to
Spokane, Wash,„ and Mr. T. D. Mul- No. 150.”
sale a National Accounting System. LEND ERS, for refreshme^ nov- bo” and, Mr. R. A. Fisher and Mr. S. to see if life were eLilict. Just then
Your accounts are alvv^s up to date. should be made to the Westhaver, of Victoria. i „  view of the expected large atten- Dr. W . J. Knox arrived on the scene.
Price very reasonable. F. Burns & Co. Vi >*̂ ®’SOed <m^or before August 7th.' ' •  . . . .  ̂ i
■ 4S-tfcr^'^c H. G. M. W ILS O N ,
r. I Juclce and Mrs W  M Finrh nf dance at the forthcoming Irrigation The witness heard the murdered man Sec. VV. m. rmcn, p r  aa- 1 Xi,l„ OOtU  m + i ,  __— „„„ t 'u  ̂ __ I
2 5 %  Less Than  
M arked Prices
Woven Silk and Crepe-de- 
Cherie in a variety of shades. 
To see them is to appreciate 
their value.
F O R  SALE —25'$' h.p. light draught 
launch, cheap. Apply to McTavish 
•&, Whillis. 46-tfc|
TEND ERS W A N T E D
The Dominion Canners B.C. Ltd., are
cramento. Cal., who with their daugh- [ 9 " ^ *'7° dying gasps. The truck on
! ters, the Misses Ethel and Margaret delegates will be which the deceased had been sitting was
Finch, were staviim at the Palace left U’^^uired in addition to what the hotels at right angles to the curb and the 
for home by car on Tuesda^ I . ^ “J ’ ^V̂ ^boIders will-) body fell out on the street. There was|
P IC T O R IA L  R E V IE W  F A S H IO N  B O O K
for late summer and early fall now on sale.
[ing to let spare rooms during the con- some blood on the truck. Very soon
F O R  SALE—80-ton silo ;'6 h.p. gaso-1 opeiVYiTreceivr Bertha T. Ball, who has been a] vention are therefore urged to Band in ! afterwards M iT^F^M ^ and
l.-n/. ntwi /.»ff;.,„ milk and disposal of tomato and apple n ‘
4 4 +f [^ “^big the 1925 season. A ll tendei
44-tfcj state the price per load, giving the size] School after the summer holiday^;
•cows
line engine and cuttinc box- ~mJlk I i  cmovai i teacner in the Duncan Public School,! tbeir names and addresses without de- todk the body away to the undertaking
s and heffers W?nne P r icT ’R R  l the scholars of either Grade lay to either the Lakeview or Palace parlour. He had phoned Chief of Powa auu nciicra. vvyrme irrice, 1 ourin  t   . ll tc /l/̂ rc I . x . -  e -n-i..;-I ilef  ̂ i------ ------- j  _tl i ;_>t«i______ ___j ____________
W A N T E D — Miscellaneous
A ll tenders to j 6 or Grade 5 at the Kelowna Public j so that lists can be prepared o f) lice Thomas and Provincial Constable
nf Kvxv * - .  * J ~ b  s. '! available quarters. ’ Pentecost and* on their coming a search
ot box^to be used. A ll refuse to be for the murderer was organized He
disposed of outside the City Jimhs to Mr. .and Mrs. G. A. Carter, of Nel- Miss Mary D. Mills, who has been himself had made a thorough search 
Uie satisfaction of the Health Authorit- son, wim ‘ ^e Lakeview, re- teaching the 6th Grade at the Trail at the Chapman barn and all the near-J
r m a M
CAR L E A V IN G  for Regina, Sask., j ^  be accepted to July turned home on Sunday. Mr. Carter, Public School, has been engaged by j by buildings and had also gone down
sometime next week. Room for two! tender not j who is now in^the insurance business, | ^he Trustees of the Kelowna Public! all the lanes in the vicinity "until 1.30
P H O N E  361 K E L O W N A , B. C.
-passengers. Phone 512-L2. A* Burnett. ^5®®®^” J^^ccepte^^ , jwas formerly Chief Constable at Ver-| School to teach music and penmanshio) a.m,, using a car part of the'^tinle,* so
48-lc! d o m i n i o n  c a n n e r s  B .C LTD . non. in all the classes of that school here that an attempt to • find the man U o
48-2c| Serni-rioe tomatoes are n/xvv matincr xV-Vi” ® next educational,year. Miss had' committed the murder had been
• P  . S |  Mills^w^s two years i n  residence atllcent n n  t i l l  As IW A N T E D  TO  B U Y— A fully mod­
ern house on the Lake front. Apply, 
No. 560, Courier. 48-2p
W E  BUY, sell or exchange household 
goods of every description. Call and 
see us. JONES & TE M PE ST. 18-tfc w. o. w.
W A N T E D —̂ o  buy, spring chickens, 
fowl and ducks. Kon W o Co., Ellis 
Street. Phone 386., 47-3c
W A N T E D —A democrat in fair condi-j 
tion. No. 555, Courier. 48-2p
TO  R E N T
T H E  C A N A D IA N  
W O O D M E N  O F  T H E  
W O R L D
have opened a Charter at 
Kelowna.
* C AN  G IVE  comfortable room and j 
, board for two men. Close in. Phone 
405. • 48-1 p
First Meeting will be held in 
the Oddfellows’ Hall,
T O  R E N T— At Sugar Lake, house­
boat furnished for small family. For 
particulars and terms apply, No. 559, 
•Courier. 48-2p
FR ID AY , J U L Y  17th, 8 p.m.
All visiting Sovereigns are 
/ cordially invited.
F O R  R E N T —T\Vo unfurnished rooms 
, 313 Doyle Ave. ’ 36-tfcI
J.D . FORREST,
Phone 93 Organizer
47-2c
S IT U A T IO N S  W A N T E D
their annMranrP in W ai I t o years i  reside ce at kept up till darkness intervened
T W  /-nm« .Toronto Conservatpry of Music) soon as daylight came he had contin-
va^fey.‘^T1arge‘”numbJf hkTe\headv the same areii hel
been%hiDoed^from the um w also holds a'first class had covered the night before, until 6.30
sectionV °   ̂ YPPei Lelgo b . C. teacher s certificate and a special o’clock, when he had gone down Pen-
■\ I certificate Tor the MacLean system' ofjdozi St. and a portion of Richter St.
On the latter thoroughfare he had jMr. Watts, of Vernon, paid j  P'^ ’̂^^nship
visit to MY and Mrs. D. Lloyd-Jones t-u .• r ; xxr . ‘^ ‘ t̂ Mr. J. Coupland ^vho, on hearing
on Monday. '-His many friends here will] meeting of the Women s[ a description of the prisoner’s appear-
be glad to kn6w that'he is now e n j o y - o f  the United)ance, said he had seen a man like him] 
ing better health, since his return from v * r , honie of Mrs. on Pendozi St. near Mr. F. A. Taylor’s] 
Rochester, Minn*\.  ̂  ̂ I “ Adams on Monday^ Instead_of| house. ■ He therefore went to Pendozi]
, , the usuaT study period, “ Current Ev- St. again and right down to Dr. Boyce’s
Guests at the Palace include; Mr. ents m China was made the subject of corner and on to Mission Creek, where
and Mrs. J. S. McMillan, of Vancou- Player and discussion. Mrs. H. S. he found small footprints in the soft
ver, and Dr. E. E. Hubert, of the For- Hastings, of Rutland, was present and) sand. Owing to the Mission Creek
estry Branch of the United States De-) extended a hearty invitation to the bridge being torn out for rcconstruc-
partment of the Interior, who comes members to go to Rutland on Tuesday, tion, he had been obliged to .make a de-
from Madison, Wis, July 21st; and be present at the next tour to get to Okanagan Mission, where
M f X/T..O Tj Tj J XT X ipeeting of the Rutland Missionary) he had found, the same tracks again.
n . r  ia Master Society. The members of the W.M.S. These he had followed as far as Mr.
Donald Horne, of Victoria, are visit- wish to extend their thanks to Mrs. Barneby’s corner. On going up the
ing Mrs. Hornes parents. Mr. and Adams for her hospitality. hill he had lost the tracks afain He
Mrs. S. J. Thomas. Mr. Horne is returned to town to meet Chief of Pn-
h e^  accountant of the Hudson’s Bay) Mr. J. F. K. English, of Chilliwack, lice Thomas and did so at 8.15 a.m. 
Company at the capital. wlfo recently won the first prize of He had also used the-long distance te-
Congratulations are due to Mi<?«; ? ^ e s s a y  contest on the sub- lephone and had talked with the man
Birdie® T h o m ^  " id  M i“  S  K S " ’ , F iftyS 'xlh  at the section house on the K. V. R._  u duu iviiss i;-isie I Parallel,”  has been appointed to the and another man
An All-Britlsi) Film
PR O D U C E D  U N D E R  T H E  D IR E C T IO N  OF T H E
A D M IR A L T Y
Latta, both recent graduates of the 1 ’’ ‘̂ î"i SPP°V9^9  ̂ ,3° j another man at Little White |
Kelowna General Hospital, who haveU-*u? Peachland High School. Mountain and explained that the fugi-
T W O  E N G LISH  G IRLS  require I 
p^ts as lady-helps, end of August, 
in Okanagan Valley, preferably near 
Kelowna. Experienced, reliable, fond 
of children, would give first lessons. 
P.O. Box 104, Kelowna. 48-2p |
E N G LISH M AN , 24, desires work, any I 
capacity, carpentrv, farm work. Re-| 
fercnces. Room 7, Good Eats Cafe. 
_ _ _ _ _ _  48-lp|
Consistently Economical 
Administration.
Of The
ROYAL
M A R R IE D  COUPLE, English, de.sirc 
employment, any capacity. Exper­
ienced. dairy, mixed farmina# capable 
of taking charge. References. Room 7, 
Good Eats Cafe. 48-1 p
Has resulted in Profits distribu­
ted to Policy 1 holders being main­
tained at the
Same Rate for 55 Years
H E L P  W A N T E D
W A N T E D — Capable girl for light 
housework. Apply, Mrs. H. G. M. 
Wilson. 47-2c
The R O Y A L  has never once 
contested a life claim.
LO S T  A N D  FO U N D
McTavish & Whillis
INSURANCE
s u c c e s s f u l l y ^ p a s s e d ^ h e ^ M a v ' e x a n i i n a - L i c u t e n - . )  tive was heading towards the railway) 
tion for registered nursef I with the] track. A t 9.15 a.m. a message had.been]
IE  TH E  P A R T Y  who is known to 
have taken a scythe out of the back 
yard of 508 Richter St. South docs not 
return it within three days, prosecu­
tion-will follow. 48-lc
B R O W N ’S
H O N E Y  
F IcK E N Z IE  C O M PAN Y , LTD .
J. F. ROBEXIS
BE E K E E PE R S ’ SU PPL IE S
Phone 278-R4
FOR SALE
Priest Ranch, K .L .O . Bench
25^ acres bearing trees and 
young trees and dwelling house 
on four acres, either together 
or separately, belonging to Rev. 
W. Graham-Brown.
The owner has to return to Scot­
land in the autumn and has deter­
mined to accept a verv low price
and to give long terms' for a large 
part of the purchase price to a suit-
able purchaser. He invites enquiries 
and will give fuller particulars.
____________  46-tfc
mg m the City Park, are renewing a 
number of old acquaintances. Mr. 
Switzer was formerly in charge of the 
Methodist congregation here.
The Occidental cannery commenced 
operations on Monday,'when a full 
day’s run on beans was made. Since 
then other small runs have been made. 
The steady canning of beans there will 
probably commence tomorrow.
purpose of encouraging the collection received from the section gang that a 
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Switzer and ^ ”  ̂ dissemination of information about) man answering the description of the 
family, of Vancouver, whd are camp- .9 ”̂ . ^®. ‘Barren Lands” and to find prisoner had been seen going south at 
^  , . if this epithet was warranted. Mr. En- a point one mile east of Chute Lake
ghsh, in his essay, expressed his belief and later on another message reported 
m the potentialities of Northern Cana- that Chief of Police Venus and Chief 
da, particularly in the Peace River dis- Constable Fraser, of Penticton, liaQ 
tnct and in the Mackenzie Valley, captured the man at a point 11 miles 
XT /- -n /- • 1 north-cast of Penticton as he was fol-
Mr, C. R. Gpwen received a message lowing the railway track, still heading 
last week which shows the immense south. On being questioned by phone 
value of wireless telegraphy. It was as to the disposal to be made of the 
from his brother, Mr/ E, R. Gowen, prisoner, he had arranged that he be 
who IS factor for the Hudsons Bay) brought back to Kelowna. By arrangc- 
Company at jPort Good Hope, which) ment, the prisoner had been handed ov- 
station IS on the MacKcnzie River and er to him at "Westbank and he had 
even further north than Fort Norman, brought him over to Kelowna on the 
^owen, who IS on his way out to afternoon ferry and placed him in the 
civilization and intends to visit his ] lock-up. He had found no weapon on 
brother here, sent a wireless message him.
from Fort Simpson, which was relayed At the conclusion of Constable Chap- 
1 ifom Edmonton, toj Jin’s evidence the court-room was dear-
let Mr. C. Govven know that he could I cd to permit the jury to consider their 
expect to sec liim soon. Such a mes-j verdict, which they returned as fol 
J advent of wireless, lows: “We find, by the evidence pro-
would have taken weeks -to reach as duced, that on Saturday, the eleventh 
far as Edmonton. day of July, 1925, about 10.30-p.m., hy
XT A T IT crj. «  Law.son Building, on Water Street,
Mr. A. J. Mason, of To^nto, Gen- in the City of Kelowna. Tarah Singh 
1 & Risch, Ltd.,) came to his death by knife wounds in-
and Mr. J. G. Whitcacrc, General Sup- flicted hy one named Gujar Singh,” 
enntciment for Western Canada of the The Coroner thanked the jury aiu 
1 p3id a of inspection dismissed them, and the prcliminarv
Miss Ruby Latta has succeeded in 
obtaining her teacher’s certificate from 
the Regina Normal School. She has 
found employment for the summer 
months in the central office of the Sas­
katchewan Wheat Pool, at Regina.
Mrs. Asher, who fol- many years past 
was a member of the teaching staff of 
the Kelowna Public School, has hand­
ed in her resignation to the School 
Trustees. Miss Laura J. Ford, a tea­
cher from Princeton, will take her 
place.
A T  T H E
All lovers of flowers would do well 
to bear in mind that the annual exhi- 
lition given by the Kelowna Amateur 
Sweet Pea Association will soon be 
leld. The date set is July 25th and the 
show this year will be at the Aquatic 
f’avilion.
Mr. R. Crcclman. C.N.R. District 
Passenger Agent. Winnipeg, and Mr. 
G. A, McNicholl, C.N.R. District Pas­
senger Agent, Vancouver, spent Satur­
day in the city. They motored north 
the following day on their way to 
Kamloops.
EMPRESS
Theatre
FRIDAY i SArilRDAr, IDLY 17tli t IRHi
Friday Evening, 8.15, 25c and 55c 
Saturday Mat., 3.30, 20c 35c. Evening, 7.15 &. 9, 25c & 55c
^^.the ^  husmess on ) hearing of Gujar upon a charge oi
Friday. Mr. Whitcacre has made many murder commenced forthwith. The 
trips to Kelowna during the past twen- accused, unlike the other Hindus, of 
ty-five years and is well known locally, short and burly stature and of unpre-
Mr. G. N, GartreU, Fisheries Over­
seer, spent Monday in the city on his 
way to Kamloops. He recently return­
ed from stocking Osprey and other 
hkes on the Nicola slope and finds that, 
owing to having no assistant, he can­
not possibly keep up with his work 
\yhich takes him over an immense por­
tion of the Interior.
but this was Mr. Mason’s first trip, as 
he has only recently resumed connec­
tion with his firm after twenty-five 
years absence in England, where he 
represented the Aeolian Company, of 
New York. He was on his way back 
to Toronto after a tour of the West 
and expressed himself as delighted with 
British Columbia, in which province he 
would like to make his home if business 
would permit. During their stay here 
the visitors were piloted round by Mr, 
J. D.ayton Williams, manager of the 
local branch.
Kdowna Regatta, August 12 & IS. 4c
possessing countenance, was brought 
from the cells in the basement of' the 
Police Office, not having been present 
at the inquest, hut he was in court for 
only a minute or two. The charge of 
rnurdcring Tarah Singh was read to 
him without any sign of emotion on his 
part, and immediately his counsel, Mr. 
T. G. Norris, asked for a remand until 
Wednesday afternoon, to which Mr. J, 
F. Burnc agreed, and the request was 
granted hy Police Magistrate Weddell, 
who assumed his court duties immed­
iately after completing those of Cor­
oner.
rGujar Is Committed For Trial
On the resumption of the prelimin­
ary trial of Gujar Singh on Wednes­
day afternoon the courtroom was again 
crowded. Mr. J. F. Burnc, wlio pro­
secuted, examined the same witnesses 
who had given evidence , at the inquest 
and their testimony was practically i- 
deiitical with that given hy them at 
that enquiry. In addition to other evi­
dence. that of three boys. Ernest Stir­
ling, Fred. Johnson and Milton Ritchie, 
was also heard. They all related that 
they had seen the murdered man sitting 
on the truck and several people moving 
away from it on the evening when the 
murder was committed, but they did 
not amplify any_ evidence previously 
given. All the witnesses wcrc subjec­
ted to a very close cross-examination 
ly Mr. T. G. Norris, who frequently 
made objections to rulings of the 
Court, particularly in regard to allow­
ing the Hindu witnc.sscs to be sworn 
on the Bible, objections which were all
CARD O F T H A N K S
Mr, E. Haworth and family wish to 
thank their friends for many acts of 
kindness extended to. Mrs. Haworth 
during her illness, itlso for the sym­
pathy shown them in their recent sad 
bereavement as well as for the beau 
tiful floral offerings sent them. 48-lc
by counsel at the close of the trial, th 
magistrate using his prerogative of di.s 
pensing lyith all legal arguments, am 
he committed the prisoner for trial a 
the next court of competent jurisilictioi 
on the charge of having murdered Tav 
.ill Singh.
Guja#’ Singh was handed over t 
Chief Constable Mortimer, of Vcriioi, 
and taken the same evening to Vcrnoi
where he was placed in the Proviiici 
over-ruled. No addresses wcrc made Gaol,
4H-:s .L;
IilL ■
SyiS; ■
rn m m
, 'i
11 ■) ,1̂ I
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Young' Tender Leaves
t lf> ®  I nmm
GREEN TEA
nr® oenlnd In nlr«-ti|^t nlnminulm foil. 
THeir freaH flavor Is liner tHan any  
Japan o r  Clinnpowder. Try SA l^A D A .
♦  4i ♦< » 4* •g>«4* • » « • » • »  •»
♦  4*
»  T W E N T Y  YE A R S  AGO
-------  ■ 4
fr (From the flics of “The Kelowna ♦  
«* Clarion” )  •»
♦  ■ . ♦
♦  «  4* 4 * «  «4>  •!••»•» •»•»••• 4*
Thursday, July 13, 1905
“J, B. Knowles, lately of Trorcy's 
jewellery store in Vancouver, is open­
ing up a shoi) in this city."
“ C, S. Smith has sold his handsome 
residence and five acre plot' on Bern­
ard Ave. to R. Paul, who lately arrived 
horn Regina.
'* * w
“The greatest sample of growth vet 
produced this year is a bunch of oats 
seven feet high, grown on the land of 
W . C. Clement in Kelowna."
“ The official weather repprt of thi^ 
district for^thc month of June, handed 
in by F. E. R, Wollaston, shows the 
highest temperature for the month to 
have been 84 on. the 10th, and the low­
est 42, on the 20th. The to.tal rainfall 
was V/i inches."
“ During the unusually high wind for 
this district, on Sunday night, several 
of the local boats came dangerously 
hear being badly damaged. The ‘Kel­
owna’ in effecting a landing was some­
what shaken up, and some trouble was 
experienced in keeping her from being 
dashed to pieces against the wharf. The 
launch of Chas, Harvey partly broke 
away frpm its moorings and would 
have entirely collapsed had not timely 
aid arrived. Fortunately the steamer 
,‘York’ was in port, and Capt. Jos. 
Weeks lent his experienced hand in ty­
ing the boats up, _thus preventing atiy 
serious damage being done."
« .  *
Uponjhe occasjon qf an Orange cele­
bration at Armstrong oh the Twelfth a 
lacrosse match was played between 
Kamloops and Kelowna, which, the lat­
ter won by 8 goals to 4.
An editorial deprecates sectionalism 
in the Okanagan Valley and urges the 
cultivation of a broader spirit between
its communities. “ In unity is strength,” 
it says, "and anything said that will 
injure the reputation of any one section 
will injure the whole. The fact is
that every portion o f the Okanagan 
good, and IS capable of supporting a 
prosperous community. People can­
not settle in any part of the valley 
without the remainder of the district 
reaping u benefit. Any work done in 
developing any portion and any suc­
cess made, therein acts as an advertise 
ment to the rest. Any slight advantage 
gained for our own section to the det­
riment of others will be doubly lost 
througli the damage done to the whole. 
Likewise any apparent loss to ourselves 
through an advantage gained by others 
cannot help, reacting in a beneficial 
manner u^on our own section. Let not 
any one imagine that any portion of 
the Okanagan can be permanently in­
jured by misrepresentation, but let all 
unite in upholding the credit of the 
whole.”
•^Hugh Barrett Dobbs.
^'Orchestral Music — Legend ■ from I 
"Suite from 1 the South” (Nicode).— | 
Amphion 'JlVio.
Agricultural Programme, under aus-| 
pices of National harm Radio Council. 
—  "Is the Workliorse on the Shclf?"- 
Horse Assrociation of America. "Teach­
ing Agriculture in High School.' 
Federal Board for Vocational Educa­
tion.
Orchestral Music — "Cantalina Am- 
orosa” (Lemont).— Amphion Trio.
"Symposium on the New Education," | 
conducted by Williams Institute, Berk- 
elty. Speaker, visiting professor from I 
the University of Calforn,ia Summer| 
School.
Orchestral Music — “ Nuwana’s Lovcl 
Song" from ‘‘Thunderbird Suite” (Cad- 
man),— Amphion Trio.
“ From a Composer’s Workshop: 
Musical Form.”— Arthur S. Garbctt.
"Collection Letters” (No. 3),—W. J. 
Marra, Director of Correspondence, | 
Bank of Italy.
Orchestral Music— “ Wolfes Song” ! 
from “ Thunderbird Suite” (Cadman).[ 
— Apliion Trio,
"Inside Dope on Curing Automobile I
‘The Trouble
C H A N C E LLO R  OF O XFO RD
Viscount Cave, who has been elected 
Lord High Chancellor of Oxford Uni­
versity by a vote of 987 to 441 over the 
Earl of Oxford and Asquith. The 
Chancellorship was made vacant by 
the death of Lord Curzon: «
Stories.-^Guy Kibbce.
Baritone Solos— (a) “ I Hear a Thru­
sh at Eve" (Cadman); (b) "Rolling 
Down to Rio” (German).— Fcrdcriclc 
de Bruin.
'Cello Solos— (a) Menuct (Debussy);
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KGO Programme For The Week O f 
July 19 tx> July 25
(Frequency, 830 kilocycles; 
metres)
361.2
Sunday, July 19
11.00 a.m.̂ —Service, First Congrega­
tional Church, , San Francisco, Rev. 
James. L. Gordon, D.D., pastor.
3.30 p.m.— Special concert by Clift 
Hotel Concert Orchestra, San Francis­
co, Sol'lie Heilbronner, director (sub­
stituting during vacation of KGO Lit­
tle Symphony Orchestra).
7.45 p.m.— Service, First Congrega­
tional (Church, San Francisco.
Monday, July 20 
8.00 p.m.
Ills.”—Lpuis P. Signer,
Shooter.’’
Orchestral M usic—  “Still as the]
Night” (Bohn).^—Amphion Trio.
Tuesday, July 21 
8.00 p.m.
P A R T  I
Ye Oldo Time Concert 
Tenor Solos— (a) “Two Little Girls 
in Blue” (Graham); (b ) "M y Sweet­
heart’s the Man in the Moon” (Thorn 
ton).—Meredith Parker,
(Contralto Solos— (a) “ In the Gloam-. ,  ̂  ̂ ----
mg” (Harrison); (b ) “ I Cannot Sing 0-*). .Adagio (Ecclcs); (c) “ Butterflies 
the Old Songs” (Barnard).—Annabcllc ( Popper).--Hori Gough.
Jones Rose. Thursday, July 23
Old-time Poems and Stories.-^Guy 
Kibbee. IvG(J Players, under the direc-
Piaiio Solos —  (a) “ Last Hope” t»on of Wilda Wilson Church, will pre- 
(Gottschalk); (b ) “ Lucia” Sextette “A  Woman of No Importance,"
(Verdi).— Edna Linkowski. a comedy in four acts, by Oscar Wilde.
Soprano Solos— (a ) “ Mandy Lee” The Amphion Trio will render the fol- 
(Chattaway); (b) “Just Tell Them Ipwmg musical programme between 
That You Saw Me” (Dresser).—Vir- acts; Country Dance (German), Duet 
ginia Fischer Griffiths. • apd JTrio from Faust” (Gounod);
Soprano Solos—  (a) “ Listen to the At Dawning' (Cadman); “The Sea” 
Mocking Bird” (W inner); (b ) “ The (MacDowell); Hungarian Dance ( Bra- 
Last Rose of Summer,” from “ Martha” ! hms).
(Flotow).—Alice Bradley 
P A R T  I I
Contralto Solos— (a) “ May Morn-
just outside the district, ami were pre­
pared to take action in regard to them 
if the ratepayers so wished. Mr. Gay 
pointed out that the report of the 
school survey iiulicaicd thjit changes 
would be made in the School Act 
which would change the system of ed­
ucation somewhat, and Mr. Blcnkarn 
stated that if a recommendation of the 
commissioners conducting the survey 
was carried out, as it probably would 
be, every wage earner would be taxed 
at not less than one per cent of his in­
come for school purposes. This, he 
thought, would cover Mrs. Bond’s com­
plaint. He was quite willing to bear 
his share of the education of his chil­
dren, if given a chance to do so.
After some discussion a resolution 
iving authority to the Trustees to col- 
ect a fee from pupils coining to the 
School from outside the district was 
passed on the motion of Mr. W . Gay.
Mr. A. McMurray drew attention' to 
the slight proposed increase in the jan­
itor’s salary, and after paying a tribute 
to the work of that official, expressed I 
the opinion that it was not enough, 
and that it would not hurt The rate­
payers to give him another $5.00 a 
month. Mr. Mugford and others spoke 
in similar strain, and the estimate was 
amended to increase the salary by ^10 
a month instead of $5.00 on the motion ’ 
o f Mr. McMurray.
On the estimate for agriculture tea-1 
cher’s salary, which was considerably 
less than last year, Mr. Mugford ex­
plained that Mr. Britton would attend 
the School for one day a week only 
next term instead of a day and a half, j  
The opinion was expressed that $425 
was rather a large* suni to pay for this 
jentlcman’s services, and to test the 1 
eeling of the meeting, although he 
was not against the item, but because 
the matter had been brought up be­
fore, Mr. McMurray moved that the 
agriculture course be cut out and so 
save the expense.
This brought Mr. Mugford and Mr. 
Dalglcish to the defence of the course, 
the former thinking it would be a great 
pity to cut' it out at this stage. They 
had bought equipment to the value of 
over $40() for teaching physics and ag­
riculture.' Mr. Britton was a splendid 
teacher and his influence with the boys 
and girls was something to betaken 
into account. It would be very foolish, 
he thought, to cut out this work at the 
cost of a few cents per individual. Mr. 
Britton had a car in which he brought
WE CAN SELL STOCKS AND BOND S-
at the same prices as any other Brokers in Canada, and you 
have the advantage of dealing with a local firm.,
LONDON STOCK EXCHAN6E QUOTATIONS
arc kept on file for our clients.
R E A L E S T A T E  D EPARTM ENT
r e s i d e n t i a l  a n d  o r c h a r d  PROPERTifeS
FOR S A LE  OR RENT.
Listings Solicited of City Residences For Rent
INSORANCE DEPARTM ENT
All Classes of Insurance written, including-—
FIRE, L IFE , A C C ID E N T  A N D  H E A L T H , M AR IN E ,
A U T O M O B ILE .
W e Represent Companies of the Highest Standing only.
O K A N A G A N  L O A N  & IN V E S T M E N T  T R U S T  CO.
K E L O W N A  - - B. C.
'̂1
( f
T h e Coolest P la c e  in T o w n ! **
Educational Programme 
Orchestral Music —  “ Suite from the 
South” (N icode): (a) “ La Provence;”, 
(b)/|‘In the Tavern.”— Amphion Trio.
“To  \yhorn Do Cases of Communic­
able Disease Belong?”  —  California 
State Board of Health.
“ Physical Culture for the. Family.”
Jones Rose.
Tenor Solos—  (a) “ Little. Town in j
the Old Country Down” (Sanders)
(b ) “ Carme,” a Sorrentino melody Gillette.
Curtis).— Meredith Parker.
’Cello Solos— (a) “ Guitarre” (Mosz-| 
kowski); (b ) /‘Dolly” (Faure); (c)|
Melodic (Dawes).-—Flori Gough
$2,175
Saturday, July 25 
8.10 p.m.
Instrumental Music—Overture from
S lo w t  Gathers” (Grey>.-4h„abelle| '‘“T h f H o r  hi ShrlSg tc h lJ lt '
Fair Provence,’ from “Traviata” (Ver- they dropped him and they had to pro- 
d i); (b)^ ‘Roadways” (Densmore).—'j vide for accommodation, it would cost
, . , them considerably mqre.
Piano Solo-r-“ V’alse Caprice” (Liszt). Mr. Dalgleish endorsed every word
. his colleague had said. He would be 
Violin S/olos— (a ) Romance in A- very disappointed if the district went
ciuui  \.x-rrtwv,a/. i  iuix vxu<.iK>i. I / (b ) Serenata (Toselli);j back by doing away with the subjects.
Soprano Solos— (a) “ Love’s of them knew the advantage
of Roses” (Haydn W ood);’ (b ) “ Rose Name (Carey), they were Jq the children. _ He was a
in the Bud" (Foster).-^Virginia Fischt̂ j ----  . j  very heavy taxpayer and did not grudge
er" GriffithT.^ - r Nome the money. It would be a great blow
Piano Solo—  Concerto in G MinorU'!®” ’  ,, “ Rini- to the district if the subjects were drop-
(Mendelssohn).—Edna Linkowski. pianto (Tostelh). jTer^a Mqnotti. ped.
Basso Profundo Solos— Three Songs These remarks of the two Trpstees
(a) “ The Sea is the Home Chocolate Soldier (Strauss).—  appeared to impress the meeting, as the
Rqurke Trio. . resolution was lost.
One Act Play, ‘When W e Forget,” The question of having a High 
Grant. School was raised by Mr. Claxton, who
Violin Solos—  (a) Serenata (d’Am- urged that" the time was ripe for one. 
brqsia); (b). Russian Airs (Wieniaw-j It was pointed out by the Secretary 
skD.—yRobert Rourke. that such a scheme presented difficult-
Bantone Solos— (a) “ For You A- ies as it was impossible to tell how 
lone (Geenl); (b ) ‘‘Blow1 Blow, Thou many pupils would be attending High 
Winter Wind” (Sargeant). — Albert School next term and the law required 
CiBette. that there should be not less than 15
Soprano Solo— (a) Aria from “ Tra- High School pupils in attendance to 
viata” (Verdi); (b ) “ O Sole M io”  (di justify having a High School.
Capua).—Teresa Monotti. Mr. Harrison did not see how the
piano Solo— Dutch Dance (Beetho- district could stand the expense of 
ven).-;—Eva Garcia. third year High School.
P^ets for Soprano and Baritone—  Mr. Dalgleish said there was nothing 
(a) ‘Piangi FanciuIIa” from “ Rigol- that would suit the board better than 
(V erd i); (b ) “ Moonlight and to have a High School if the district 
Roses ’ (Black).—Teresa Monotti and] could stand it and would approve of it. 
Albert Gillettte. i — -  -
Instrumental Music— Selection from 
“Sari” (Kalman).— Rourke Trio.
F R ID A Y  A N D  S A TU R D A Y , JU LY  17th and 18th
T H E  G LO R IO U S  N A V A L  EP IC  I
U 99 la
Their Majesties the King and Queen graciously attended the premier
public presentation.
.... .... . Friday, 8.15, 25c and 55c 7 -
Saturday Matinee, 3.30, 20c and 35c. Evening,/•7.15 and 9, 25c & 5Sc
of the Sea 
for Me” (Petrie); (b ) “ O’er the Bil­
lowy Sea” (Tell Taylor); (c )“ Rqcked 
in the Cradle of the Deep” (Knight). 
— Frank Figone.
M O N D A Y  A N D  TU E SD A Y , JU LY  20th and 21st
T O M  M IX
in —
“ RIDERS RE THE PURPLE SAEE ”
Based on Z A N E  G R E Y ’S greatest novel, 
T O N Y , T H E  W O N D E R  HORSE.
Topics of the Day and Comedy. 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
with
■ .1 i; ..
ySIPli/K
/'I,.
Delivered comtitete^ 
indtrding taxes
Studebaker w ill have no annual 
announcement of new models to nutke 
July cars obsolete in August
Y o u  may buy the new Studebaker Stand­ard Six Coach today—or on any day of 
the year—with the confident assurance that 
no act of ours will stigmatize it as a “last 
year’s model.”
The new Studebaker Standard Six Coach is 
vastly different from the ordinary type o f 
coach.
Coach price— Sedan quality 
Compare it with other coaches and you will 
realize its difference in materials and crafts­
manship. Doors are broad, seats full-width. 
There's room to enter or leave without caus­
ing occupant of folding seat to get out.
Its 50 horsepower engine is the most 
powerful in any car of its size and weight. 
Lightning in pick-up — unusually flexible —  
and dependable with all of the in-built 
stamina and sturdiness of every Studebaker.
Another “One-ProRt** Closed Car 
Above all, this Standard Six Coach is dif­
ferent in the value offered. Its price is 
exceptionally low. This is because it is a
“ one-profit”  car, built complete —  body as 
well as (^ s a is - ^  Studebaker plants. Thus 
Studebaker saves the 'extra profits which 
other-manufacturers have to pay to outside 
parts and body makers and gives the benefit 
to purchasers.
In July wc wiU build nearly six Haiem aa 
many Standard S ix Coachem aa wo made in  
February—‘on inoreaee o f458%.
Month after month, all records have been 
broken, until today the Standard Six Coach 
is one o f the most popular cars In our line.
B u y  now—N o  need to delay
Now you can buy this new Studebaker 
Standard Six Coach with positive assurance 
that its value will not depreciate through 
annual announcements o f new Stndebaker 
models.
Come in N O W  and see the value Stude­
baker offers in this sturdy, dependable, “one- 
profit”  car. Today, more than ever, a 
Studebaker la a big money’s wordi.
RUTLAND
He did not think, howbver, that they] 
were in shape to go into it at present. 
'They should be more than satisfied to 
have, such a good superior school. Any | 
one who wished their children to have 
a higher education should be prepared] 
to pay for it.
Owing to the heat and members be-| Claxton urged strongly that the,
ing busy picking berries, the a t t e n d - T  otherwise of-| 
ance at the monthly meeting of the  ̂ 5
Women’s Institute last Wednesday, on Mr. Stafford
the School lawn, was smaller than j^e motion was lost only
usual. But in the shadow of the trees r  """•.'I  ̂1
it was delightfully cool and consider- Lt, McMurray proposed |
able business was transacted. The lad- Trustees go into the matter
ies would like to see more stalls in the c . cost o f establisning a High| 
market occupied, as at present too few and report at the next annual
of the farmer folk are taking advantage ^^cting. Mr. Gay seconded, and the
of this service. Arrangements for t h e j t,- 
flower show which the ladies are plan- , Mugford having expressed _ his 
ning for August, were discussed and decision to retire Mr A. Mc-
details will be announced later. Murray was unanimously chosen to |
• • • * take his place as Trustee. The chair-
The baby clinic was held on Friday paid a high tribute to the work
afternoon at the School, where twenty- - retiring trustee, and a vote of|
W E D N E S D A Y  A N D  TH U R S D A Y , J U L Y  22nd and 23rd 
See P A U L IN E  FR E D E R IC K  and L A U R A  L A  P L A N T E  in
‘‘ SMOLDERING FIRES ”
A  story whose stirring theme will reach the heart of every man and
woman.
International News and Comedy “B O N E YA R D  BLUES.”
Evenings, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
EM PRESS O R CH ESTR A— H. E. K IRK , Director^
0  B 0  H 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 '
This splendid quality car may be purchased on monthly paynuaUa
MABEE-MACLAREN MOTORS, LTD.
K E L O W N A , B. C.
T H I S  I S 8 T U D B B A K B R  Y B A R
IB l|tt
thanks to him for his services was 
cordjally given.
Amended estimates for $6,515 were 
agreed to.
Miss McClung, School Nurse, attend­
ed the meeting and gave an interesting | 
account of her work amongst the chil­
dren.
Mr. Gay brought up the question of | 
singing in the school and suggested 
the Trustees that in employing a teach­
er the question of singing be taken up 
and, if possible, a teacher with ability 
to teach the rudiments should h.-i 
preference, other things being equal. 
The Trustees agreed to give this mat­
ter their attention.
The meeting then adjourned.
• • 4
Still another of Rutland's young rneiij 
has become a benedict in the person
five infants were examined by Dr. W,
Ĵ  Knox, who was assisted by Miss Mc­
Clung, School Nurse, Mrs. Mugford 
and Mrs. Sharpe. . Afternoon tea wais 
serv'cd to the parents of the children.
Mrs. Beale and Miss Rae being 
charge.
m m *
Mrs. F. A. Lewis and family have 
gone to Vernon where they will live in 
future.
• «  •
Some two dozen ratepayers and otli- 
ers were all that assembled at the 
School on Saturday evening for the 
School annual meeting. Mr. A. W.
Dalgleish was voted to the chair, and 
a number of important matters were 
discussed.
The report of the Trustees showed a 
revenue of $7,647.84, with disburse­
ments of $7,042.74, leaving a balance | of Mr. William Walker Anderson, son 
in the bank and on hand of $605.10. of Mr. and Mrs. J. W . Anderson. 
This report and that of the auditor were “ Walker,” as he is familiarly called, 
approved. Mr. E. S. Bush was rcap- vvas married very quietly to Miss Ma- 
pointed auditor. The estimates for bel Swanson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
1925-26 were then read by Mr. E, Mug- Win, Swanson, at her home on Satur- 
ford. Secretary of the School Board, day evening by Rev. A. C. Campbell. 
The main items of these were teachers’ Only immediate relatives were present 
salaries, final payment of'principal and «'iu(l the bride was unattended. The 
interest on the heating plant of $540. newly married couple are residiijg in 
repairs to school $175. including $50 Rutland on the ranch of the bridc- 
to fix the well, fuel $500, and janitor’s groom’s father 
salary, $720.00. • • *
In the general discussion, Mrs. Bomll The annual Sunday School picnic of 
expressed tlie ojiinion that the cost of j the two congregations of the United 
educating the children was much too Church in Rutland was held on Tucs- 
Jiigh for the number attending the day on Mr. M. R  Williams’ ranch at 
school. There were a.number of chil- Wood’s Lake. The day was an ideal 
dren attending the school who lived one for such an event and a large 
outside the district and quite a number crowd took part in it. Through the 
whose parents were not taxpayers. She kindness of Messrs. A. W . Dalglcish 
thought that these people should help | and Percy Smith, a large number were 
*’car the burden. ' conveyed to Winfield in their trucks,
Mr. Dalgleish said they were compel- while Mr/ jfack .White also took a few 
led by law to teach all children who on his Sinall truck. Bathing was in- 
lived in the district. He pointed out, dulgcd in by most of the younger folk 
however, that the Trustees had discus- before lunch, but in the afternoon a 
sed the matter of children who lived j goodly number of their ciders enjoyed
OUR SATURDAY CANDY SPECIAL
W e have just received a very acceptable 
Summer Confection
BANQUET JELLY WAFERS
40c
Assorted Flavors. 
S PE C IA L  PR ICE  
Per Pound 40c
Just the Candy for hot weather.
‘Not hard to take” ---------- -̂----  “J^st melt in the mouth’
PER  P O U N D
Y O U  W IL L  G ET  TH E M  A T
P. B. WILLITS &  C O .
PH A R M A C IS TS  and STATIO N E R S
the pleasures o f a dip. Sports were 
held for all and much amusement was 
caused by the efforts' of some of the 
older generation in the races, at the 
conclusion of which supper was held. 
Ice cream and other refreshments were 
on hand and freely,partaken of. The 
return home started about a quarter to 
seven and a most successful and en­
joyable day’s outing brought to a close. 
* «  •
For some time past tftc strains of the 
bagpipes and drums have w.ikcncd the 
echoes of Rutland every week. It was 
the weekly practice o f three enthusias­
tic Orangemen, Messrs. R. Stewart, H. 
Walker and Mitchell, for the Orange 
Walk which took place this year in 
Kelowna last Monday, Tlie pipe band 
was very much im evidence at the Walk 
and created a favourable impression. 
All admired the skilful way in! which' 
Mr. Stewart handled the big drum 
which revealed' him. as^a master of this 
important instrument, in. a band/Quite.
a number of Rutland residents took part, 
in the parade.
*  *  *
Miss Lucretia Okc, who is in her 
final year as a nurse in training at 'Van­
couver General Hospital, is spending a 
three weeks* vacation with her parents' 
here.
Mrs. Wanless, of Fort William, and 
her daughter Ruth, arc on a vjsit to- 
Mr. Lionel Wanless.
At the present time over 150 men 
arc employed at-AlIcnby in getting the 
concentrator ready for recommence­
ment of work and about forty men arc 
kept bu.sy at the Copper Mountain, 
mine preparatory to the resumption o f 
active operations,
Salmon Arm fruit growers have re­
ceived a repeat order for Wealthy ap- 
plesf sliipped’ Iast year, to South' Africa...
. " "  1'
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Little Jim m y— “ Bruin  Is R eally  F ed  U p
W H IL G l h e  W a s  
O N  'THATcJOB  
Huntin ' ctardhm 
8I.UGS, we ATe 
3 0  M A w y
r>ot4T' i-ooK.
W e L J L .  f
IS  T H A T -  T H E
l i t t l e  B iS A F ^  
THAT C L E A M a  
S L U G S  O U T  O F  
G A R t l B M S  ? *
■ 1',
yes. SIR.)
IM  H IS  A
H A N A G e R .
CL
[ 0
■Yf
W E L L .  I W A N T  
TD HIRE HIM TO  
R ip  M V  g a r d e n  
O F  SOM E s l u g s ;
W H  ------  •
J
V
\19Z4 In t x -Fcaturb Service, Inc.
• AW . •
'V.'L
H e y  b b a r .. 
T H /^T  f e l l e r  
a i m t  n o  
s l u g ! "
)(MM6P!tj0Sl
CROSS WORD PUZZLE^ Nov 21
47
V
Key to Cross Word Puzzle
Hqrizontal Vertical
1 To  clip.
6 Habitation.
11 Handle of a sword.'
12 I pray (Latin),
14 Applaud.
15 Weapon.
16 Dignity.
18 A  duet.
19 Definite article (French).
20 T o  produce.
21 Canadian province (ab.).
22 Since, in like manner.
24 A. country (ab.).
1 A  kind of rock.
2 To employ.
3 A  Canadian tree.
4 Near by.
5 A  conceited fellow.
7 Before Christ (ab.).
8 Aged.
9 To smear.
10 A  period of time.
Calgary Wholesale Prices
B.C. Cherries, Olivet and Mont­
morency, $2.S0 to ...............$ 2.75
B.C. Strawberries, crate $3 to.... 3.50
B.C. Raspberries, crate, $3.25 to 3.75
B.C. Cherries, Bing ..... ..... 5.00
I Lambert, $4.50 t o ........ ............  4.75
I Deacon .................... ...............  4.50
Royal Anne, $3.25 to ........... . 3.50
B.C. Apricots, Moorpark . .......  2.2b
Gal. Plums, Santa 'Rosa, crate.... 3.25
'J ragedy ................. ................. 3.25
Pt&ch .....................................  3.25
 ̂Blue .................................. ...... 3,25
Cal. Peaches, Triumph, box,
Grade 2 ......    2.75
B.C. Tomatoes, H.H., crate, $4 to 4.75
B.C. Currants, Black, crate ......  3.25
Red ......j............................. ..... 2.50
Cal. Apples, Transparent, C
Grade, box, $3.50 to .....
B.C. Lettuce, Head, crate..........
Cucumbers, Local and B. C., in
boxes, doz,, $1.90 to ........... .
B.C. Cabbage, in crates, lb, .......
B.C. Carrots, in sacks, lb............
B-C. Potatoes, in sacks, cwt___....
B.C. Celery, in boxes, lb., 10c to 
Cal; Onions, Yellow, lb. .........
Cal, Cantaloupes, Standard crate 
Flats ........................ ...............
Calgary Car Arrivals
July 2nd to July 8th
3.75
3.00
2.50
.06
.05
3.25
.12
.09
8.00
3.0O
B.C. Raspberries, Red, 24-pt. cas- , I ing .season. $35.00 per ton is the price
n .......................... 4.25 to grower delivered with indications of
Bing, Lambert and a higher figure if the shortage contin- 
Windsor. 4-bskt. case, $4.50 S.SO ues.
^ ‘'‘Pwblioan, 4-bskt, The following produce has been
$3.50 to ...............................  4.00 cleared at Vancouver during the week
_ Sour, 4-bskt cases, $2.25 to. .... 2.75 ending July 7, 1925:
Ont. Early Richmond Cherries. Apples, Wash., Winesap, 1.506 bo.xcs.
^  bskts., $1.10 to ...........  1.25 Duchess and Yellow Transparent, 84
boxes; pears. Cal., 32 boxes, 31 half
to ...............................  3.75 boxqs; peaches. Cal. Triumph and S t
Red, $2.25 to ....................... 2.75 John, 1,653 boxes; plums, Cal. asst, 1,-
G^scberncs, $2.25 t o ........ ......... 2.75 894 crates; apricots. Wash., Royal and
^-bskt cases, Moorpark, 971 pkgs.; cherries. Wash., $2.75 . .̂ . . . —to -—-...... ...................... 3.00 Bing and Royal Anne, 1,359 boxes;
Imp. Plums, all varieties, 4-bskt.,
$3.75 to ............. ...................
Imp'. Peaches, S t Johns, in lugs,
$2.50 to ...... ......................
Imp. Pears, 2S-rb.'case, $4.00 to 
Imp. Watermelons, per lb., 6^c  
to
“ F IL L  Y O U R  B IN S”  ^
Dr. Charles Camsell, Chairman of 
the Dominion Fuel Board, warns Can- 
n , , ,  T» d- adians to fill their coal bins as soon as
9 cars vegetables, B .C ; 2 cars canta- possible, in view of the possible indus- 
loupes, Cal.; 1 car melons, Cal.; 1 car trial struggle in the United States coal
! atoes, Alta.
Edmonton
ED M O NTO N, July 8.—  Edmonton 
market is taking care of all the Chilli-
lion tons.
Saskatoon
, , . , - . . , SASKATO O N, July 9.— Weather
wacK fruit and; in addition to an- ample conditions continue favourable for the 
supply o f raspberries some fine Lam̂ -1 farmers. There have been severa 
12 Mineral substance from which metal bert cherries have been seen on thi's I showers of ram this week, and condi-
26 Endeavour, ^l^ign.
'ering.27 A. floor cov
30 To dress; fit up.
32 In addition.
. 33 Part of verb “ to be.”
-34 A  native of the Orient.
35 Member of deer family.
36 A  vegetable.
37 Cold. _
39 Electrical engineer (ab.).
40 A  New England State (ab.). 
42 Concerning.
44 To think,, suppose.
49 To execute.
50 Elf, mischievous child.
52 Mohammedan bible.
53 A  vehicle.
54 Mariner. .;
56 A  domestic animal.
57 To lessen. ' i
58 Blunder. ’ »
59 To change,
IS extracted.
13 Short poem. .
16 Two odd letters.
17 And (French).
22 Passage, walk in a church.
23 Produced by heat.
24 Minute particle. A
25 Kind o f tree.
26 Malt liquor.
27 To outline.
28 The same as 33 horizontal.
29 A  beverage.
31 Cheerful.
38 Best part, the height of.
41 Grave; serious mood.
43 Arabian chief.
44 Alright (ab.).
45 A  soft drink.
46 A  kind of plant. '
47 To find fault constantly.
48 A  point of the compass (backwards)
49 Engagement.
51 For.
53 Domestic animal.
55 A  refusal.
57 A  legal degree (ab.).
market. Conditons remain unchanged tions have improved somewhat, 
as far as price cutting on the part of Arrivals for this week are: 1 car
independent jobbers who receive goods mixed vegetables from the Valley; 2 
on consignment is concerned. The cars from Vancouver containing new 
price at which wholesalers buy seems to potatoes, head lettuce and H.H. tom- 
be the price at which the-independents. atoes; 4 cars raspberries; cars mix 
sell. ed cherries.
The market has been fairly good all The following prices govern:
week, and soft fruit has moved out fast. Red Raspberries ............ . $
The car arrivals from July 1st to 8th, Loganberries ...... .....!.....
both dates inclusive, are—  From ̂ .C .,j Bing Cherries, Lamberts and
4.00
3.50
3 vegetables. From Cal., 1 fruits. From 
Wash., 1 apples, 2 apricots. 
Loganberries ........................ ......$ 3.50
2.50
2.75
5.00 
3.50
3.00
ANSWER TO PUZZLE No, 20
Gooseberries
Red Currants ........... ............... .
Cherries, Lambert. Windsor and
Bing, 4-bskt., $4.50 to..........
Royal Anne ...........................•
Morello ........... ........ ............
Montmorency ........................ 2,50
Tomatoes, H .H ...........................  4.50
Cabbage. Carrots, Turnips, Beets,
lb., 6c and ...................   .07
New Potatoes, lb........ ......   .03M
Pod Peas. lb. ...».......      .09
Imp. Apricots, Royal. 4-bskt. .... 2.35
(This on a fresh car today)
u Nl
T O N
R
B T
B £
I
I
a ■ staggered ’ position; the air is then Imp. Plums, Climax, Formosa, 4- 
forced up through the fruit in the crat- bskt....... ......... ....... .. 3.Q0
I es specially placed for the purpose, and Tragedy ..............................'.... 3.50
is exhausted at top of car again. By Peaches, Triumph, in boxes ......  2.25
this process the air is changed in a Apples, Transparent, Gravenstein 
short space of time. We noted that Astrachan, in boxes, $4.25 to 4.50
while the outside temperature ranged Onions, lb............. .....................  ,0S:
over 80 degrees the inside temperature Head Lettuce, crate ...................  4.00
wa.s 58 degrees. The car, is loaded at Spinach, lb. .......................  09
C hilliwack and unloaded at Edmonton. Rhubarb, lb...................  03̂ /j
thereby avoiding all openings in tran-1 Watermelons, lb.......... ...................04j4
usual line car is subjected Leaf Lettuce, Green Onions, Raid-
! to. This car is a decided improvement ishes. doz. bunches .................... 45
on an.v other type of non-refrigerator Local new potatoes made their ap- 
car we have seen for L.C.L. shipments, pcarance on the retail market here last 
The Week in Calgary Saturday. These were Ohios and quot-
_____ ___  __ ___ __ This 'ts Stampede Week here and the|  ̂  ̂ 25c.
I-I (town presents a real Western holiday Medicine Hat
L iM |0 1 U j5 | l (appearance. Many visitors are in evid- M E D IC IN E  H AT, July 9._Royal
cnee and the attendance-at the Fair Annes have been a^glut on this market 
and btarnpede is a record one. Rain pre- and the wholesalers have taken corisid- 
vcntccl the opening on Monday, but crable loss on same, as they have had 
since then the weather has been ideal to job them for almost any price thev 
for show purposes. could get. .
BiisincsswhaS improved in the move- following arc the arrivals for
iment of fruit. Strawberries in car-lots J deciduous fruit: and
are over. There is an exceptional heavy L C.L. shipments of raspberries, straw- 
movement of raspberries at all prairie etc.
points and prices have been well main- Prices are as follows:
tained. Upvvards of 46 cars have al- Loganberries .............................$ 3.75
! ready been distributed and this docs Raspberries, $3.50 to ................. 375
1  ̂ include a Blower car almost d a i l y ( v e r y  unsatisfact-
?^*T*” **?*’* * ^ ® ® C h i l l i w a c k  to Edmonton or ory) $2.00 t o ....................... 4.OO
i^ued by L.C.L. shipments. Royal Annes. $2.50 to ........... 3 50
J. A. errant. Fruit Markets Cominis-( < ri,„_____ ______________ _ . (Bings .......... ..........................  450
Red Currants ...........................  2.50
c Currants ...........................  375
Sour Cherries .........    2.50
THE PRAIRIE 
FRUIT MARKET 
BULLETIN]
isioncr, Calgary.) The uncertainty apparent last week 
end over the volume of fruit rolling ^
ril,rnr,r 11 io?!t I removed. Brokers are now '^  Currants
^aigary,ju iy 11, lyza. | receiving accurate information on bothip.,, ......  ......
car-lot and L.C.L. movements. News t, .........................................
rf>nrhf>fl fti,» 1.,,.* —....I. <.1_a. _ I xCachCS ................................... . 2.50
and Windsors ______ __
Royal Anne Cherries .................
New Potatoes, lb., 3j^c to .......
Cabbage, lb............................ .....
Carrots, lb. .................. ....;..... .
Beets and Turnips, Ib............... .
Celery. B.C., lb............... ............
Head Lettuce, ddz.......................
Per case .............. ....................
Tomatoes, B.C., Hothouse ........ 4.00
Plum, Cal. Assorted .........   3.75
Apricots ..........        3.25
Peaches ...............    2.50
Apples, New Wash. .........   4.50
Cantaloupes, Standards .....    8.50
^  Flats .... .......................... ........ 3.50
Tomatoes. Tennessee ....    2.75
Cukes, B.C, doz........ ......    2.50
Old Potatoes, ton.......................  50.00
Regina
REC IN A . July 8.-—Express cars of 
raspberries have been arriving in good 
condition; the quality is good but prices 
are high and demand is not all that' 
could be desired. In fact, the trade was 
not able to clean tip all last week’s ber­
ries by Saturday and several hundred 
cases were held over with.the usual 
re.sult. Cherries are coming* in L.C.L. 
shipments and generally speaking are 
good in both quality and condition. 
Lamberts exceptionally fine, being firm 
and baskets well filled. Currants and 
gooseberries have not been good in 
quality and are slow movers. .Several 
cases of black Currants arrived today 
that are large, fine fruit in appearance 
certainly a contrast and improvement 
upon former arrivals. The qnalitv of 
B.C. celery is improving and is sup­
plying the market, so is also B.C. let­
tuce. New cabbage, carrots, beets, pot­
atoes, beans and peas are very satis­
factory. Business last week and the 
first of this has been good. Weather 
cool and cloudy.
Car arrivals. July 2nd to 8th— Im ­
ported: 2 cars cabbage. 1 mixed veg­
etables. 1 cantaloupes, 1 watermelons.
1 tomatoes, 3 apples. 2 cars mixed
grapefruit, Cal.,'55 cases, Fla., 44 cases; 
3.90 oranges, Cal., 1,571 cases; lemons. Cal., 
240 cases; cantaloupes, 1,625 crates; 
275 watermelons, 41 crates and 6,336; Cas- 
4.50 abas, 33 crates and 2,396; Honeydews, 
125 crates and 1,758; bananas, 3,379
T .......  ,07j^ bunches; peppers. Cal'., 6 pkgs.; cucum-
In^. Cantaloupes, case, 4Ss, $7.50 8.00 bers. 72 boxes; green beans, 3 sacks; 
Flats, 12s and ISs, $3.00 to ...... 3.25 wax beans, 13 sacks; onions. Cal., 1,-
Med. Hat Tomatoes, 920 sacks, Japan, 50 crates; turnips,
. IFH., 4-bskt. case, $4.25 to 4.75 j Wash., 55 sacks; squash, Cal., 2 boxes.
Imp. Tomatoes, 3-qt. cases, $2.75 Apples, Winesap, $3.25 to ..........$ 4.0(1
to ........ .— „ 3.25 Apples. Delicious ................_____________   .3.50
B.C. Beets and Carrots, new, cwt. Apples, Ben Davis, $2.75 to '....... 3.0('
■ sacks, $5.00 to ...... .............. 5.50 Apples, Newtown .................. . 4.0n
B.C. Potatoes, New, cwt. $4.75 to 5.00 Apples (N ew ) Duchess and Yel-,
B.C.— Âll other prices unchanged. low Transparent ............. . 375
' Pears, Cal., Bartlett, box ............ 7.00
S W IF T  CU RRENT, July 7.—  The! Peaches, St. John arid Triumphj
weather has been hot and dry for the ( $1.75 to . ......................... .
past week up until last night, when We Plums, Asst., crate, $2.00 to ......Z
received rain practically all over this Apricots, crate ........ .............. .
district. Generally speaking, the crops Cherries, Bing, lb., 15c to ........
3re lool^l^S fine_ at the present time. Cherries, Royal Anne, lb., IClc to 
All lines of fruit haye been moving Raspberries, crate, $1.75 to .......
quite freely and the market has kept I C<>§ranberries, crate, $1.50 to .......
c l^n  Up to the present time. Black Currants, crate ........ .......
Carloads received from June 30th to Rhubarb, box ............. ........ .
July 7th: 2 cars rasps, 1 car bananas. Spinach, lb. ............ ........ ............
1 car watermelons; several L.C.L. ship- Celerv, doz. ...............................
ments of currants, rasps and cherries. Celery, Okanagan, lb.................
STOCKWEU'S LTD.
G E N E R A L  M E R C H AN TS  
Phone 324
FRIDAY & SATDRDAY
S P £ C /A L S
T E A  P O T S , all sizes, each-
50c
U SED  3-Burner FLO R E N C E  
O IL  STOVE, with Cabinet
SE ALER S from, per doz. $1,00
Pacific 
fr a s e r  
Valley 
M ilk
liir JM*
jittPOrtATED,
Fraser Valley farmers pro­
duce Pacific Milk. This good 
product of farm and factory 
comes. to those who use it, 
and thousands do, fresh, pure 
and rich, having 100% of the 
elements that go to make up 
pure milk.
W H O L E S A L E  PR ICES (Head Lettuce, crate ......... ........ .
Apples, Wash., Newtown. box....$ 4,50 Cauliflower,; $2.00 to ....................
2.25
3.25
2.00
.22
.12
2.00
1.75
3.50
1.25 
.05
2.00
-07M
4.50
4.00
4.00
3.00
3.50
4.75
3.50
2.50
2.75
9.00
3.75
3.50
4.75 
3.00
2.50 
.06 
.05 
.03' 
.10 
.04
Strawberries, B.C., crate*....... .
Raspberries, B.C., crate ........... !
Loganberries, B.C, crate
Red Currants, B. C., crate .... .
Black_ Cufrants, B.C., crate .......
Cherries, Bing, 4-bskt. crate......
Royal Anne, 4-bskt ..............
Sour, 4-bskt. ......................... .
Rhubarb, 40-lb. box,........... ........
Cantaloupes, Standards ............
Flats ..............................
Tomatoes, Miss., 4-bskt. crates....
Hothouse, 4-bskt. crates ...... .
Cucumbers, Fancy, doz...............
No. 1, per doz........................
Cabbage, B.C., lb. .......... 1...........
Carrots, B.C., lb..........................
Beets and Turnips, B.C., lb........
Celery, Ib. ................. ................ .
Potatoes, lb. .......... . ...............
Winnipeg Wholesale Prices 
B.C. Black and Red Currants, 24 
pints, $3.50/to $4.00. Cherries, Royal 
crates, $3.50; Lamberts, 
$4.00; Bings, $4.50. Raspberries, 24 
pints, $5.00. Strawberries, 24 pints,'$5. 
Tomatoes, 4-bskt. crates, $2.50. Goose­
berries, 24 pints, $2.50. Peas, 4c per 
lb. Carrots, per doz., 40c. Beets, per 
doz., 40c. Head Lettuce, per case, 
$3.50. Ontario potatoes, Canada B., 
per cwt., $1.58. Cucumbers, 11-qt. 
baskets, $3.00. Cherries, Royal Anne, 
6 quarts, $1.25. Tomatoes, 11 qts., 
$3.50. Local potatoes, Canada B, $L43. 
Rhubarb, Ic per lb. Imported peaches. 
Alexander, Triumph, per crate. No. 2, 
$2.50. Plums, Santa Rosa. 4-bskt. crat­
es, $3.75; Formosa, per basket, $1.15: 
Beauty, 4-bskt. crates. $3.00. Cherries. 
I.arnbert. 15 lbs.. $3.50. Raspberries. 
24 pints, $5.00. Apricots, 1-bskt. crales 
$2..-)0.
Tomatoes, H.H., No. 1 ...............
Peppers, Green, lb. ..... .
Cabbage, lb., 4j^c to................
Radishes, doz. bunches ........... .
Parsley, doz. bunches, 40c to ....
.35
.07
.06
2.50
6.00
.05
Onions. Green, doz. bunches, 15c
Beets, doz. bunches, 25c to ............. ...
Beets, sack .......................:........ 3.59
Carrots, sack  ....... .............. . 3.OO
Turnips, lb................................. .04
New Potatoes, lb. ..........  02%
Horse Radish, lb. ..........    .35
Egg Plant, Ibi ............... ...........„
Onions, Cal., lb.................
Green Peas, Ib, 4c to ................
Cantaloupes, Flats. $2.25 to ......
Cantaloupes, 36s and 4Ss ..........
WatermUons, lb., 4c to ..............
Casabas, crate ..........................  3,25
Honeydews, crate, $3.00 to ........ 3.50
Cucumbers, W.S., $2.00 to ....  2.50
Cucumbers, L .E .,'$2.00 to ......... 2.50
B.C. Shippirig Point Prices
Potatoes .....    45.00
Cabbage....... ......................    80.00
Carrots .......................   60.00
Beets ..................................    50.00
Onions ......         60.00
Turnips .......     40.00
Celery, Ib..............     05
Bings ................      3.50
Windsor ....................................  3.OO
Blk. Republican .....    2.75
Olivette and Morello .....   1.75
Peach Plums, No. 1 ....   1,75
Peach Plums, No. 2 ...............  1.50
Fraser Valley Milk Producers 
Association
P A C K E R S  O F  P A C IF IC  M IL K
Head Office: Vancouver, D .C .
The Best Sink Value 
T Ever Offered
Entirely new type of Sink at a remark­
ably low price. The bate is rust-resisting 
Iron - — '—• — -------* . .T"Armco Ir , coated with purest white 
enamel, ^m e as refrigerators, electric 
ranges, etc. Sold compete with all 6t- 
tings and instructions.
SMP Enameled Sinks
Price
Complete
1̂3d22
SMP Enameled Drain 
Board—Price $p.5Q
Wonderful value. White enameled Armca 
Iron base. strong; handsome; handy. 
There new S ^ P  Sinks and Drain Boards 
sold by aU plumbers and hardware stores, 
or write direct to
MtiAi PIWDUCIS co.'T.SSS*
TOftOMro WINNIPEG ,o3,wl eoMONTON vANcouvan caioahv
BUGS’
/LEAS
MOTHS
BEETLES
WESTBANK
Vancouver
VAN C O U VER , July 8.— The weath­
er during the past week has been warm 
and dry:
The carlot movement of stone fruits 
from California anti Washington points 
IS increasjng in volume, four mi-xecl car- 
lots having arrived during the past 
week. Included in them were a few 
boxes of Bartlett pears from California 
and a fetv boxes of Yellow Transpar­
ent and Duchess apples from Wenat­
chee.
Miss Bernice Wells spent last week 
visiting Miss Alice McCall at Peach- 
land.
Mrs. Smith and Miss Isabelle Smith, 
who had been staying with Mrs. Dave 
Smith, left for Manitoba last week.
Mrs. J. M. Jones, Mrs. McIntosh, 
M isscs Winnifred and Marguerite Mc­
Intosh, Garnett, Burton and Merle 
Howlett aiuhMr. Stewart Burton have
all been camping at the Lake.
« * •
Mouses lo!2(C4af
Sprinkle in chicken houeeeand onchieliene
end fowl* to KILL LICE
I
■I
There is a considerable movement of
Mrs. Perrin and children, of Kelow­
na, are staying with Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. Dobbin.
Bing cherries from nearby Washington
New  Blower Car
The Canadian National Express Co. the prairies last week that the ................ :.................— .̂SO
have this year been using five new air {‘‘''^ l.crry peak Avas on. This was mis- ............. .................... .......llclVC lIHS L*AT ULLIl HVC IICMf Bza I « Ulf« A X1 1 5 W35 iTlIS* I ^
circulating cars for L.C.L. shipments as the peak is only .......... .
of raspberries from ChilHw.ack, B.C h’O ' L R a s p b e r r i e s  with few ex ' ............ ...... ^
00
fruits From BC ' l  e l 131 i I which is having an adverse in
?i|fluencc upon the sale of the Okanagan
4.50OX clS UCmCS IIUIII Vw'Illllvv3CKf «■ Iits iCW CX** I *71? A *
W e examined one of these cars this have been arriving in excellent
week and found that the temperature is 
considerably reduced by,a forced intake 
of air while the car is in motion. The 
car has a false bottom seven inches 
from tltc flobr., The air is taken in on 
•each side of the .top of the car and con­
ducted to the floor by means of five 
-.metal conduits on each side, placed in
condition. Cabbage, Local, lb........................
B.C. Bing and ^m bert cherries are! B.C. B e e t s .............................
here in volume. They arc retailing at B C Turnips ....................... ............. 05
Royal Annes are retailing a V ^  ib!
The first'field tomatoes arrived here Standard Cantaloupes .............. . 9.00
this week and were sold at $3.50 per Celery ..
• Bananas
raspberries, 390 cases strawberries. 46 
cases gooseberries, 43 cases currants, 
507 cases cherries. 8 cases apricots. 
From Ontario: 15 baskets gooseber­
ries. From Man.: 1 car mixed veget­
ables. From B.C.: 3 cars mixed veg­
etables. 1 car tomatoes, 2 cars rasps; 
l.c.l., 77 cases celery, 7 cases cukes, 41 
cases tomatoes, 40 cases head lettuce, 
13 cases other vegetables. From Medi­
cine Hat: 26 cases cukes. From W in­
nipeg, 14 baskets cukes.
REG INA  PR ICES 
B.C. Apples, Winesaps, box,
Fancy ..................................$ 4.00
Wash. Apples, New Yellow
Trans., orchard run, box .... 4.00
B.C. Strawberries, 24-pint cases,
$4.00 to .... .................... .
product. The Washington Bing is sell­
ing at from 15c to 17c per lb. and al­
though it lacks the full flavour of the 
Interior stock, it has a good appearance 
which sells it and deters those who 
buy by appearance from paying the 
higher price asked for the Okanagan 
Bing.
The prices on raspberries and logan­
berries arc considerably lower than 
those of a week ago and very little is 
shown on the “ Row” . The cannery 
price is $1.93 per crate, or $1.65 crate 
returned, on raspberries, which is much 
more attractive than selling for direct 
consumption.
There is a temporary shortage of 
new' potatoes, owing in part to the
■:r 1̂1
_ _
Proven best 
Since 1857
The first shipment of tomatoes this 
year was made on Monday. They were 
grown by Messrs. John Faulkner and 
Thos. Recce.
, * «  *
Mr. and Mrs. Crowe and children, of 
Rosebud, Alta., arc spending the vac­
ation with Mr. and Mrs. Geo, Kings­
bury.
A A •
tim e te s te d
5.00 suspension of digging during the hay-1
Messrs. Geo. and Harry Brown and 
Jim Ingram motored up from Kalcdcn 
for the week-end.
FR E E  B A B Y  BOOKS— write to The 
Borden Co., Limited, Vancouver, for 
two Baby Welfare Books.
A  meeting was held at the School- 
Miss Francis Robinson has gone for j  H®-® P "  Monday night, when it wa- 
a week’s visit to Pcachland decided to buy half the B.C. acre for
.•  • • I community hall, the corner half bciii;
Mrs. Dan Donald, of Penticton, who for the proposed Church o
had been carnping at the lake with her England, wh ch is to be built shortly
sister, Mrs. Burton, returned home on ............. ..........
f'TJday. Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4.
FAOK EIGHT THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
THURSDAY; JULY 16th, 1925̂
A REAL APPETIZER
dcUcato aroma. Per bottle
BRANSTON PICKLES
COLD M EDU MAYONIUISE
A N D
THOUSAND ISLAND DRESSING
These two Best Foods products are in a class by them-
......  25 c and 50cA  bottle
NORSE C R O W N  F A T  M A C K E R E L
■ Prepared with Tomato Sauce.
NO RSE C R O W N  SO U SE D  M A C K E R E L
prepared with vinegar and spices.
NO RSE C R O W N  FRESH  M A C K E R E L
Direct from the salt water into, the can.
NO RSE C R O W N  K IP P E R E D  H E R R IN G
A fancy, bonele.ss herring. •
NO RSE C R O W N  F A T  H E R R IN G
Packed in Tomato Sauce.
NORSE C R p W N  B R IS L IN G
In pure olive oil, nicer than any other Norwegian sardine.
All NORSE C R O W N  products are guaranteed by a moneys 
back guarantee. If you don’t like them return the wrapper 
and we give your money back.
R ING  T H E  P H O N E  A N D  ASK  FO R  214
The M cKenzie C o ., L td .
SH O ULD , A N D  D O ES A P P E A L  TO  T H E  B U Y E R
W e depend on large volume rather than large profits for 
small interest re'turn on capital invested.
Buy from the house that saves you money.
Fly Chaser, pints ............... ......... ............... ........... . 3Sc
Quarts .................... ............................. 60c
J^-gallon   ................... $1.00
Disinfectants, pints ............... .......... ................ . 65c
j^-gallon ........ ............ ..........................  $1.15
Gallon..... ........................................ .....$1.75
Compare our prices— why pay more?
Poultry Supplies Oats Mill Feeds 
and Cereals.
Quaker Flour
Occidental Fruit Go., Ltd.
: SPORT ITEMS :
A Q U A T IC S
Salmon Arm vctcran» Is cominK to Kc- 
lowua' to engage a team whtcli is be
ing gathered from the veterans of the 
city. This match will commence about 
1,30 and, as there arc no league fix­
tures scheduled, will be in the nature 
of a friendly match, with no connec
A  mustard preparation made by the Colman Mustard
Company. Delicious flavor and 25 c and 50c
A  particularly pure and wholesome relish, made by 
Crosse & Blackwell, of blended chopped fruits and ve­
getables, together with spices and aromatic 
vinegar ; per bottle.........................................
Apparently the Penticton girls arc 
not letting the Sons of England war 
cuiioe team's challenge go unanswered, 
for while they are not accepting it, they 
have organized a crew of their own and 
are ready to appear at the annual Re 
gatta in August, if anyone can be found 
who will compete. The Southern girls 
have evidently detcrniiued tliat if tl)c 
Penticton boys arc not willing to race 
a war canoe, they will sho,w them what 
the weaker sex can do.
There should be no difficulty in op 
taining a ladies' 'war canoe crew in 
Kelowna and accepting the challenge of 
the Penticton girls, who arc already 
training for competition in this event. 
Any girls who arc interested or who 
would be willing to enter a war canoe 
crew arc requested to hand in their 
names or notify Coach Jenkins at the 
Aquatic.
C R IC K E T
League Standing
G. W . V. A.
City ..... .....
Occidental ... 
S. O. E.......
p. W . L. D.
3 2 0 1
3 2 0 1
3 1 2 0
3 0 3 0
K E L O W N A , B. C
Free City Delivery Phone 67
G,W.V.A. And City Play T o  A  Draw 
G.W.V.A. and City are still tied for 
the league leadership after a thrilling 
contest this week in which the aspect 
of the match was changed i several 
times, the Vets eventually finishing with 
7 runs stilP needed for a win, with 8 
wickets down, when stumps were 
drawn at the regulation time of 6 p.m.
There has not been a match so far 
this season in which the advantage 
changed, from one team to another so 
many times, and while at one stage the 
Vets were struggling to make sufficient 
runs to overcome the City’s score of 
120, they were subsequently erideavour- 
ing to hold- their wickets to at least 
secure a draw, which they, were suc­
cessful in doing when their score fin­
ished with 114 for 8 wickets 
Winning the toss, the Vets pat the 
City in to bat to the bowling o f. Sut­
ton and 'White, and possibly this was 
a rriistake. as the heat made hard work 
for the bowlers, who, after getting a- 
way to a good start, were evidently tir­
ing before. the last wicket had been 
taken. ?
T o  the surprise of the spectators, 
three City wickets fell for one solitary 
run, and it appeared to be a collapse, 
on the part of the City, but Griffith ahd 
Keevil ran the score to 49 before they 
were bowled by Sutton. The tail wag­
ged vigorously, also, Marshall, Blake- 
borough and Matthews running up a 
very useful score and changing the 
complexion of the match entirely. With 
the extras, the respectable total of 120 
was on the score board when Haymaii 
was caught out for the final wicket.
The Vets commenced their innings 
in exactly the opposite way to their op­
ponents and, despite the score of 120 
against them, it looked as if that total 
would rapidly be overcome, as the G. 
W .V.A, treated the bowling of Matt­
hews and Blakeborough vi4th little res­
pect and 55 had been counted before 
the first wicket fell. Two catches by 
Mangin disposed of White and Sutton, 
and again the complexion of the match 
was changed, for with 4 ^wickets down 
for 90, the remainder of the batsmen 
could do little or nothing to make a 
score. Matthews, who had startec 
poorly, was now in form and took . 
wickets in four overs.
The Vets, who had been striving to 
reach their opponents’ total, now made 
a determined stand against time, and 
they were successful in holding out, 
taking no chances, and at the same 
time with the hope of securing the 20 
runs necessary to win, adding runs 
whenever possible. Time came with 
the Vets but 7 runs short of victory, 
and thus ended the most sensational 
match seen on a local field iii years.
Sutton was the only bowler to ac­
hieve distinction, taking 6 City wickets 
for 29, and bowling no less than 16 
overs. Matthews, when he struck his 
stride, was dead on the wicket but ap­
parently could not get his length dur­
ing the earlier stages.
Verity with 36 was high batsman 
and. had he not tried to sneak a run 
and been run out, might have changed
tion whatever with the league, it sim­
ply being a match between tlic returned
men of Kelowna against their com­
rades from Salmon Arm.,
A  strong eleven can be placed in tUc 
field from the war veterans here, and 
no doubt there will be some well 
known cricketers on the visiting team.
b a s e b a l l
Vernon Overwholmo Kelowna In 
Third Inning
A  Kelowna nine journeyed to Ver­
non on Thqrsduy to engage Vernon, 
and after the northerners’ defeat here 
on the occasion of their last visit, it 
was expected that the locals would 
make a good showing. As in their pre­
vious contest at Vernon, one bad in­
ning spoiled any chances they might 
have had to win their- second game 
from Vernon, when no less than 12 
runs filtered across the plate, and this 
at a time when Kelowna was leading 
3 to 0. After Vernon had been retired 
in order during the first two inning.s 
and Kelowna had collected three runs, 
the avalanche in the third won, the 
game for Vernon.
McArthur, pitching for .Kelowna, 
seemed to have, his opponents at his 
mercy during the first two innings, 
while Anderson, who opposed him, was 
tpuched freely, but McArthur appeared 
to lose all control, and the final score 
read 19-5 in Vernon’s , favour.
Weakness “in the pitcher’s box, it 
would seem, is the weakness heire this 
season, as Roth has been the only 
twirler capable of lasting a full game, 
while pitching steady ball.
T E A C H IN G  TH E  TE AC H E R S  H O W  T O  JUM P 
Walter Knox, famous Canadian coach, gives an object lesson in hurd­
ling to the summer class'at the University of Toronto Stadium. More 
than 125 students were present.
liams, R. Cutnmiug.
W. Longlcy, Jr., stroke, G. Haug, 
H. McCarthy, L. Cook.
W . Carruthers, stroke, D. Dorc, 
Pooley, H. Carruthers.
Ladies a
Mrs. H. G. M. Wilson, stroke; A. 
Knox, G. Stirling, B. Stirling.
M. Burne, stroke, B. Burnc, E. Pack- 
ham, N. Jones.
■ B. Small, stroke, W ; Day, J. Hock­
ing, M. Small.
• Senior Men
G y r o s R .  Seath, stroke, R. Watt, 
D. K
Efforts are being made to h ^ e  Pen- 
rE ‘ticton or SuinmerTand appear here on 
July 23rd, and it is hoped to have one 
or two outside tearns in for Regatta 
Week in August.
Kelowna was represented at Vernon 
by the follow! ng:—
J. Parkinson, lb.; Patterson, ss.; Mc­
Arthur, p.; Buse, 2b.; Berquist, c.; 
Roth, If.; Bourke, cf.; Brown, rf.; Mu- 
tris, 3b.. \
T o  R. Jennens, S. Elliott and T. 
Treadgoid, who kindly provided cars 
for transportation, the thanks of the 
baseball executive are extended.
R O W IN G
Fifteen Crews For Rowing Regatta
err, C. McLeod.
Bclgo:—-B. Loyd, stroke, W . Jolley, 
R. Wedge, E. Dick.
' L. Knowles, stroke, C. Campbell, D. 
Balsillic, R. Sheridan
Mixed
E. Packham, stroke, B. Loyd, R. 
Seath, B. Burne.
M. Burne, stroke, L. Knowles, W . 
Jolley, N. Jones.
B. Small, stroke, L. Knowles, W . 
Loarie, M. Small.
W . Carruthers, stroke, G. Stirling, 
Mrs. Wilson, H. Carruthers.
I t  is not to Be taken that the races 
will be staged in the order given above, 
and all contestants are requested to be 
on hand at 6.30 in order that the re­
gatta may be run off before darkness 
makes it impossible for the spectators 
toToIlow the events.
A  Cauadiap expedition, led by Gupt. 
A. H. McCarthy, of Windermere, and- 
Col. W . W . Foster, of Vancouver, has 
succeeded in climbing Mount Logan, 
the highest peak in the Canadian Roc­
kies. _ Mount Logan is 19,850 feet-high 
and is known as the “ Canadian Ever­
est.”
W E  C A N  G I V E ^ O U
INSURANCE
PR O T E C T IO N  
against any hazard, including 
FIRE, L IFE , 'A U T O M O ­
B ILE , A C C ID E N T  A N D  
SICK NESS ; 1\^ARINE, 
BA G G AG E  A N D
EARTHQUAKE
E .  W . Wilkinson & Co.
B E R N AR D  AVE.
The new leader of the B. C. Douk- 
hobors has infotifued the Provincial 
Government thatf his people will obey 
the I.aws of the country in future. The 
building of- four new schools has been 
decided on by the Doukhobor com­
munity. They w ill, replace some of 
those destroyed' by 'fire.
It
.V '
LATEST NEWS
’  ON FISHING
Bolgo**Dam.— Very good. Be a good 
sport and take only your limit—25. 
Mabel- Lake—Fishing; fair, Nice 
lace to camp.
"sh Lake—Very good; no mos­
quitoes^
W e outfit you with; the right kind 
of T A C K LE .
WEEKrEND SRECIAL
Boys’ Fishing Rods,, rcg.
7Sc; for ............... ...... iu O C
Gut Leaders' ............. .............. 10c
Hand tied Flies;
per dozen 
W e carry  a g o o d , stock  ot: the n ew
S LA ZE N G E R  STITCH LESS  
T E N N I&  B A L L
the one which will b'fc ■ used i in - the 
Interior Lawn Tennis> Champion- 
shifft to be held Here July 27tH to 
August 1st. '
R AC K E T  R ESTR IN G IN G
done by Mr. Turk Lewis.- Satisfac­
tion guaranteed.
s m t i n 's
We Have--
A  number of good
SECOND H A N D  
BICYCLES
League Standing 
P.
Kelowna ................. 4
Armstrong ................. 4
^Salmon Arm .............  4 ’
which have been “ traded in” 
on the new Massey models. 
These wheels have been re­
built. thoroughly overhauled 
and arc in perfect running or­
der.
3 l.adies’ Bicycles at $17.50, 
$20.00 and $22.50.
2 Juvenile Models at $17.50 
and $21.50
2 First Class 22-inch Gents’ 
' models at $29.50 and ^5.00
3 other Gents’ Models at
$18.50, $20.00 and $25.00
«»uu ucvu ni n n  
the situation with a larger score. With 
the Vets,* it was the tail end of the 
batting order which fell down, wWle 
with the City the reverse was-the case, 
but this was only one of the many, fea­
tures which made the result of the 
match in doubt until the last over had 
been bowled.
C IT Y
Crichtpii, b Sutton .......................  0
Handlen, b White .........   0
Bush, 1) White ..............................  Q
L. Griffith, b Sutton ............................21
1 Keevil, b Sutton ......... .........   26
1 Mangin. b Sutton ......... ....................S
4 Marshall, run out ........ . IS
Remaining league fixtures arc as Matthews. Ibw Sutton ..........1” ..” ..!! 23
follows:—  I Blakeborough. b White ................. 19
LACROSSE
Commencing at 6.30 sharp on Mon­
day evening, the first local regatta of| 
the season will be held by the Kelow­
na-Rowing Club, and following the an­
nouncement last week an additional! 
four crews have been entered, making 
fifteen in all who are expected to take ( 
part. Interest in rowing has apparent­
ly gained considerable headway this! 
year, and practices have been well at­
tended, so that some good races are 
expected to be seen. Following the | 
regatta the selection for the “ rep.”  Ke­
lowna crews, senior men and ladies, | 
will be announced.
As the Aquatic^ will be thrown open I 
during the evening to the public, for 
whom a dance will be provided follow­
ing the programme of races, it  is hop­
ed that there will be a generous atten­
dance, to give encouragement to the| 
rowers.
Coach Jenkins has announced that! 
tentative crews have been lined up as 
follows, to take part subject to change | 
before the Regatta: •
Junior Girls
U, DeHart, stroke, M. Kincaid, J. 
Roweliffe, G. Griffith.
K. Ryan, stroke, M. Dore, A. Poole, j 
S. Lupton. ,
Junior Bo3ts
D. Loane, stroke, R. Black, J. Wil-1
f - i 7 r
' I TnT'Trrn'iT'T’iT 'i ’ i ' i ■ 11 ■ /' i ''h t i m '' i '
ss
Facts! D A L M O R  R U F F L E D  C U R T A I N S
July 16.— Kelowna at Salmon Ann. R^y^i^n. c Campbell, b Sutton ......  1
July 23.— Salmon Arm at Armstrong, 
July '30.— Kelowna at Armstrong. 
Aug. 6.— Kelowna at Salmon Arm 
Aug. 13.—Armstrong at Kelowna.
Lewis, not out ........................6
Extras .................. 4
Sold on terms if desired.
“Where the bthcr fellers deal”
TED BUSE
Bicycles—and—Sport Goods
Tlic B. C. Ciovcrnmcrit has put a 
stop to till pkicitig of advcrti.scmcnt.s 
for lir.Tiid.s of liquor at the boundary 
line clo.se to Customs office.**.
Kelowna Pla3rs At Salmon Arm Today
Kelowna is plaving an Okanagan 
League fixture at Salmon Arm today, 
and our boys must win in order to 
strengthen their chances of retaining 
the Roweliffe Cup. Manager Roddy 
Watt Is fully aware of the situation atic 
is sending a strong line-up to oppose 
the Main Line twelve, for although 
Salmon Arm has not yet won a game 
in the series, tlicrc is such a thing as 
ov.;r-confidcncc, hence there will be a 
strong Kelowna team in the field on 
Th ursday.
Followers of ^lacrosse will have no 
difficult}', after examining the schedule 
of g.anics still to be pl.aycd, in undcr- 
stniiding that Kelowna will have to 
win each remaining contest to he sure 
of again lc.iding the Okanagan Valiev 
championship, as one defeat would 
mean that even if thev win from Arm­
strong here in Rega'tta Week, there 
would still be a tie for first position.
Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
120
G.W.V.A.
Verity, run qut .............
Whitehorn, b Griffith ...................  xo
White, c Mangin. b Matthews .....L
Sutton, c Mangin. h Griffith ... 17
Francis, b Matthews ..............  l
C. Hill, b Matthews ........................ i
Bristowc, h Bl.akcborough........ . o
Campbell, not out ................ 12
Ball, b Matthews .................   7
Pringle, not out ................... '.......... 1
Bury did not bat 
E.xtras.................
114
B O W LIN G  A N A L Y S IS
Wickets„   ̂ Runs
Sutton ...............    29
White .......■.............34
Whitehorn .................. 31
Campbell ..................  10
Bristowc .....................  12
Matthews .................. 47
Griffith ...................... 10
Blakeborough ..........  36
Hayniau .....................  10
Salmon Arm Veterans Here On July 19
On July 19th. a team composed of
When ybu come right 
down to GROCERY  
FACTS it is price and 
quality that tell the tale. 
W e don’t know of a 
store anywhere that 
meets the two require­
ments more faithfully 
than “The Corner Gro- | 
eery.’’ W e  invite. tom- | 
parison of quality and | 
price with groceries of- | 
fered elsewhere. 1
Recognizing that there are a jgreat many housewives who 
have neither the time nor the inclination to make their 
own ruffled curtains, we now supply these curtains in 
various short lengths already to put up, at low cost.
r
F R IL L E D  C U R T A IN IN G  in fiuc'scrim: mauve 
with mauve frilling; rose with rose frilling; maize . 
vy’ith blue frilling; copen with canary frilling; •
cream spot with frill; also plain white in fancy 
marquisette. These are all guaranteed 
fast colors; Price, per yard ................. I  t I L
C U R T A IN  NETS, marquisette with filet inser­
tion. scrim lace edged, Madras and spot muslins 
in a good assortment of qualities and prices.
C R E TO N N E S  and-SATEENS in new patterns; 
striped Cretonne in brick and blue 
shades, sand and rose; per yard ..........  D t i L
H E A V Y  C R E TO N N E  in large floral designs; 
black and orange stripe; blue and grey stripe ^
with sweet pea design. Very pretty. ^
Per yard ................................................ • O L  V
T A P E S T R Y  P A T T E R N  C R E TO N N E  in soft '
shades of rose, blue and sand shades; r7f T N . '
Per yard ................................................ i  DC
Pure Linen Tablecloths and 
Serviettes to match
1 only Rose Pattern Cloth, 72x90 ... 
Serviettes, 2 5 x 2 5 : per cloz. ......
$ 10 .7 5
$ 1 3 .5 0
nd:  Holmes 
Gordon, Ltd. j
Family Grocers Phone 3U ■
T H E  G R O CER Y O N  T H E  
CO RNER
1 only set Cloth, 70x8(S ...........
Serviettes, 22x22; per (Ur/..
$ 9 .0 0
$ 9 .0 0
Table Cloth.H only, hcmmcfl at, a piece $4.50 
Hemstitched ...................... ......... $7.00
1 only set, Cdoth, 70.x88 ................
S e r v i e t t e s ,  2 4 x 2 4 ;  p e r  d o z ............
$12.50
$ 1 5 .0 0
Table I.incn by tlic.yard, .hicaebed and im- 
blcacbed; a yard..........  $1.25 to $3.50
THOMAS LAWSON, LTD.
P H O N E  215 K E L O W N A , B. C.
